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originally from Edinburgh, Scotland. He joined Santos in September
2007 as Executive Vice President, Growth Businesses, responsible
for Santos’ emerging new businesses including LNG, Geoscience
and New Ventures, Indonesia and other strategic projects. He holds a
first class honours degree in Mechanical Engineering from
Edinburgh University and a Masters of Business Administration
from the University of Strathclyde. David has 25 years of experience
in the petroleum industry, and was previously Managing Director for
BP Developments in Australasia from 2003 to 2007. He has
previously held senior positions with BP in Australia, the United
Kingdom and Pakistan. He has worked for ARCO and Shell in the
United States, Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Norway.

THE ROLE OF GEOPHYSICS IN MINERAL DEPOSIT
DISCOVERY – A RIO TINTO PERSPECTIVE

Stephen McIntosh
Rio Tinto Exploration

Stephen McIntosh is Managing Director of Rio Tinto Explorations’
global Project Generation Group (PGG) and is based in
Melbourne. PGG houses a team of senior commodity, technical
and commercial specialists that have global accountabilities in their
respective areas of expertise. This team is also responsible for all
R&D activities undertaken by the exploration group. Stephen has
MSc (Hons) degrees in Geology and Physics from the University
of Auckland. He has over 22 years of service with the Rio Tinto
group of companies. Since joining Rio Tinto, Stephen has worked
on projects in over forty countries and has been actively involved in
the direct assessment or discovery of a number of the groups’
exploration discoveries including Simberi Gold, PNG; Lihir gold,
PNG; Las Cruces copper, Spain; Murowa diamonds, Zimbabwe;
Simandou iron ore, Guinea and the Chapudi coal project, South
Africa. More recently PGG has been credited with the discovery of
the Mutamba ilmenite deposit located in Mozambique and the
Jadar lithium/borate deposit located in Serbia.

11:00–12:30 
Day 1 Session 2 Stream 1 

PETROLEUM

Seismic imaging,depth migration and depth conversion 

USING NUMERICAL MODELS TO AID IN THE SEISMIC
IMAGING OF COMPLEX GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURES 

John Bancroft*, Hesham Moubarak and Don Lawton
University of Calgary, Canada
jbancroft@ucalgary.ca

Seismic data, surface geology, and well-logs were used to create a
two dimensional numerical model that represents a complex
geologic structure. The model contains box folds, faulting and
overthrusts. Synthetic seismic data was created from the model
and processed in an attempt to image steep dips of the structure.
Poor imaging of these dips resulted in redefining the ‘field’
parameters that were used to create the synthetic data, which
eventually led to improved imaging.

The modelling package produced wavefront images every two
milliseconds for each source location. The wavefronts were used
to track energy to and from a reflection area that was difficult to
image. The energy at the geological surface was then mapped at
the corresponding time to the source record. This energy was then
followed through the migration process to ensure its inclusion in
the final migrated image.

A number of lessons were learned from this project. The
acquisition parameters required modification to actually record
the data, and to prevent aliasing. Care was also required when
applying a mute to the migrated source records to preserve tracked
energy. Numerous migration algorithms were tested on the data.

BEAM MIGRATION FOR IMAGING OF COMPLEX GEOLOGY

Karl Schleicher, John Sherwood, Lynn Comeaux and Mazin Farouki*
Petroleum Geo-Services Asia-Pacific, Kuala Lumpur
mazin.farouki@pgs.com

Kirchoff migration has traditionally been the leading implementation
for depth migration of seismic data, and in most geological regimes
produces images that are as good as, or better than, more expensive
implementations using downward continuation algorithms. However,

Day 1: Monday 23 February 2009 

8:45–10:30 
Session 1 

Hon. Mike Rann
Premier of South Australia

PLENARY SPEAKERS

NATURAL GAS:SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S ENERGY ADVANTAGE

David Knox
CEO and Managing Director, Santos Limited
David Knox was appointed CEO of Santos on 29 July 2008 and is
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Kirchhoff migration has a significant limitation in its inability to
image more than a single arrival. By contrast downward continuation
algorithms handle all arrivals but are unable to image steep dips.

An alternative implementation is beam migration which relaxes the
single arrival limitation of Kirchhoff while retaining its steep dip
capability. Several different types of beam migration
implementations exist; our implementation is unique in the industry
and involves a decomposition of the data into dip components using
the Radon transform and a back-propagation of the dip components
into the earth. The dip components can be enhanced based on
various criteria before the back-propagation, thereby giving a more
coherent image. The methodology inherently allows the attenuation
of multiple energy, and coherent as well as non coherent noise.

We give a description of our beam migration and show improved
imaging results from different, challenging geological regimes.
Our implementation has merits of simplicity, economy, flexibility
and future development possibilities. Migrated images have
excellent accuracy and quality, especially in areas of poor signal to
noise ratio and steep dip. The relative economy makes it an
excellent velocity estimation tool to use prior to other, more
compute intensive, depth migration methods.

VELOCITY-LESS IMAGING OF LINEARLY
INHOMOGENEOUS MEDIA IN 3D

Andrej Bóna1* and Dennis Cooke2

1Curtin University, Perth, Australia
2Santos Australia
a.bona@curtin.edu.au, dennis.cooke@santos.com

We introduce a method for obtaining the precise 3D location of a
reflector for a given source-receiver pair in a layer with a linear
velocity gradient. Since the presented method provides also exact
velocity function for each source-receiver pair, it belongs to the
category of velocity-less imaging. The three coordinates of the
reflector and the two velocity parameters of the layer are obtained
from the reflected travel-time and the two horizontal components of
the slowness at each source and receiver. The resulting five equations
for five unknowns are solved for each source-receiver pair. The
method is well suited for non-planar and non-smooth reflectors. The
imaging of multilayer media can be done by layer stripping.
Alternatively, the method can be adapted for velocity-less migration.

We demonstrate the potential of the method on synthetic data. In
the discussion of the technical aspects of the method, we include
comparison of several methods for determination of the horizontal
slownesses. The practical application of the method for 3D
surveys is discussed.

Day 1 Session 2 Stream 2

MINERALS

Integrated Inversion

USING A 3D GEOLOGICAL MAPPING FRAMEWORK 
TO INTEGRATE AEM, GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC
MODELLING – SAN NICOLAS CASE HISTORY

Richard Lane1*, Phil McInerney2 and Ray Seikel2
1Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
2Intrepid Geophysics, Brighton, Vic., Australia
richard.lane@ga.gov.au, phil@intrepid-geophysics.com,
ray@intrepid-geophysics.com

Geoscience Australia has a strategic vision of an information
management and technology framework that allows us to integrate
complimentary but diverse sources of information into consistent
products. Several groups have made progress on a core element of
this vision by combining 3D geological mapping and geophysical
modelling software tools. We describe the approach implemented
in GeoModeller software and illustrate a typical workflow with a
case study involving the San Nicolas VMS deposit and
surrounding region. An initial 3D geological map, based on sparse
surface geological observations, was progressively refined using
AEM and potential field modelling results. At each stage, the
geological map was used to capture and communicate the inferred
distribution of map units. During the latter stages of interpretation,
the geological map was also used to provide constraints for
potential field modelling. In addition to the opportunity for direct
detection of highly conductive basement-hosted sulphide
mineralisation, the availability of AEM data proved crucial in the
San Nicolas example by allowing variations in the thickness of a
moderately conductive transported cover unit to be determined.
This significantly reduced the ambiguity of subsequent potential
field interpretations. The AEM data that are being acquired for
Geoscience Australia during 2006–2011 as part of the Onshore
Energy Security Program are expected to provide similar insights
when unravelling the geology of the survey areas. The approach
that is described in this paper is relevant to a wide range of
applications from regional geological mapping, groundwater
studies, through to mineral or geothermal prospecting.

INTEGRATING GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL DATA
THROUGH ADVANCED CONSTRAINED INVERSIONS

Peter Lelievre*, Douglas Oldenburg and Nicholas Williams
Geophysical Inversion Facility, Dept Earth and Ocean Sciences,
The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
plelievre@eos.ubc.ca, doug@eos.ubc.ca, nwilliams@eos.ubc.ca

To be reliable, Earth models used for mineral exploration should
be consistent with all available information. Our research
addresses that goal by advancing the integration of geologic and
geophysical data through appropriate inversion methodologies. In
this paper we discuss new methods for integrating both located
and non-located geologic knowledge and geophysical data and
provide illustrative synthetic and real-data examples.

When not constrained by geologic information, default UBC-GIF
inversions of geophysical data can generate reasonable results,
recovering spatially simple physical property distributions that
honour the survey data. However, such first-pass results may not
honour the geologic information available, the inclusion of which
can dramatically improve the recovered Earth models. The geologic
information may include, for example, observations of rock types,
expected physical property distributions, structural trends, contact
orientations, information regarding the relative positions of rock
units, and expected aspect ratios of causative bodies.

Combining several complimentary types of geophysical data
collected over the same Earth region can further reduce ambiguity
and enhance inversion results. The different physical property
models recovered independently from different geophysical data sets
can be inconsistent with each other; that is, they may not show the
expected correlation indicated by the existing geologic knowledge.
We have developed iterative cooperative inversion strategies that
exploit the functionality of the UBC-GIF inversion codes and allow
incorporation of multiple geophysical data types while ensuring
consistency between the different physical property models.



JOINT INVERSION OF GRAVITY AND
MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA

Rachel Maier*, Graham Heinson, Mark Tingay and Stewart Greenhalgh
The University of Adelaide, Australia
rachel.maier@adelaide.edu.au, graham.heinson@adelaide.edu.au,
mark.tingay@adelaide.edu.au, stewart.greenhalgh@adelaide.edu.au

We have developed a joint inversion methodology that
simultaneously inverts gravity and magnetotelluric (MT) data to
yield a unified density and conductivity model. Individual
inversions of gravity or MT data can produce highly varied
models that fit the data equally well. Joint inversion helps to
reduce this ambiguity without having to introduce external
constraints. The integrated models also allows for more rigorous
interpretations.

The difficulty with joint inversion is how to link the different
data sets. A petrophysical approach can be used which links
density and conductivity through a connecting formula. Often
there is no physical basis for the relationship to link these
parameters and empirical formulas typically only apply to
limited environments or over a limited range of the model. We
used the structural approach, which is based on the premise that
the geological conditions that control changes in density also
effect conductivity. This means changes in density should
coincide with changes in conductivity. The benefit of this
approach is that it can be extended to all compatible techniques
and multiple datasets.

There are many applications for simultaneously inverting gravity
and MT data. In particular, MT is being increasingly used in
geothermal exploration as a cost effective way to determine the
depth to ‘hot’ rocks, and it can be easily combined with widely
available gravity datasets to give an improved understanding of
subsurface structure. Furthermore, joint inversion of gravity and
MT data is widely applicable to deep crustal investigations and in
the determination of basin structure in petroleum exploration.

Day 1 Session 2 Stream 3

Geothermal Geophysics 1

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: JOINT GEOPHYSICAL IMAGING
FOR FRACTURED RESERVOIRS

Peter E. Malin
Institute of Earth Science and Engineering, University of Auckland,
New Zealand
p.malin@auckland.ac.nz

Seismic and electromagnetic wave fields in the accessible
(drillable) earth both respond to changes in rock properties and
structure, yet are not usually combined into a single subsurface
map that reflect these common changes. Variations in layer
thicknesses, folds, faults, fault-related offsets, porosity, fluids,
and saturation create anomalies in both fields. The presence of
oriented fractures and fabric adds anisotropic responses to both
as well. Ideally, both fields would be used to create a map that
combines their responses to a sought after property, say
porosity, in a single ‘joint geophysical image’. The members of
the Institute of Earth Science and Engineering are working
toward such JGI maps, progress in which is reported on in this
presentation.

A simple example of JGI is the inversion of high-resolution
seismic refraction and magnetotelluric data collected over a
simple layer-over-basement structure. Here the common factor is
the layer thickness, the value of which is most accurately found
forcing the seismic velocity and apparent resistivity models to
give the same number. A less simple example is the combined use
of seismic travel times and MT resistivity converted to seismic
velocity to locate microearthquakes. An even more complicated
example is the inversion of shared S-wave-splitting and MT-
polarisation effects from zones of oriented and fluid-filled
fractures.

Some of theoretical and practical aspects of these three cases will
be discussed, including: (a) data gathering techniques, (b) physical
models of the shared properties, especially in the case of fractures
and anisotropy, and (c) quantitative methods for combining
measurements.

HOT ROCKS IN AUSTRALIA – NATIONAL OVERVIEW

Barry A. Goldstein1,3*, A. J. Hill2,3 and A. D. Long3

1Australia’s Executive Committee Member to the IEA’S Geothermal
Implementing Agreement
2Australia’s Alternate Committee Member to the IEA’S Geothermal
Implementing Agreement
3Petroleum and Geothermal Group, PIRSA, Adelaide, Australia
goldstein.barry@saugov.sa.gov.au

Australia’s hot rock and hydrothermal resources have the potential
to fuel competitively-priced, emission free, renewable baseload
power for centuries to come.

Expenditures for studies, geophysical surveys and drilling that
comprise the work programs required to sustain tenure in these
366 geothermal licences areas in the term 2000–2008 total
~AUS$200 million. The forecast expenditure for 2009–2013 is an
additional AUS$800 million), taking expectations for investment
for proof-of-concept geothermal projects to more than AUS$1
billion. This figure excludes up-scaling and deployment projects
assumed in the Energy Supply Association of Australia’s scenario
for 6.8% (~ 5.5 GWe) of Australia’s base-load power coming from
geothermal resources by 2030.

This astounding level of investment in pre-competitive geothermal
projects is driving sector-wide cooperation to support high priority
and complementary research that can speed the pace and lower the
cost of commercialising Australia’s vast Hot Rock (HR) and Hot
Sedimentary Aquifer (HSA) geothermal plays.

Companies are targeting resources that fall into two categories: 
(1) hydrothermal resources in relatively hot sedimentary basins;
and (2) hot rocks. Most exploration efforts are currently focused
on hot rocks to develop Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) to
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fuel binary power plants. Roughly 80 percent of these projects are
located in South Australia.

This paper summarises research priorities and studies undertaken
under the umbrella of the Australian Geothermal Energy Group’s
10 Technical Interest Groups and proof-of-concept projects co-
funded by investors and government. It also describes the geology,
challenges, investment risk assessment and promising future for
hot rock geothermal energy projects in Australia.

IN SEARCH OF HOT BURIED GRANITES: A 3D MAP OF
SUB-SEDIMENT GRANITIC BODIES IN THE COOPER
BASIN REGION OF AUSTRALIA, GENERATED FROM
INVERSIONS OF GRAVITY DATA

Tony Meixner* and Fiona Holgate
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
tony.meixner@ga.gov.au, fiona.holgate@ga.gov.au

The Cooper Basin region, straddling the border between South
Australia and Queensland, consists of Carboniferous and older
basement, blanketed by younger Cooper Basin and Eromanga
Basin sediments. High geothermal gradients and the discovery by
Geodynamics Limited of the Habanero geothermal play, has
resulted in an increase in exploration for geothermal resources in
the region. This study uses the Habanero play, consisting of a high
heat producing, low density granite, buried beneath thermally
insulating sediments, as an exploration model to identify other
potentially high heat producing buried granites. The study,
covering a 300 × 450 km area, was conducted as part of the
Onshore Energy Security Program’s Geothermal Energy Project,
of Geoscience Australia.

The known basement granites are typically of lower density
than the surrounding basement and may, therefore, be
delineated by inversion of gravity data. The inversion model
was geologically constrained using existing 3D surfaces
constructed from seismic reflection surveys and well data,
which define the spatial extent of the overlying sediments.
Densities for the sediments were estimated from a seismic
refraction survey. The resulting inversion, consisting of a 3D
mesh of density values that satisfy the observed gravity data,
produced regions of lower densities within the basement, some
of which were predicted from well intersections of known
granites. Assigning typical densities for known granites for the
newly identified low density regions provided further model
constraints in subsequent inversions that allowed the delineation
of the depth extent, and therefore, the volume of the newly
interpreted granites. This granite model will form the basis for
future thermal modelling.

Day 1 Session 2 Stream 4

MINERALS

Case Studies 1

CARRAPATEENA: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF A NEW
IRON-OXIDE COPPER-GOLD DEPOSIT

Lisa Vella1* and Don Emerson2

1Teck Cominco Australia Pty Ltd
2Systems Exploration (NSW) Pty Ltd
lisa.vella@teckcominco.com, systemsexpl@bigpond.com

Carrapateena is a new, Olympic Dam–style, iron-oxide copper-gold
deposit, located approximately 160 km north of Port Augusta, within
the eastern margin of the Gawler Craton, South Australia. Discovery
of Carrapateena, in 2005, by RMG Services Pty. Ltd. and subsequent
exploration by joint venture partner, Teck Cominco Australia Pty.
Ltd., has demonstrated strong similarities with Olympic Dam, albeit
at a smaller scale. It is now known that significant copper-gold
mineralisation exists at Carrapateena (for example, drill hole
CAR050 intersected 905 m @ 2.1% Cu and 1 g/t Au), but the
overlying 470 m thickness of moderately conductive Stuart Shelf
sediments presents significant technical challenges to exploration.
Therefore, a solid understanding of the physical properties of 
both cover sequences and basement rocks is critical.

To this end, extensive laboratory petrophysical testing has been
carried out on drill core samples, with measurements comprising
mass properties (density, porosity), inductive properties (magnetic
susceptibility, inductive conductivity), galvanic electrical
measurements (resistivity, IP effect), natural remanent
magnetisation and P-wave velocity. Electrical anisotropy of the
cover sequences has also been investigated.

Results have demonstrated the petrophysical characteristics of
basement samples from Carrapateena are dominated by the
presence of iron-oxide, mainly hematite, with magnetite and
sulphides playing a lesser part. Separation of the responses from
the iron-oxides, iron-sulphides and copper-sulphides, in a practical
sense, will be difficult and this has implications for the
interpretation of geophysical survey results, particularly gravity
and electrical techniques. Significant electrical anisotropy within
the cover sequences represents a further complicating factor.

REVIEW OF THE JAGUAR CU-ZN-AG VOLCANOGENIC
MASSIVE SULPHIDE DISCOVERY AND SUBSEQUENT
GEOPHYSICAL TRAILS: A TRUE BLIND GEOPHYSICAL
DISCOVERY BENEATH DEEP CONDUCTIVE
OVERBURDEN

Nigel Cantwell1*, Mathew Cooper1, Neil Martin2, Rod Sainty2

and Max Frater2

1Resource Potentials Pty Ltd
2Jabiru Metals Limited, West Perth, Western Australia
nigelc@respot.com.au

Jaguar is a Cu-Zn-Ag volcanogenic massive sulphide (VMS)
deposit approximately 300 m below surface, located
approximately 5 km south of the historic Teutonic Bore VMS
deposit in Western Australia.

Jaguar was discovered in 2001 by the Canadian exploration
company INMET Mining in joint venture with Pilbara Mines of
Australia. INMET Mining sought out the Teutonic Bore tenements
in their search for a world class massive sulphide deposit and
proceeded with an aggressive exploration program which included
extensive fixed-loop EM (FLEM) surveys using the surface Crone
PEM system developed in Canada.

The first drillhole directed into a long strike length FLEM anomaly
(TBD202) intersected massive sulphides, and became the Jaguar
discovery hole. Subsequent drilling and downhole EM (DHEM)
surveys further refined the target and aided resource drilling. The
mineralisation starts 300 m below surface but surrounding the
mineralised zone are several shale and sediment horizons, which are
also strong electromagnetic conductors and add to the complexity
that need to be considered when assessing the effectiveness of the
different geophysical techniques that have now been applied.



FLEM, MLEM, DHEM, DDIP and airborne magnetic and EM
surveys have now been completed over the Jaguar deposit and
within the Jaguar to Teutonic Bore mine corridor.

This paper reviews and evaluates the results from each survey and
highlights issues that are apparent when exploring for deep VMS
deposits under cover.

TOWARDS DIRECT DETECTION OF GOLD BEARING
ROCK FORMATIONS FROM SEISMIC DATA, ST. IVES
GOLD CAMP, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Christopher Harrison* and Milovan Urosevic
Curtin University of Technology, Perth, Australia
c.harrison@postgrad.curtin.edu.au, milo@geophy.curtin.edu.au

The utilisation of seismic methods for mineral exploration in
Western Australia has become widespread in the last few years.
The use of seismic data has been primarily structural
interpretations only. Lithological interpretations require
introduction and testing of new methodologies such as
inversion and attributes analysis. While these techniques are
considered mature by hydrocarbon standards, their application
in hard-rock environments still requires extensive study to
verify results.

Challenges to hard-rock seismic methods begin with acquisition
where factors such as remoteness, inaccessibility and
environmental restrictions, result in seismic lines being
misaligned with dip of the dominant structures. Massive shear
zones, faulting, folding and dyke intrusions, common for these
areas, result in complex subsurface structures which compound
seismic images. The regolith, a near surface zone up to 150
metres thick comprised of altered, transported and weathered
material causes energy dissipation and time delays in seismic
mapping of hard rock environments. The lack of borehole data
with sonic logs further contributes to the difficulty of seismic
data calibration.

Preservation of amplitude, frequency and phase of original
signal is a prerequisite for inversion and attribute analysis. The
complex structure seen in mineral exploration in Western
Australia makes this task cumbersome. Inherently low signal
to noise ratio and variable receiver and source ground
coupling, presents a problem for true amplitude processing of
hard rock seismic data. Each of the challenges facing hard-
rock seismic however has a systematic solution. Lithological
interpretation by directly relating seismic impedance and
attributes to various rock formations in contact is possible
with rigorous research.

Day 1 Session 2 Stream 5

MINERALS

Regional Studies (New South Wales)

CARBONIFEROUS–PERMIAN? VOLCANIC PLUGS 
IN THE BALRANALD REGION, NSW

Astrid Carlton
NSW Department of Primary Industries, Geological Survey 
of New South Wales, Maitland, NSW
astrid.carlton@dpi.nsw.gov.au

The New Frontiers exploration initiative of the NSW government
has commenced the interpretation of regional geophysical
datasets for the Ana Branch, Pooncarie, Booligal, Balranald, Hay
and Deniliquin 1:250 000 map sheet areas. The aim is to
encourage exploration to frontier areas of NSW by extrapolating
the geology beneath covered areas using regional aeromagnetic,
gravity, radiometric, Landsat7, seismic and borehole stratigraphy
datasets.

The Balranald 1:250 000 map sheet area, which was
predominantly interpreted using Total Magnetic Intensity (TMI)
data and 1VD TMI data, is the second area to be interpreted over
the Murray Basin. Outcomes of this interpretation are:

• Magnetic volcanic plugs intrude the basement and are possibly
Carboniferous–Permian in age. The cover thickness over these
modelled plugs ranges from 200 to 500 m, but this needs to be
confirmed with drilling. Similar plugs occur on the Hay
1:250 000 map sheet area.

• Silurian–Devonian basement of the Hay–Booligal Zone contains
numerous interpreted, deep, NNW–SSE trending, weakly
magnetic dykes.

• Remarkably elongated, Silurian–Devonian granites with
metamorphic aureoles occur at the termination of the Bendigo
Zone.

• 300–700 m of cover consisting of poorly consolidated alluvial
sands, including the Pliocene Loxton–Parilla Sands, contains
economic heavy minerals placers that are currently under
extraction.

• That the gold-rich Stawell Zone in Victoria extends into NSW

Results of this study are expected to increase exploration interest
in the extension of the Stawell Zone into NSW. The volcanic plugs
in the Balranald and Hay areas may have some potential for
gemstones.

THOMSON OROGEN – DEVELOPMENT OF AN
INTEGRATED GEOLOGICAL/GEOPHYSICAL
INTERPRETATION

David Robson*, Dick Glen,Yvette Poudjom Djomani and John Watkins
NSW Department of Primary Industries, Maitland, NSW
david.robson@dpi.nsw.gov.au, dick.glen@dpi.nsw.gov.au,
yvette.poudjom.djomani@dpi.nsw.gov.au, john.watkins@dpi.nsw.gov.au

The Thomson Orogen, which underlies the Channel Country in far
northwest New South Wales and is a major, largely unknown
orogen that is overlain by the Mesozoic–Tertiary Eromanga Basin.
The orogen has potential for arc- and ocean-crust-related gold and
base metal deposits while the northern part of the Lachlan Orogen,
immediately the south of the orogen, may have potential for
Mississippi Valley style zinc and lead deposits. The prospective
targets are obscured by variable thicknesses of Mesozoic and
Cainozoic sedimentary units.

The objective of this project is to develop a better understanding
of the tectonic setting and mineral potential of the Thomson
Orogen. An integrated geoscience program has included
acquisition of 170 000 km of high resolution aeromagnetic and
radioelement data; 300 km of deep seismic data; 5000 new gravity
stations; regolith mapping through classification of satellite data;
review of past and present company data; baseline geochemistry;
stratigraphic drilling; and studies of lithofacies, age data,
geochemistry and petrology from selected drill core acquired by
exploration companies. The data are the basis for the new
Thomson Orogen GIS.
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The first stage of this integrated study has been completed and
indicates that the Thomson Orogen formed in a convergent margin
setting that has many similarities to the mineral-rich Lachlan
Orogen.

In conjunction with CRCLEME, an Explorers’ Guide has been
developed to assist mineral exploration in this regolith dominated
terrane.

GEOPHYSICAL EVIDENCE FOR ‘BLIND’ MAGMATISM
ASSOCIATED WITH DEVONIAN RIFTING, LACHLAN
OROGEN, NEW SOUTH WALES

Yvette Poudjom Djomani* and R. A. Glen
Geological Survey of New South Wales, NSW Department of Primary
Industries, Maitland, NSW
yvette.poudjom.djomani@dpi.nsw.gov.au, dick.glen@dpi.nsw.gov.au

The Silurian–Middle Devonian history of the Lachlan Orogen
is characterised by the formation of rift basins and the
emplacement of large amounts of granite. Many rift basins
contain felsic or mixed felsic and mafic volcanic rocks,
indicative of crustal as well as mantle melting being involved
in lithospheric extension. However, there are several large rift
basins that are filled by siliciclastic sedimentary rocks in
which volcanics occupy << 1% of the basin fill and may be
buried. For the latter basins the question is: was rifting
amagmatic, or are products of melting present at depth below
the surface, either in deep basin sediments or in basement
below the basin.

We attempt to address this question for sedimentary basins in the
Cobar–Louth region of western New South Wales. For the Late
Silurian–Early Devonian Cobar Basin, we use 1989
explosion–generated seismic reflection data that have been
reprocessed using a new semblance filtering technique to improve
the data quality. For the Nelyambo Trough, part of the Devonian
Darling Basin in western NSW, we used Vibroseis deep seismic
reflection data recently acquired in cooperation with Geoscience
Australia and the Predictive Mineral Discovery Cooperative
Research Centre. Gravity profiles were acquired along the Cobar
lines. For the Nelyambo Basin, data were extracted from a
statewide dataset to match the seismic lines. The combined
seismic and gravity data sets suggest that bright reflectors in the
seismic sections represent mafic volcanics. These reflectors lie
within inferred rift fill near the base of the Nelyambo Trough, but
also occur in basement under the southwestern margin of the
Cobar Basin.

13:30–15:00
Day 1 Session 3 Stream 1

PETROLEUM

Seismic Acquisition and the Environment

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: SEISMIC SURVEYS AND 
MARINE LIFE: WHY IS IT SO DIFFICULT TO LET 
THE SCIENCE SPEAK?

John R. Hughes
John R. Hughes Geophysical Pty Ltd
jrhgeo@ozemail.com.au

The offshore oil and gas exploration industry in Australia (and
worldwide) has conducted extensive research and monitoring
programs which have provided valuable insights into the
nature of seismic signals in different water depths and the
behaviour of marine animals such as whales, dolphins and fish
in the vicinity of seismic surveys. Despite this, we in Australia
still have to operate marine seismic surveys under a set of
protocols covering the interaction between seismic surveys
and whales that are the most stringent (over-precautionary?) in
the world.

Why can this be so? If all regulators and all interested parties are
looking at the same body of science:

(i) Why are the protocols for interaction between seismic surveys
and whales not consistent throughout the world and

(ii) Why is the seismic industry accused of adversely impacting
marine life when, after 40 years of marine exploration using
airgun arrays, there is no real evidence of this?

This presentation briefly describes the results achieved from using
such techniques as towed PAM (passive acoustic monitoring),
seabed acoustic loggers, shipboard observations (synthesis of
MMO data), aerial surveys, etc.

It then explores the main reasons why the industry finds it so
difficult to get its message across. These include the lack of
awareness of many geophysicists, asset managers and
companies about the challenges involved in acquiring seismic
data in the first place, the complexity of the science, the
difficulties involved in collating it into a meaningful result, the
fact that the science is often interpreted or portions of it
selected by those who have a biased opinion (as opposed to
panels that provide a balanced view) and the reluctance of many
companies in the industry to challenge the often emotive and
inaccurate accusations by some environmental groups and the
media.

LOWER IMPACT SEISMIC REFLECTION – TRIALLING
ENVIROVIBES IN THE SURAT BASIN

Mathew Dorling1* Randall Taylor1 and Steve Hearn2

1Origin Energy
2Velseis
mathew.dorling@originenergy.com.au, randall.taylor@originenergy.com.au,
steveh@velseis.com.au

Reducing the social and environmental footprint of land seismic
operations continues to drive a demand for lower impact recording
methods and equipment. We demonstrate that lightweight
vibrators offer several advantages in this regard and are a viable
seismic source for imaging both coal seam gas (CSG), and
moderate-depth conventional targets in the Surat-Bowen Basin,
Queensland.



In early 2008, Origin Energy Ltd acquired several 2D trial seismic
lines using two IVI Envirovibes, each with a 15 000 lb maximum
peak force, mounted on a 17 000 lb, six metre long articulated
‘minibuggy’. These trials confirm that the Envirovibe source is
capable of imaging targets at depths from less than 300 m to over
3000 m. Processing of the first 2D line produced a section with
signal-to-noise ratio and bandwidth similar to that from an
intersecting line acquired in 2005 using two 44 000 lb vibrators
and much higher sweep effort.

Various sweep tests were conducted prior to the acquisition of
each trial line, in order to optimise source effort and examine the
potential benefits and limitations associated with these smaller
vibrators. In each instance, a single 6 to 8 second sweep, using
both vibrators, provided adequate record quality. A trial using a
single vibrator produced an almost equivalent stack. Similarly, a
reduction in vibrator peak force (e.g. from 70% to 30%) also
caused surprisingly little degradation of record or stack quality.
First breaks appeared cleaner and sharper than those obtained
using the heavier vibrators, increasing confidence in the computed
static corrections.

The results of these experiments suggest that the ratio of signal to
coherent noise in this case is largely independent of source effort,
and that the use of lightweight vibrators and short- duration,
single-sweep recording is unlikely to degrade stack quality.

MINIMAL-IMPACT SEISMIC ACQUISITION:
SUCCESSFUL IMAGING USING AN ACCELERATED
WEIGHT DROP SYSTEM

Natasha Hendrick*, Nabeel Yassi and Terry Visser
Petroleum Geo-Services
natasha.hendrick@pgs.com

The first onshore seismic survey in the Kingdom of Cambodia
commenced in 2008. In addition to this reconnaissance 2D
seismic program surrounding a region of global environmental
significance, it lies within an area of significant risk due to
mines and unexploded ordinance (UXO), and passes through a
number of local communities. An accelerated weight drop
system was deemed the most appropriate seismic source to
handle the logistics of working through village areas and around
UXO whilst minimising the footprint of the survey on the local
ecosystem.

Comprehensive infield testing has helped optimise seismic
acquisition parameters and satisfy the geophysical objectives of
the survey. Contrary to previous accelerated weight drop
studies, little difference is observed in data records from the
first and subsequent thumps of the source. The well-compacted
road surface along which most of the survey is being conducted
is believed to provide excellent coupling for the base plate.
However, traffic on roads is also a source of non-seismic noise.
Consequently multiple thumps are required at each source
location to maintain acceptable signal-to-noise ratios. Four
drops at each source location are deemed a good compromise
between data quality and daily production. A high fold also
contributes to the reduction of random and other non-seismic
noise.

The 2D seismic profiles derived from this survey are serving as
constraints for the interpretation of locally-available gravity data,
and will help to prioritise subsequent hydrocarbon exploration
initiatives.

Day 1 Session 3 Stream 2

PETROLEUM

Seismic Processing and Modelling

SHALLOW WATER 3D SURFACE-RELATED MULTIPLE
MODELLING: AN AUSTRALIAN WATERS CASE STUDY

Pierre Plasterie1*, M. Gayne1, M. Lange1, I. Sarjono1, A. Pica2, R. Bril1,
C. Faulkner3 and C. Mosher4

1CGGVeritas Australia
2CGGVeritas France
3Conoco-Phillips Australia 
4Conoco-Phillips America
pierre.plasterie@cggveritas.com

The efficiency of multiple attenuation techniques depends on how
shallow and how structurally complex the sea floor is. In shallow
water environment comes a point where the sea floor is
theoretically too shallow for Surface Related Multiple Elimination
(SRME) techniques to efficiently model all multiples.

In this Bonaparte basin case study we look at a range of multiple
attenuation techniques. 3D surface related model-based modeling
technique (3D SRMM), 2D SRME and predictive deconvolution
are applied to water depths ranging from 100 ms to 500 ms.
Attempts at identifying the reasons for successes or failures at
different water depths are made and conclusions drawn on to
which of the three or combination of the three methods was the
most efficient for a given water depth.

Through this Australian case study, are SRME/SRMM methods
still efficient in shallow water depths compared to predictive
deconvolution, is the first aspect we analyse. The second aspect
looks at the relative efficiency of fully data driven 2D SRME
versus 3D surface related model-based modeling technique (3D
SRMM) in this shallow and structurally non-complex water
bottom environment.

TRANSIENT SOLUTION FOR VISCOACOUSTIC WAVE
PROPAGATION IN A DOUBLE POROSITY MEDIUM 
AND ITS LIMITATIONS

Liu Xu1*, Stewart Greenhalgh1,2 and Bing Zhou1

1Department of Physics, University of Adelaide, Australia
2Institute of Geophysics, ETH Zürich Hönggerberg, Switzerland
xu.liu@adelaide.edu.au, stewart.greenhalgh@adelaide.edu.au,
bing.zhou@adelaide.edu.au

The double porosity model was developed by Pride and Berryman
to model acoustic wave propagation through heterogeneous porous
structures. In this theory, an internal fluid transfer model accounts
for the wave attenuation caused by mesoscopic heterogeneities.
However, it is very difficult to analytically solve the governing
equations for a macroscopic heterogeneous double porosity
medium. We have applied a poro-viscoacoustic model to
numerically approximate the solution, since in such a model wave
propagation can be simulated in the time domain through the
introduction of memory variables. The constitutive equations are
approximated by the standard linear solid. By comparing the
analytical transient solution and dispersion characteristics of the
double-porosity model with those of the poro-viscoaoustic model
for a homogeneous medium, we found that the dissipation
mechanism of local fluid flow of the double porosity model is
very hard to be fit over the entire frequency range by a single
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Zener element. However, in seismic exploration we are normally
restricted to a fairly narrow frequency band. This means that for
frequency-dependent material properties, such as attenuation, the
values around the centre frequency of the source will primarily
determine the wave propagation characteristics. Therefore, we can
choose the relaxation function which just approximates the
dispersion behaviour of the double porosity model around the
source centre frequency. When the frequency is much lower than
the peak attenuation frequency of the double porosity model, wave
propagation can be well described by the poro-viscoaoustic model.
For most water-filled sandstones having a double porosity
structure, this holds true across the seismic frequency range. As an
illustrative example, we compute the wave field in a two layer,
water-saturated double porosity sandstone model.

TIME SERIES PREDICTION USING ITERATIVE 
PHASE ESTIMATION

James Leven
GeoSeis Pty Ltd
jleven@geoseis.com.au

For prediction, and particularly in predictive deconvolution,
Weiner’s approach has been used extensively in the seismic
industry. In spite of the importance of phase in the prediction
process (Urlych, 2008), approaches explicitly utilising phase have
received scant attention, due to the non-intuitive nature of phase.

An approach to seismic prediction has been developed which
explicitly focuses on the phase of the predicted time series,
without having to unwrap this phase. This technique assumes a
slow temporal variation in the amplitude spectrum as a sampling
window is advanced forward over the time series. By explicitly
separating the amplitude and the phase, the non-linearity of the
problem to predict phase component can be linearised using
iterative least squares analysis.

Having calculated the phase, the amplitude component can be
estimated - giving the predicted time series of the advanced
window. Subtracting the predicted values from the observed data
removes those components within this time series that are
predictable, such as multiples.

Day 1 Session 3 Stream 3

Geothermal Geophysics 2

IMAGING A POTENTIAL GEOTHERMAL TARGET
USING MT ISA REGIONAL SEISMIC REFLECTION 
AND POTENTIAL FIELD GEOPHYSICS,
QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA

Josef Holzschuh
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
josef.holzschuh@ga.gov.au

Geoscience Australia acquires seismic reflection data across major
crustal boundaries in key areas of Australia to provide an
increased understanding of crustal structure. Approximately
820 km of 2D regional seismic reflection data over 6 transects
were collected in the Mt Isa region of Queensland, in 2006. One of
these transects was located approximately 190 km to the south-
west of Mt Isa, with a general SW to NE orientation and line
length of approximately 156 km. The northern end of the transect

lies in gravity and magnetic lows of regional gravity and magnetic
maps. The seismic data shows three distinct sedimentary reflection
packages from 0 to 1 s. The lowermost sedimentary section
consists of fragmented reflections that displayed numerous
reflection hyperbola pre-migration, indicating a potentially highly
fractured zone. A highly fractured carbonate sequence is expected
to be present in the area, with an age that places it below the two
upper more continuous sedimentary packages. The depth to the
base of the sediments is approximately 2.5 km. Below the
sediments, the seismic reflections end abruptly and there exists an
area where only a few scattered reflections could be imaged. This
extends mainly from 1 to 4 s, approximately 2.5 to 12 km depth.
The abrupt end to seismic reflections and the gravity and magnetic
lows suggest this may be a large granite body, a potential
geothermal target, situated beneath sediments. The extent of the
granite body can be inferred from the regional gravity map.

FORWARD PREDICTION OF SPATIAL TEMPERATURE
VARIATION FROM 3D GEOLOGY MODELS

Ray Seikel1*, Kurt Stüwe2, Helen Gibson1, Betina Bendall3,
Louise McAllister3, Peter Reid3 and Anthony Budd4

1Intrepid Geophysics
2University of Graz
3Petratherm Ltd
4GeoScience Australia
ray@intrepid-geophysics.com, kurt.stuewe@uni-graz.at,
helen@intrepid-geophysics.com, bbendall@petratherm.com.au,
lmcallister@petratherm.com.au, preid@petratherm.com.au,
anthony.budd@ga.gov.au

Collaborative work is under way to develop an accessible method
for rapid calculation of the spatial variation of temperature directly
from a 3D geology model. The need for a tool of this nature stems
from Australia’s emerging geothermal energy exploration and
production industry. The prohibitive cost and huge task involved
in acquiring comprehensive sets of heat flow data, means that the
ability to accurately model heat flow at surface, and/or predict 3D
temperature distribution for a modelled part of the crust, will be
key to supporting this industry, and possibly others. Here we
explain the approach we have taken. The Mt Painter region in
South Australia is used as a case study to showcase the
developments.

This paper presents: (1) a summary of the relevant theory of heat
flow, (2) an explanation of how it was implemented, (3)
justifications for the assumptions and simplifications we
currently make for the Australian geological setting, (4) a unit
test report from the proto-type code, and (5) a brief overview of
the Paralana geothermal energy exploration project (South
Australia) – the subject of a 3D geology model built to validate
the technique. Providing a sophisticated way to forward model
temperatures from 3D geology models is possible via the
marriage of the new geothermal software module, with an
existing 3D model building application: GeoModeller (developed
by Intrepid Geophysics and BRGM). While other software
packages currently have thermal modelling capacity, the strengths
of using GeoModeller as the platform are that it rapidly builds
fully 3D geology models constrained by diverse datasets and
observations. Starting from such a comprehensive 3D geology
model (in which the geological units may be attributed), means
higher accuracy will be possible when predicting the final
temperature distributions. The temperature calculations can be
made on generic 3D voxet models as well as those built in
GeoModeller.



INNOVATIVE GEOPHYSICS AND THE GREEN
REVOLUTION

Tim Pugh
RPS Energy
pught@rpsgroup.com.au

With the increasing pressure on the world’s hydrocarbon
resources, alternative sources of energy are being investigated and
established. At the forefront is wind power and more specifically
offshore wind. Many developers investing in this new technology
are land based utility companies and to many the concept of
installing structures at sea is quite alien. They have therefore
turned to the oil sector for advice, resulting in not only a transfer
of technology but an acceptance of alternatives which also
embraces the realms of geophysics. As the offshore wind industry
evolves, developers are being faced with more stringent
requirements to achieve development consents, specifically those
of an environmental and archaeological nature. These new
demands have to be taken into serious consideration when
designing a site investigation survey and innovative methodologies
have to be applied. By presenting data from the United Kingdom
and Irish Round 1 and 2 wind farm sites, this paper will provide a
brief overview of the European offshore wind industry and how
well designed geophysical surveys, utilising the latest technology
is aiding the developers in their geotechnical investigations,
foundation design, archaeological and UXO investigations
resulting in the establishment of safe, and fit for purpose sites.

Day 1 Session 3 Stream 4

MINERALS

Comparisons of AEM Systems

AN OVERVIEW OF HELICOPTER TIME-DOMAIN 
EM SYSTEMS

Daniel Sattel
EM Solutions, Golden CO, USA
dsattel@earthlink.net

A number of helicopter time-domain EM (heli-TDEM) systems
have been introduced to the exploration industry over the last
decade. This paper gives an update on these systems including
AeroTEM, HeliGEOTEM, SkyTEM and VTEM. RepTEM and a
new system. The optimum application of these AEM systems is
determined by their geometries, data bandwidths and dipole
moments.

AeroTEM is a rigid and relatively heavy system measuring x- and
z-component data at the centre of the transmitter loop. The
transmitted waveform is triangular in shape, which, combined
with an induction coil receiver, results in a pseudo B-field square-
wave response being recorded. AeroTEM’s on-time data allow for
the detection of highly conductive bodies undetectable with off-
time data, which is demonstrated by field data from the
Shabogamo prospect, Labrador, Canada.

HeliGEOTEM measures the 3-component EM response excited by
a transmitted half-sine waveform. Due to the receiver being offset
from the transmitter centre, the x- and z-component data can be
inverted independently for a layered-earth model.

RepTEM is a medium power system, operated by GPX and very
similar in design to HoisTEM, the system it replaced. It measures

the off-time z-response due to a square pulse at the centre of the
transmitter loop. Modelling results of the shown RepTEM data
successfully outline the location of palaeochannels in an
exploration area in South Australia.

SkyTEM records the x- and z-component EM responses due to
high- and low-moment pulses, that are transmitted sequentially.
This allows good resolution of the near-surface as well as good
depth penetration. Field data acquired for a land-management
survey in South Australia compare well with other high resolution
ground and airborne EM data.

The VTEM has the highest moment of the available helicopter EM
systems. It measures the z-component at the centre of the transmitter
loop and the latest upgrade allows for the derivation of B-field data
from the recorded full-waveform dB/dt data. VTEM data has
reportedly indicated mineralisation at depths of more than 500 m
below the surface. The shown field data from the Caber deposit,
Quebec, Canada indicates the mineralisation at a depth of 150 m.

EXAMPLES SHOWING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
MEGATEM AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEM

Richard S. Smith* and Jean Lemieux
Fugro Airborne Surveys, Ottawa, Canada
rsmith@fugroairborne.com, jlemieux@figroairborne.com

The power of the MEGATEM system has doubled to
approximately 2 000 000 Am2. A comparison of systems with
different power at the Reid-Mahaffy test site clearly demonstrates
how a larger power improves the shape and amplitude of the
anomaly.

A height attenuation test over the Iso ore body has been used to
estimate the signal and noise levels of the system. Subsequent
modeling indicates that the same relatively small body would be
identified when buried 250 m deep. A test survey over a much
larger body buried 700 m deep at Shea Creek illustrates that this
body is clearly visible in a highly resistive environment. A nearby
comparison with the TEMPEST system shows that MEGATEM
can see significantly deeper.

Tests at Gallen were conducted with both the transmitter on and
off. The test with the transmitter off show that the signals radiated
from a nearby power line can be a significant source of noise.
Recent improvements to the algorithms for rejecting power-line
noise show a significant reduction in the amplitude and width of
the noisy zone, making it easier to identify true anomalies close to
the power line.

A comparison of a MEGATEM survey with an older survey in an
area near the Chibougamau district indicated that the MEGATEM
system was able to see 25% more anomalies than the older
system. Many of these anomalies were from smaller or shallow
bodies, but about 500 were estimated to come from sources well
beyond the depth of exploration of the older systems.

RESULTS OF VARIOUS AIRBORNE EM SYSTEMS 
OVER A TARGET OF HIGH CONDUCTANCE

Ken E. Witherly
Condor Consulting, Inc.
ken@condorconsult.com

The ability to detect and characterise targets of high conductance
(>1000 S) has become a primary technical criteria for airborne
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EM surveys being flown in the course of the exploration of sulfide
nickel-copper deposits. A variety of commercial airborne EM
systems have flown over the same high conductance target as well
as prototype dual aircraft system called Gemini. These results
show what the current capabilities are of the various systems and
as well, what type of future technology is required to significantly
improve the high-end conductance aperture of airborne EM
technology.

Day 1 Session 3 Stream 5

MINERALS

Potential Field Inversion

PARETO OPTIMAL 2D JOINT INVERSION OF 
GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC DATA

Indrajit G. Roy
Geoscience Australia
indraji.roy@ga.gov.au

Inverse modelling of gravity/or magnetic data is an essential
component in geoscience research, to help determine the
distribution of physical properties within the earth. Various
numerical techniques for solving potential field inverse problems
have evolved over many years. However, solving the non-
uniqueness in inversion and the uncertainty in subsequent model
building still remain elusive. The use of additional independent
information as soft constraints should help with the non-
uniqueness. Does the joint inversion of gravity and magnetic
data help this situation? Unfortunately, it often turns out that the
constraints of joint inversion of gravity and magnetic data are no
longer soft. It becomes more difficult to obtain optimal solutions
that honour both data sets, which are two mutually competitive
members. To help resolve this problem, the Pareto optimal
solution from the solution space is chosen. Between two
competitive members such a solution guarantees making one
member better off without making other member worse off. The
L2-norm measure of fit between observed and computed data is
considered in the use of particle swarm optimisation (PSO). This
is a global optimisation technique to minimise the misfit
between observed and computed data. The Pareto front is
determined, and hence the Pareto optimal solution from the
cluster solutions in the solution space. The method is applied in
delineating architectural settings of Dunmarra sedimentary basin
of Northern Territory.

MAXIMISING GEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
RECOVERY FROM DIFFERENT MAGNETIC
INSTRUMENTS THROUGH THE APPLICATION 
OF JOINT INVERSION

David Pratt* and K. Blair McKenzie
Encom Technology, Sydney, Australia
david.pratt@encom.com.au, blair.mckenzie@encom.com.au

The introduction of new magnetic instruments such as cross-wing
gradiometers, vertical gradiometers and full tensor SQUID
magnetometers has presented new challenges for interpretation
and geophysical inversion. In particular, the full tensor
magnetometer presents many new challenges for an interpreter
where only the vertical derivative of the vertical magnetic
component presents a useful geological analogue for visual

interpretation. With six channels of information how do we make
practical use of the other five channels which implicitly contain
useful information about the 3D distribution of magnetic
properties?

Joint inversion of all six channels is the logical solution whereby
the data is inverted directly to a 3D magnetic susceptibility model.
When compared with the scalar amplitude of the total magnetic
intensity measurement, the magnetic tensor has valuable 3D
information. For example just a few samples can provide
sufficient information to immediately determine if an igneous
pipe is on the left or right side of the flight line. A few more
samples can locate the position and depth of a pipe that is off to
the side of a flight line.

Joint inversion can be used with various combinations of sensors
and derived parameters. For example a cross-wing total magnetic
field gradiometer can be used with the centre point total field
value to derive important off-line geological information. The first
vertical derivative derived from gridded data can be combined
with total magnetic intensity measurement for two channel joint
inversion to optimise the quality of depth, width, dip and depth
extent inversions.

Examples are provided to illustrate the improvement in geological
information extraction when compared with single channel
inversion of total magnetic intensity data. The methods provide
new opportunities to look at the latest generation of instruments
and new ways to look at old surveys.

AN AUTOMATED SPARSE CONSTRAINT MODEL
BUILDER FOR UBC–GIF GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC
INVERSIONS

Nicholas Williams
Geophysical Inversion Facility, Dept Earth and Ocean Sciences,
The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
nwilliams@eos.ubc.ca, nick.williams@ga.gov.au

Inversion of geophysical data seeks to extract a model, or suite of
models, representing the subsurface physical property contrasts
that can explain an observed geophysical dataset. The most
desirable solutions are those that can also reproduce known
geological features; a goal that can only be achieved by including
any available geological information into the inversions as
constraints.

A new procedure has been developed to quickly and automatically
generate geological constraints for UBC–GIF gravity and
magnetic inversions based only on the available geological
observations where those observations occur. With known geology
imposed in some areas, inversions are applied to fill in intervening
areas with a prediction of the physical properties required to
explain the observed geophysical response. This sparse data
approach is particularly suited to problems where geological
information is limited, sparsely distributed or concentrated within
restricted areas such as known ore bodies or along the ground
surface.

The technique outlined here builds constraints from sampling,
surface geology maps, drilling geology logs and physical
property logs. It can also include optional interpretive
information from basement geology maps, depth-to-basement
interpretations and 3D geological models. The available
geological information can also be extrapolated a short distance



outwards based on observed structural orientations. The routine
outputs appropriate constraint model files ready for inversion and
those constraints can be quickly updated as new geological data
becomes available.

15:30–17:30
Day 1 Session 4 Stream 1

PETROLEUM

Interpretation/Case Histories

FIVE POPULAR PITFALLS IN SEISMIC AMPLITUDE
INTERPRETATION

Jarrod Dunne
Nexus Energy, Melbourne, Australia
jdunne@nxs.com.au

Seismic amplitude interpretation has come a long way since
the early attempts at ‘bright spot’ analysis in the Gulf of
Mexico. Many excellent training courses, papers and books
exist on the subject yet somehow the true value of this
technology is rarely realised in modern oil companies. I’ve
observed the same mistakes made over and over again by
seismic interpreters, geologists, managers and even
geophysicists. The most popular pitfalls appear to be grouped
into five themes:

(1) Understanding what can be inferred from seismic amplitudes
for the target interval;

(2) Understanding what cannot be inferred from seismic
amplitudes;

(3) Undue focus on a single or favoured attribute;
(4) Allowing an amplitude study to become a ‘sideshow’;
(5) The ‘human factor’, or overcoming the diehard sceptic.

I’ve borrowed examples from amplitude studies conducted around
the world to illustrate these pitfalls and how to avoid them. The
examples highlight a need to integrate better with the geology
(and geologists) when attempting to calibrate the seismic
amplitude response and also when updating prospect risk. If the
first four pitfalls can be avoided, then eventually the fifth pitfall
will cease to exist.

INTEGRATED POTENTIAL FIELD, FMI AND SEISMIC
DATA INTERPRETATION FOR GEOMECHANICAL
ANALYSIS OF THE ELK/ANTELOPE GAS FIELD

Adrian Goldberg
InterOil Australia, Portsmith, Qld, Australia
adrian.goldberg@interoil.com

The Elk/Antelope gas field was discovered during drilling of the
Elk-1 and Elk-4 wildcat wells in the eastern Papuan Fold Belt. The
gas field is located in a frontier greenfields area with limited
wells, regional scale potential field data datasets and 2D seismic
datasets of varying quality.

The Elk structure is a fractured carbonate reservoir while the
Antelope structure is potentially a reefal carbonate reservoir with
fracture control on permeability.

The integrated interpretation of potential filed, FMI and Seismic
data has been conducted with the aim of investigating the

relationship of faults, joints and folds to their likely movement
sense and stress state within the current stress regime both within
the gas field and the surrounding area.

The current SHmax from bore-hole break-out analysis at the Elk-1
and Triceratops-1 wells is SW/NE directed within a strike-slip
stress regime. The main fault and or fold orientations in the region
are N/S, NE-ENE/SW-WSW, SE/NW and E/W. The likely failure
modes along these orientations are analysed.

The stress regime at the Elk-2 well exhibits a rotation of SHmax to
ESE/WSW reflecting current faulting along a WSW/ENE striking
fault. The relationship of fractures in the Elk-2 well is consistent
with normal movement along this fault.

The kinematic history of the region is complex and has involved
rifting followed by basement inversion and detatched thrusting. A
full paleostress analysis of the area through its entire kinematic
history is not possible with current datasets. However analysis of
faults and joints in particular, to the current stress regime are
important to building a geomechanical fracture model for the
Elk/Antelope gas field.

GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES OF AUSTRALIA’S REMOTE
EASTERN DEEP-WATER FRONTIER: RESULTS FROM 
THE CAPEL AND FAUST BASINS

Ron Hackney*, Peter Petkovic, Riko Hashimoto, Karen Higgins,
Graham Logan, George Bernardel, Jim Colwell, Nadege Rollet 
and Michael Morse
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
ron.hackney@ga.gov.au

The Capel and Faust Basins in Australia’s remote eastern
offshore frontier, 800 km east of Brisbane in 1000–3000 m of
water, are being studied as part of the Australian Government’s
Offshore Energy Security Program. This presentation will
outline the current status of integrated interpretation of 2D
seismic reflection data, sonobuoy refraction data and marine
potential-field data.

In the remote eastern frontier region, negative residual gravity
anomalies generally correlate with basins evident in seismic
reflection data. The anomalies highlight elongate, roughly N–S-
trending or arcuate depocentres, with limited strike extent, that are
best developed in the north and northwest of the survey area
where increased crustal extension appears to have occurred.
Interpretation of seismic reflection data suggests the presence of
four main syn-rift megasequence packages (?Early
Cretaceous–?Santonian) and several post-rift sag packages (?Early
Campanian–Recent). Maximum unequivocal depocentre thickness
is ~4s TWT.

The 20–50 km separation between 2D seismic lines and the
isolated nature of the basin depocentres complicates the process of
linking structures between lines, but 3D mapping of faults and
horizons is facilitated by the potential-field data. Instead of
correlating with basement highs, reduced-to-pole magnetic
anomalies may better reflect the distribution of volcanics and
intrusives, variably evident as high-amplitude or low-frequency
reflectors, and volcanic features at or near the seafloor. Forward
and inverse modelling of the gravity and magnetic data in 3D is
providing a means to characterise different basement terranes and
to construct surfaces that represent the sequence boundaries
within the depocentres.
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MINERALS

Case Studies 2

APPLICATION OF GEOPHYSICS TO GOLD
EXPLORATION IN GHANA: EXAMPLES FROM
NEWMONT PROJECTS

Thomas Tsiboah and Todd Grant
Newmont Ghana Gold
thomas.tsiboah@newmont.com, todd.grant@newmont.com

Ghana has been a producer of gold since the 16th century and
today boasts one of the largest and richest reserves of gold in
the world. The principal gold producing areas of Ghana occur
within Palaeoproterozoic Birimian meta-volcanic and meta-
sedimentary rocks, and within the marginally younger,
overlying Tarkwaian meta-sedimentary succession. The giant
40+ million ounce (Moz) Ashanti deposit at Obuasi and 38+
Moz at Tarkwa are 2 monstrous gold deposits in Ghana. Other
deposits include the Prestea/Bogoso (7 Moz), Konongo 
(2 Moz), Damang/Aboso (3 Moz), Bibiani (5 Moz) and
Chirano (2 Moz).

Gold exploration in the past was primarily conventional stream
sediment and soil sampling, followed by trenching and drilling.
This methodology was used to discover a majority of the
deposits. However, completely unexplored grounds in Ghana,
where cursory, first-pass reconnaissance surface sampling
methods lead to a major discovery, are virtually none existent.
The modern phase of exploration calls for a more
interdisciplinary approach involving the use of geophysics,
geochemistry, and regolith mapping, as well as detailed structural
and geologic observations. Newmont is one such company that
integrates geophysics extensively in its gold exploration
programmes in Ghana.

Some of the geophysical techniques used are airborne
magnetics, radiometrics and electromagnetics. Ground based
geophysical tools include gravity, magnetics and
IP/Resistivity. Geophysical data are used to help with ground
selection, direct drill targeting, and to help produce interpreted
geology and regolith maps. Newmont Ghana has trained
Ghanaian nationals to conduct a majority of the data
collection, processing and interpretation. Several example data
sets are shown.

3D IP AND RESISTIVITY FOR NICKEL EXPLORATION:
CASE STUDY FROM WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Eric Battig1*, Russell Mortimer2 and Ralph Porter3

1Geophysical Resources and Services Pty Ltd
2Southern Geoscience Consultants
3Magma Metals Ltd
enbattig@consultgrs.com.au, russell@sgc.com.auc,
ralph.porter@magmametals.com.au

Geophysical exploration for nickel sulphides has historically
focused on EM methods which rely on detecting interconnected
bodies of sulphides, which in the case of surface data can often
be complicated by responses from proximal/stratigraphic type
conductors such as sulphide bearing sediments and/or
conductive overburden.complex geology and strongly

conductive overburdens have in the past limited the success of
the IP method for exploration of nickel sulphides in the area.
However, the increased depth penetration and resolution
afforded through use of the MIM distributed acquisition system
(MIMDAS) has resulted in accurate mapping of the
mineralisation at the Green Dam nickel sulphide prospect,
located approximately 120 km east-northeast of Kalgoorlie,
Western Australia.

IP, DC Resistivity and MT data have been acquired using a three-
dimensional array geometry which has enabled data interpretation
using both two and three-dimensional inversion methods, leading
to increased confidence in results. This has in turn improved
geophysical interpretation and understanding of the variation in
mineralisation along strike.

The results in the case study will show the IP data clearly map
the dominant disseminated Ni-Cu-PGM sulphide
mineralisation at Green Dam. The data have also accurately
mapped the semi-massive to massive Ni-Cu-PGM sulphides
and show a high degree of correlation with previously acquired
moving loop TEM (MLTEM) and downhole TEM (DHTEM)
data.

DEEP EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR
ILLUMINATING HIGHLY PROSPECTIVE GROUND 
IN THE SHADOW OF HEADFRAMES

Greg Hollyer* and Rob Gordon
Quantec Geoscience Ltd,Toronto, Ontario, Canada
ghollyer@quantecgeoscience.com, rgordon@quantecgeoscience.com

Brownfield mineral exploration activity is at a record high –
driven by the dramatic rise in commodity prices and the old
adage that, ‘The best place to explore is in the shadow of a
headframe’. Many companies have purchased ‘old’ mines to
gain access to mineralisation that was ‘missed’ with previous
generations of geoscience technologies and to assess new
targets that may be nearby. Today, new deep geophysical
technologies are assisting not only in exploration but also in
ore delineation and mine development (ground
condemnation).

Historically, however, it has been difficult to apply geophysical
techniques around mines due to certain challenges. Cultural noise,
scheduling, electrical noise, remoteness and resistance to new
technologies are some of the traditional obstacles (to performing
geophysical surveys in brownfield areas) that have been overcome
with successful results.

One of the new technologies that has proven itself is deep
electrical imaging—made available thanks to the Distributed
Acquisition System (DAS) technology. DAS systems are
characterised by a large multi-channel, fixed receiver array and
several other factors that together contribute to improved depth of
penetration, data quality and detectability.

In this paper, we review the components and capabilities of
DAS systems, focusing on one system in particular as noted
above, for brownfield work. Three case studies are presented,
including two from porphyry copper environments in western
Canada as well as a gold project from Bulgaria. These case
studies represent the state-of-the art in geophysics for
brownfield work and are a unique and novel application for
today’s DAS technologies.



RESULTS FROM THE FIRST FIELD TRIAL OF A
BOREHOLE GRAVITY METER FOR MINING
APPLICATIONS

Harold O. Seigel, Scintrex Ltd., Chris Nind*, Scintrex Ltd., Jeff Macqueen,
Microg-Lacoste Inc, Michel Chouteau and Bernard Giroux,
Ecole Polytechnique 
cnind@scintrexltd.com

Scintrex is in the final stages of the development of a borehole
gravity meter, for mining and geotechnical applications, designed
to log inside NQ drill rods to 2000 m depth, using standard 4
conductor cable, with a sensitivity of better than 5 µgal, and
operable in boreholes inclined from 30º to vertical. École
Polytechnique of Montreal has developed forward modelling
software, as part of this project.

The first field test of the prototype probe was successfully
conducted in December 2008 for Vale Inco in a deep borehole
located in Norman Township near Sudbury, Ontario. The
results of this test show a large amplitude bipolar residual
gravity anomaly, with the crossover at the location where the
borehole intersected sulphides. Further analysis of the data is
underway. A repeat log of the hole indicates that the Gravilog
system has achieved operational specifications very close to its
targets. 

Field tests for the other sponsors are planned during the first half
of 2009, with production surveys to follow during the second half
of the year.

Gravity measurements inside boreholes provide evidence of
density variations both in the immediate vicinity and at a distance
from the hole. Scintrex’s development of a new borehole
gravimeter will, for the first time, allow the application of gravity
logging in typical mining and geotechnical boreholes. 

Primary applications of the Gravilog system in mining include the
sensing and mass-estimates of massive sulphide bodies, either
intersected by or remote from the hole and accurate bulk density
measurements of formations intersected by the hole.

Day 1 Session 4 Stream 3

ENVIRONMENTAL

Airborne EM

FROM LITTLE THINGS, BIG THINGS GROW…. OR DO
THEY? A ONE-EYED VIEW ON AIRBORNE EM IN
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT OVER THE 
LAST 20 YEARS

Tim Munday
CSIRO Exploration and Mining, Kensington, WA, Australia
tim.munday@csiro.au

Through the mid to late-1980s, the application of airborne
electromagnetics for environmental management was limited to
small surveys, and in Australia their primary purpose was aimed at
encouraging the wide take-up of the technology by the natural
resource management (NRM) community. This technology-led
push fed off a growing national awareness of the threat of land
salinisation, and AEM was principally marketed as the panacea to
this threat. Unfortunately the early promises did not live up to
expectations, in part reflecting the limitations of the technology at

that time, particularly the inability to map conductivity reliably in
the top 5 m of the land surface. Throughout the 1990s,
applications continued on a piecemeal basis with small surveys
being the norm. In the early 2000s, Federal Government-led
initiatives, particularly the National Action Plan for Salinity and
Water Quality, constrained by State representation, prompted a
more considered, targeted approach for AEM applications.
Projects in South Australia and Queensland revolutionised the way
these technologies were used. Helping achieve this were
significant developments in AEM system technologies, including
the definition of system geometry and calibration, all contributing
to the better definition of near surface conductivity. Coupled with
advances in in data processing and inversion, the derived
information has become much more relevant. Under the NAP
some of the largest surveys ever flown in Australia have now been
completed. Delivery of relevant products, not just maps of
conductivity, which can be incorporated into predictive tools
represent the way forward for AEM in environmental
management.

SPATIAL MODELLING INCORPORATING AEM DATA
TO SHOW THE EFFECTS OF MANIPULATING FLOW
REGIMES AND GROUNDWATER LOWERING OPTIONS
OVER THE CHOWILLA FLOODPLAIN, SA

Tim Munday1*, Ian Overton2, Andrew Fitzpatrick1, K. P.Tan3

and Zoe Marsden4

1CSIRO, Kensington, WA 6151, Australia
2CSIRO Land and Water, Glen Osmond, SA, Australia
3Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
4Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation,
Adelaide, Australia
tim.munday@csiro.au, ian.overton@csiro.au, andrew.fitzpatrick@csiro.au,
kokpiang.tan@ga.gov.au, marsden.zoe@saugov.sa.gov.au

Along the floodplains of the Murray River in south eastern
Australia, where the saline groundwater system is particularly
close to the surface, evapotranspiration concentrates salt
resulting in extensive salinisation, vegetation dieback or health
decline. In many floodplain areas, ecologically important
woodland species that inhabit the floodplain are dying from soil
water salt concentrations that often exceed those of seawater. To
better manage this problem and to protect the ecology and
biodiversity on the floodplains along the river, a range of
management strategies are being employed. Modelling tools are
integral to their development, but key to their effectiveness is
the availability of detailed biophysical data. In a study focussed
on the Chowilla Floodplain in South Australia, we used
WINDS, a spatial model that examines soil water availability, to
show the possible effects of manipulating flow regimes and
groundwater lowering options across the whole of the
floodplain. We examine the value of using biophysical
parameters derived from the helicopter electromagnetic (HEM)
data, specifically groundwater conductivity and salt storage for
specific zones in the saturated, capillary and unsaturated parts
of the floodplain, as a basis for making vegetation health
assessments or predictions at any particular time. The procedure
for deriving this information in 3D is discussed. Using the AEM
derived products resulted in an improved prediction of
vegetation health across the floodplain against available
information; the improvement rising from 60% to 76%. We
believe the procedures defined in this study have application to
other threatened floodplains where HEM data have been
acquired.
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INVESTIGATION ON THE GROUNDWATER
RESOURCES OF THE SOUTH EYRE PENINSULA,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA, DETERMINED FROM LATERALLY
CONSTRAINED INVERSION OF TEMPEST DATA

Esben Auken1*, Anders Vest Christiansen1, Andrea Viezzoli1,
Andrew Fitzpatrick2, Kevin Cahill2,Tim Munday2 and Volmer Berens3

1Department of Earth Sciences, University of Aarhus, Denmark
2CSIRO, Kensington, WA, Australia
3Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation,
SA, Australia
esben.auken@geo.au.dk, andrew.fitzpatrick@csiro.au, kevin.cahill@csiro.au,
tim.munday@csiro.au, berens.volmer@saugov.sa.gov.au

Groundwater in the Eyre Peninsula of South Australia is scarce
with potable resources, often referred to as lenses, limited to the
western coastal margin and the southern tip of the peninsula.
Consequently an understanding of their extent has become
increasingly important particularly with demand being close to
current extraction limits. Further modelling of the groundwater
systems to ensure confidence in the limits determined is now
underway. Whilst it is known that the Coffin Bay A lens extends
under the Coffin Bay National Park, land access for drilling is
severely limited. An AEM survey was therefore carried out in
order to define the limits of this lens system and the available
resource. TEMPEST time domain EM data were acquired over the
known extent of the lens systems. In this paper we present the
results of the spatially constrained inversion (SCI) technique,
which was applied for the first time to a fixed wing AEM system.
In the SCI information migrates horizontally through spatial
constraints and allows resolution of layers that would be locally
poorly resolved and it greatly reduces the influence of noisy data.
The SCI improves significantly the resolution of near surface
parameters, also because system geometry is incorporated as
inversion parameter allowing correcting for canopy effects, for
example.

Hydrogeologically significant bounding surfaces were therefore
defined. An indication of the extent of Coffin Bay A Lens under
the National Park was determined. We also defined the extent of
sea water intrusion into the aquifer systems.

UTILISING AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC DATA,
HIGH RESOLUTION DEM AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL
INFORMATION TO DERIVE CUSTOMISED PRODUCTS
FOR NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ALONG
THE RIVER MURRAY CORRIDOR

Kok Tan*, Ken Lawrie, David Gibson, Jon Clarke, Heike Apps,
Kristen Cullen and Colin Pain
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, ACT, Australia
kokpiang.tan@ga.gov.au

Approximately 450 km of Murray River floodplain and its adjacent
upland rises, from Gunbower (Vic) to the South Australian border,
have been surveyed using the RESOLVE frequency domain EM
system. Due to the continuous decrease in surface elevation along
this reach of the river to the Vic-SA border, an arbitrary surface of
the youngest floodplain was set as the height datum for the EM
elevation slices. This facilitates the interpretation of EM images as
compared to the depth and elevation (AHD) slices. Maps that are
based on the floodplain elevation slices include the river flush
zone, thickness of Quaternary alluvium and Blanchetown Clay, and
salt store. In addition, EM depth slices are used to derive
conductive soils map, and depths to the Loxton Sands and

Blanchetown Clay. Hydrogeological information derived from this
AEM dataset includes the presence of deep flush zones between
Robinvale and Hattah Lakes, disconnected surface hydrology and
groundwater of the Gunbower Island, and the effects of Lake
Victoria on the funnelling of saline groundwater influx from NSW
to the floodplain. These products aim to answer land-use questions
posed by the Catchment Management Authorities (CMAs) to better
manage irrigation and floodplain ecosystem.

Day 1 Session 4 Stream 4
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MONITORING CURRENT WAVEFORM OF THE SEATEM
SYSTEM

James Macnae1*, Aaron Davis1, Julian Vrbancich2 and Richard Smith3

1RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia
2Defence Science and Technology Organisation, Canberra, Australia
3GeoEx
james.macnae@rmit.edu.au

As a check on direct current measurements of the transmitted
waveforms as measured with a wideband transducer, we monitored
the EM field of the SeaTEM system during several flights over a
ground loop. The ground loop was laid out over very resistive granite
in Western Australia. Ground measurements included: current and
voltage induced in the ground loop; point sampled total field and
component magnetic field monitoring, as well as perpendicular,
high-resolution digital photographic sequences to map airborne
system pitch and roll. The analysis of the data is presented.

EXTRACTING MORE INFORMATION FROM 
ON-TIME DATA

Sean E. Walker* and Jonathan Rudd
Aeroquest Limited, Vancouver, Canada
swalker@aeroquest.ca, jrudd@aeroquest.ca

The AeroTEM system’s rigid structure and bucking coil makes the
recording of interpretable on-time data possible. When processed
using standard methods the on-time dB/dt response is comparable
in conductivity aperture to the off-time calculated B-field response.
However, standard primary field removal methods distort both on-
time dB/dt and calculated B-field responses. By modifying
primary field removal routines to incorporate the rigidity of the
system it is possible to minimise these distortions. While this
directly improves dB/dt and calculated B-field responses, it opens
the door to other advanced processing techniques that require the
accurate removal of the primary field such as the deconvolution of
data to the step response. Results from synthetic and field data are
used to illustrate the effectiveness of the routines.

Z-TEM (AIRBORNE AFMAG) TESTS OVER
UNCONFORMITY URANIUM DEPOSITS

Bob Lo*, Jean Legaut and Petr Kuzmin
Geotech Ltd, Ontario, Canada
bob.lo@geotech.ca, jean@geotech.ca, petr@geotech.ca

Geotech’s Z-TEM system is the latest implementation of an
airborne AFMAG system. Z-TEM uses a large, 8 metre diameter



airborne air core coil, slung from a helicopter, to measure the
vertical component of the AFMAG signal. Two 4-metre square
coils are deployed on the ground to measure the horizontal field.
The Z-TEM has demonstrated that it can detect porphyry copper
deposits in the southwest USA. It was tested in the Athabasca
Basin in Canada in May of 2008 to determine its depth of
investigation and to determine its suitability for mapping deep
conductors in the crystalline basement. Unconformity uranium
deposits of the Athabasca Basin are often associated with
conductors located in the crystalline basement. The search for
economic uranium deposits is moving to areas of the basin which
are deeper and beyond the detection limits of modern airborne
instrumentation. This creates the requirement for a system which
can detect conductivity past the detection limits of modern EM
systems. This was the motivation behind the field trials of the Z-
TEM system in the Athabasca Basin. Several areas where known
deep conductors (600 m+) were located were flown with good
results. Also, a test survey block in the Fond du Lac was able to
trace a deep and plunging conductor to depths that no other
airborne system has been able to achieve. These results and
comparisons to other ground and airborne system, where
available, will be presented. The results are also modelled to
determine the depth of investigation of Z-TEM.

SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASING TEM SURVEY
PERFORMANCE BY MODIFYING FREQUENCY 
CONTENT OF TRANSMITTER WAVEFORM

Andrew Duncan* and Noelene Dorn
ElectroMagnetic Imaging Technology Pty Ltd
aduncan@electromag,com.au, ndorn@electromag.com.au

TEM surveys typically operate with a simple transmitter
waveform, such as a 50% duty cycle alternating square wave. The
frequency of transmission and the duration of measurement is
decided before the survey or, frequently in the case of ground
TEM surveys, adapted during the survey by the operator to suit
the conditions.

With some sensor types in particular, achieving good quality
data throughout all parts of the decay is difficult. Additionally,
all surveys can be complicated by the presence of external
sources of interference such as power transmission lines. We
argue that significant improvements can be made by optimising
the frequency content of the transmitter waveform.
Additionally, in the case of ground surveys, the duration of an
individual reading can be controlled in order to achieve rapid
production and desired data quality. Variables are the EM noise
spectrum (a function of the sensor and environment) and the
conductivity of terrain. These change along the TEM profile
and best results are obtained by regular re-evaluation in light of
the target sought.

There are several options available to modify the effective
frequency content of a TEM transmitter waveform. For a
conventional square wave transmitter, an irregular pattern of
polarity reversals can be transmitted. Another method is to use
two or more base frequencies sequentially. The survey can be
automated and data can be combined automatically into a
single decay with optimal signal-to-noise ratio over the entire
decay.

Theoretical examples and field data are presented to illustrate
improvements in performance.

Day 1 Session 4 Stream 5
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INTERPRETING GAMMA RADIOMETRICS IN THE NT

Roger Clifton
Northern Territory Geological Survey and also 
at The University of Western Australia
roger.clifton@nt.gov.au

A guideline for regolith interpretation from gamma radiometric
images is presented. Following the recent AWAGS calibration
survey by GA (presented elsewhere at this conference),
quantitative analysis of the gamma signature of the regolith units
of the Northern Territory is now possible. Uranium is particularly
high in paludal sediments, and low in evaporite sediments.
Thorium is particularly high in bauxite and residual material.
Potassium is high in saprock and low in all other regolith units,
particularly residual material and bauxite. First pass interpretation
of statewide RGB radiometric images can be simplified by
assigning red areas to clays, green areas to duricrust, and blue
areas to alkaline ground.

VK 1 – A NEW GENERATION AIRBORNE GRAVITY
GRADIOMETER

J. Anstie1,T. Aravanis2, M. Haederle2, A. Mann1, Stephen McIntosh2*,
R. Smith3, F. Van Kann1, G. Wells2 and J. Winterflood1

1University of Western Australia 
2Rio Tinto 
3Greenfields Geophysics
anstie@physics.uwa.edu.au, theo.aravanis@riotinto.com,
mike.haederle@riotinto.com, agm@physics.uwa.edu.au,
stephen.mcintosh@riotinto.com, greengeo@bigpond.net.au,
frank@physics.uwa.edu.au, geoff.wells@riotinto.com,
jwinter@physics.uwa.edu.au

This paper will review the history of and recent progress in the
development of a new airborne gravity gradiometer based on an
innovative design originating at the University of Western Australia.
Current work is being carried at the University of WA as a
collaborative project with Rio Tinto.

• History of the project from its origins in the Physics Department
at UWA in the 1980s through to the present day where, with
backing from Rio Tinto, it is progressing rapidly towards an
operational instrument.

• Principles and Objectives: 
• The instrument operates on an isolation platform with sensors

on two crossed bars utilising common mode rejection to
minimise residual linear and rotational accelerations. 

• The objective is to achieve an effective signal sensitivity of 1
Eö/√Hz.

• Current status
• Development of an isolation platform.
• Development of a new design suitable for operation in an

aircraft.
• Laboratory and flight test results.
• Data simulations.

• Future Objectives
• Initial use in Australia, ultimately anywhere.
• Deployable anywhere.
• Interpretation no longer limited by instrument noise.
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• A similar development path to magnetics; from anomaly
hunting to geological mapping in 3 and possibly 4
dimensions.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS WITH FULL TENSOR
GRADIOMETRY DATASETS

Desmond Fitzgerald1*, Dominik Argast1 and Horst Holstein2

1Intrepid Geophysics
2University of Aberystwyth
des@intrepid-geophysics.com, dominik@intrepid-geophysics.com,
hoh@aber.ac.uk

With the advent of new potential field full tensor gradient
instrumentation, new methods have been developed to denoise and
process these curvature gradients. Traditional Fourier Domain and
Minimum Squares least squares residual of the linear differential
relationships have been adapted.

This leads to levelling, gridding and grid filtering innovations. The
result is a Full Tensor Grid representation of the curvature

gradients that is coherent and compliant with the physics at all
points in the grid. All of the observed data is thus honoured in the
Tensor grid.

Superior anomaly interpretation and inferences can then be made.
Depth and shape of the causative body becomes more constrained.

A suite of model studies and test and calibration scenarios has
been developed to verify the correct behaviour of the new
techniques. The results of some of these unit tests are then
published on the internet to demonstrate continued compliance.

Case studies showing the improvement that can be obtained are
presented.

Special attention is warranted for the Full Tensor Magnetic
gradient signal. Multiple surveys of this quantity have been made
in South Africa. The problem of reduction to the Pole is discussed.



response. The first model was a simplistic representation of basalts and
karst topography in which guided-waves were produced by the strong
velocity contrast, causing much of the energy to travel sideways. The
second model was used to understand the effects caused by absorbing
sand dunes, basalt-like platforms, and buried channels or wadies.
While the absorbing qualities of sand has suggested that this is the
main attenuating mechanism, it can be argued that its shape and the
velocity contrast at its base may be as important as absorption by sand.

The paper will discuss the building of the models and their
recorded data, and how these can be improved using the new
technology of virtual source imaging.

3D TRAVEL-TIME INVERSION OF INDUCED MICRO-
SEISMIC EVENTS TO CONSTRUCT A DETAILED
VELOCITY MODEL

Abdullah Al Ramadhan* and Bruce Hartley
Curtin University of Technology
abdullah.ramadhan@hotmail.com, bruce.hartley@geophy.curtin.edu

The determination of a detailed 3D velocity of a hydrocarbon
reservoir is a classical problem as 3D surface seismic method has
a limited resolution and thus unable to produce high resolution
image. To be able to construct a detailed velocity image of the
reservoir, however, one needs to have a hi-frequency source.
Induced micro-seismic events produced within the hydrocarbon
reservoir as a result of production activities can serve this purpose.

To achieve this for a hydrocarbon reservoir, a robust iterative
linearised inversion of induced micro-seismic event travel-time for
the determination of origin time and positions for the passive sources
and for the construction of a detailed three-dimensional velocity
model is presented. The method can be used for either P-wave or 
S-wave. The method is based on a local optimisation technique using
the BFGS formula (due to Broylden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and
Shannon). The BFGS formula has many attractive features: it starts
like a steepest descent method, but ends like a Newton method; it
also generates the inverse of the Hessian matrix as a by-product. The
technique can also be used on VSP (vertical seismic profiling) data
or SWD (seismic while drilling) data to build the velocity model.

Synthetic data is used to demonstrate the method’s accuracy and
conversion rate. Starting with erroneous data for sources positions
and origin time, the method is tested to show the sensitivity of the
method to realistic different noise levels. Laboratory data is used
to validate the method.

Day 2 Session 1 Stream 2

PETROLEUM

Reservoir Stress Paths/Fracture Characterisation

REDUCING STRUCTURAL UNCERTAINTY IN SEISMIC
INTERPRETATION BY MAPPING WALL-ROCK
STRAINS TO GET A PLAUSIBLE GEOLOGICAL MODEL
– THE STRAIN MINIMISATION APPROACH

Peter Boult1*, B. Freeman2, G.Yielding2 and S. Menpes3

1Consultant, Adelaide, Australia
2Badley Geoscience Ltd, Hundleby, Spilsby, UK
3Essential Petroleum, Melbourne, Australia
boultbis@westnet.com.au 

Day 2:Tuesday 24 February 2009

8:30–10:30
Day 2 Session 1 Stream 1

PETROLEUM

Modelling and Inversion

EXTRACTING DETAILED LITHOLOGY FROM 
SEISMIC DATA

Kevin Jarvis1* and Denis Saussus2

1Fugro-Jason Australia Pty Ltd
2Fugro-Jason Leidschendam 
kjarvis@fugro-jason.co, dsaussus@fugro-jason.com

The interpretation of seismic data in a traditional sense is limited
by the bandlimited nature of the data. As a result the frequencies
of the data determine a ‘resolution limit’. When the seismic is
inverted to obtain rock properties the results are inherently limited
by the same resolution limit. The seismic ‘detection limit’ is
another measure of the sensitivity of the seismic to changes in
rock properties and is typically much smaller than the resolution
limit. To properly exploit the detection limit requires a seismic
inversion algorithm which intrinsically uses the clustering of
elastic properties. These clusters are often associated with
different lithologies with distinctive rock properties.

The presence of hydrocarbons is well known to affect the elastic
properties of rocks. However, the large variation in reservoir rocks
makes it nearly impossible to generalise on this effect. If multiple
elastic properties can be measured the likelihood of identifying
separation is increased. A cost effective way to obtain multiple elastic
properties is by inverting the AVO character of pre-stack seismic data.

Using a series of synthetic and real data examples we will
demonstrate how a geostatistical inversion algorithm can extract both
detailed lithology and elastic properties from angle-stack seismic
data. The inclusion of geostatistical parameters further constrains the
results as the variograms impose constraints on the thicknesses and
lateral continuity of the lithologies. The results are verified using
blind wells, thereby demonstrating the value of the technique in
predicting lithologies and elastic properties away from the wells.

UNDERSTANDING NEAR-SURFACE VELOCITY
EFFECTS USING PHYSICAL MODELS

Brian Evans1* and Robert Greaves2

1Dept. of Petroleum Engineering, Curtin University, Perth, Australia
2Geophysical Technology Team, Saudi Aramco, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
b.evans@curtin.edu.au 

Near surface effects are the bane of seismic exploration.
Whenever seismic survey crews record data over basalts, sand
dunes, karst topography, platforms, buried channels or waddies,
the velocity contrast and the internal absorbing qualities of the
materials (ignoring density issues) causes the outward-travelling
wave-front to change direction and polarisation. As a result, it is
very hard to make primary energy travel vertically down and then
reflect from even shallow horizons, for recording at the surface.

This paper discusses two physical models which were used to
understand the effects of near-surface anomalies on the seismic
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Estimates of wall-rock strains provide an objective means for
discriminating between correct and incorrect structural
interpretations of 2D and 3D seismic data. Good interpretation of
faults should include a workflow that checks and keeps wall-rock
strain below a geologically plausible maximum. We call this the
strain minimisation approach.

Fault population statistics from 47 publications confirm that fault
strike lengths and maximum throws have a log-normal distribution
and that their geometries (length verses maximum throw) are scale
invariant. This knowledge base indicates that maximum
displacement on normal or reverse faults rarely exceeds 1/10 of
their strike length before a new fault forms to take up the strain.
Small scale variation of fault wall-rock strain should also adhere
to this rule. Thus we can use this knowledge base as a check for
geologically plausible seismic interpretations and prevent aliased
fault patterns. If we assume that the maximum dip-dimension of
faults is 1⁄2 the maximum strike dimension, then we can place an
upper limit of 0.1 on plausible wall-rock shear strain and 0.2 for
either maximum shortening or extensional wall-rock strain.

We reviewed an original structural model, which was work
completed by a third party, and by mapping shear and extensional
strain on their fault planes showed that the computed wall-rock
strains for these parameters were commonly above 0.1 and 0.2
respectively. Thus this third party structural model was very
suspect. We then reinterpreted the area in an iterative manner
using the strain minimisation approach. By using regions of
implied high wall-rock strain as an indicator high uncertainty in
our interpretation, we were able to break out two self consistent
faults sets. These had geologically plausible wall-rock strains,
where previously there had only been one with highly implausible
wall-rock strains.

When we had completed our new structural interpretation using
2D seismic data, we later found that it was consistent with an
interpretation of a nearby 3D seismic volume that became publicly
available after we did the original work.

SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF A 3D SEISMIC
MEGA-SURVEY FOR DEFINITION OF HYDROCARBON
REMIGRATION SYSTEMS AND PREDICTION OF
TRAPS INTEGRITY

Laurent Langhi
CSIRO Petroleum, ARRC,Technology Park, Kensington, WA, Australia
laurent.langhi@csiro.au

Fault seal potential and fluid migration pathways can be assessed
using multi-attributes and spectral decomposition derived from 3D
seismic. Investigation in the Timor Sea (Bonaparte Basin)
demonstrates the relationship of acoustic impedance anomalies in
the very shallow subsurface (VSS) to leaking fault planes and the
use of energy-related attributes in assessing deep reservoir
integrity.

Seal breach by fault reactivation represents a major exploration risk
in the Timor Sea with critically stressed discontinuities promoting
remigration and leading to dry or under-filled structures. In this
area the seismic-based assessment of trap integrity at reservoir
level is limited due to resolution limitation. Therefore in order to
constrain a regional predictive model for trap integrity, the energy
content of the VSS has been characterised, on the northern Vulcan
3D Mega-survey, using classic energy-related attributes and
spectral decomposition attributes. The analysis of the energy
distribution at various frequencies of the full bandwidth enables to

investigate the variation of reflectivity beyond the tuning thickness
and gives a richer vision of the interval of interest.

The results of the energy content characterisation show a tight
spatial relationship between VSS bright-spots (<500 mSS) and
Mesozoic reservoirs (3000–3500 mSS). They highlight
preferential up-fault remigration pathways and potential seep
points and allow discretisation of fault planes based on sealing or
non-sealing behaviour. A qualitative correlation based on the
integration of charge history of drilled structures and VSS
anomaly morphologies is used to define a regional predictive
scheme for trap integrity assessment and prospect risking and for
the regional appraisal of petroleum system effectiveness.

STATE AND ORIGIN OF PRESENT-DAY STRESS FIELDS 
IN SEDIMENTARY BASINS

Mark Tingay
Curtin University of Technology, Perth, Australia
m.tingay@curtin.edu.au

The present-day stress field provides fundamental insight into the
forces driving plate tectonics and intra-plate deformation.
Furthermore, knowledge of the present-day stress field is essential
in petroleum, geothermal and mining geomechanics applications
such as the stability of boreholes and tunnels, and improving
production through natural and induced fractures. The World
Stress Map (WSM) Project has, for over 20 years, compiled a
public global database of present-day tectonic stress information
to determine and understand the state of stress in the Earth’s
lithosphere. The WSM database has revealed that plate-scale stress
fields are controlled by forces exerted at plate boundaries (e.g.
mid-ocean ridges, continental collision zones), commonly
resulting in regional stress orientations sub-parallel to plate
motion. However, the state and origin of present-day stress fields
at smaller scales, such as within sedimentary basins, remains
poorly understood in comparison. Detailed analysis of present-day
stresses from within 70 sedimentary basins commonly reveals
significant and complex variations in the present-day stress
orientation, both across basins and within fields. For example,
borehole breakouts in the North German Basin, Nile Delta and the
Baram Delta province of northwest Borneo indicate broad
regional rotations in the horizontal stress orientation. The present-
day maximum horizontal stress orientations in the Gulf of
Thailand are approximately north-south at the basin-scale
(perpendicular to plate motion) and are perturbed locally to be
sub-parallel to fault strike. The North Sea and Permian Basin of
Texas display widely varying stress orientations between fields,
with some neighbouring fields exhibiting perpendicular stress
orientations. Basin- and field-scale stress fields result from the
complex combination of numerous factors acting at different
scales, including far-field forces (e.g. plate boundary forces),
basin geometry (e.g. the shape of deltaic wedges), geological
structures (e.g. diapirs, faults), mechanical contrasts (e.g.
evaporites, overpressured shales, detachment zones), topography
and deglaciation.

MECHANOSTRATIGRAPHIC CONTROL ON
CARBONATE FRACTURED RESERVOIR EVALUATION:
A PNG CASE STUDY

O’Karo Yogi* and Adrian Goldberg
InterOil
okaro.yogi@interoil.com, adrian.goldberg@interoil.com



Schlumberger Fullbore Formation MicroImager (FMI) logging in
the Elk-1 and Elk-2 wells showed that the limestone formation is
heavily and heterogeneously fractured. The alternate conductive
and resistive signals on the FMI Logs are an indicative of different
layers of carbonate lithotype facies with varying layer widths
which have been correlated against whole core from Elk-2 well.
The whole core exhibits a clear relationship to FMI response and
was used as a template on the rest of the log.

Analysis of beds and fractures were conducted in only good to fair
FMI data from Elk 2 well in the limestone section. The structures
were initially picked on the FMI Log in WellCad. The beds
identified in the order of frequency of occurrence are thin beds
(<10 cm) > medium beds (<40 cm) > thick beds (>40 cm). A total
thickness of 990 m of only good to fair image response of the
entire 1060 m logged interval was statistically interpreted. Thin
beds comprise 42%, medium beds 31% and thick beds 27% of the
interpreted zone. The fractures are categorised into conductive
fractures, partially conductive fractures and resistive fractures. A
total of 2606 fractures were identified on the FMI Log in Elk 2
well. It was calculated that five fractures occur per metre in thin
beds, two fractures per metre in medium beds and only 0.2
fractures per metre in thick beds.

Analysis of the orientation of bed types and fractures types
showed that the beds have an azimuth of 0.30–0.50 degrees with
dips ranging from 30–40 degrees. The fractures have steep dips
ranging between 50–70 degrees and azimuths ranging from
120–240 degrees.

Fracture orientations could only be assumed to vary in time with a
possibility that the mechanical properties of the sequence had
changed by diagenesis.

The study of bed and fracture analysis from the FMI log showed
that thin beds have high frequency of occurrence compared to
medium and thick beds and also have higher intensity of
fracturing. This indicates stratabound fractures and hence a
mechanical relationship between bed thickness and fracturing.

Day 2 Session 1 Stream 3
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS: JOINT 3D INTERPRETATION 
OF ELECTROMAGNETIC AND SEISMIC DATA:
CHALLENGES AND THE WAY FORWARD

Max A. Meju
Petronas Research Sdn Bhd, Subsurface Technology, Kajang,
Malaysia, formerly at Lancaster University, UK
maxwell_meju@petronas.com.my

Electromagnetic (EM) methods provide vital constraints on
fundamental flow and storage processes in the earth, at different
spatial scales. Recent advances in multidimensional
electromagnetic modelling and inversion have brought EM
methods close to their theoretical resolving power, but there are
still limitations in the way that data from multi-component and
multi-scale field experiments in heterogeneous geological media
are currently interpreted, especially because simulating the
responses of ‘field-realistic’ earth structures is computationally
demanding and the presence of measurement uncertainties limits
model resolution to a large extent. Also, the fact that EM
methods require large amounts of data to accurately image
geological heterogeneity presents further computational
challenges.

In this seminar, I will present my contributions in recently
developed 2.5D and 3D EM inversion techniques for subsurface
characterisation, methods developed for quantifying the impact
of uncertainty in the interpretation of electromagnetic data
(extreme bounds analysis), a recently developed method for
simultaneous interpretation of electromagnetic and seismic
travel-time data for improved characterisation of geological
heterogeneity, and innovative multi-scale joint electromagnetic
and seismic practical experiments whose realisations are
presently hindered by lack of appropriate computational
platform. Strategies to overcome some of the computational
difficulties will be discussed and I will draw on examples from
near-surface to mantle depths.

DISPERSION RELATIONS AND THE HILBERT
TRANSFORM FOR EM SYSTEM RESPONSE – AN
UPDATE

James Macnae* and Ryan Springall
RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia
james.macnae@rmit.edu.au, ryan.springall@rmit.edu.au

With sponsorship from AMIRA P407B, the RMIT group has
published methods of recalibrating historic HEM data for
altitude, amplitude and phase. These methods have assumed that
base level drift has been corrected, which is not always the case.
The Kramers-Kronig relationship is an integral equation that
relates in-phase and quadrature for any causal system. It can be
used with surprising accuracy to predict (say) the in-phase
responses of the Resolve system using only the quadrature data.
When applied to field data from the Chowilla region, differences
between the measures and predicted 8177 Hz in-phase data had a
distribution with a standard deviation of 28 ppm. When plotted
on a map, the differences show a remarkable spatial correlation
with individual flights. Base level drift in one frequency, if
present, would lead to a difference between predicted in-phase
and measured data. Such differences would usually occur once
per flight, as each flight commonly has two or more high-altitude
checks to estimate base level. Based on the mean and trend of the
differences, it is possible to predict base level drifts on historic
HEM data.

FAST APPROXIMATE INVERSION OF SKYTEM
AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC DATA

Niels B. Christensen1*, James Reid2 and Max Halkjær3

1University of Aarhus, Denmark
2SkyTEM Aps, Denmark
3Geoforce PtyLtd, WA, Australia
nbc@geo.au.dk, mh@skytem.com, james@geoforce.com.au
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A new rapid multilayer inversion algorithm has been developed
for SkyTEM airborne electromagnetic data. The algorithm is
roughly 50 times faster than conventional one-dimensional
inversion, but the results are very similar to those obtained by
traditional inversion. The fast inversion is achieved by combining
a very fast forward mapping with a state-of-the-art inversion
formulation and the inversion provides estimates of model
uncertainty via the posterior parameter covariance matrix. Results
are presented as model sections and plan maps of mean
conductivity.

A novel method, termed Lateral Parameter Correlation (LPC),
is applied to improve lateral continuity of model sections from
the fast inversion. The LPC method is a three-staged process:
(1) initial inversion using the fast inversion algorithm; 
(2) models are laterally smoothed through a constrained
inversion process which incorporates the variances of the
parameters of the uncorrelated models and a model covariance
matrix; and (3) repeated inversion to improve the data fit, using
the smoothed model parameters from step 2 as a priori
constraints. The LPC method is a fast alternative to other
methods currently used to generate laterally smooth 1D
inversion results.

We present examples of data processed using the new
algorithms from hydrogeophysical surveys at Toolibin Lake and
Gillingarra, Western Australia. Model sections and plan maps
produced by the fast inversion show excellent agreement with
known hydrogeology in the survey areas, and with borehole
induction and resistivity logs. In both survey areas, the fast
inversion is shown to yield superior conductivity models to
those obtained via conventional conductivity-depth
transformation.

FAST APPROXIMATE INVERSION 
OF FDHEM DATA

Niels B. Christensen1*,Tim Munday2 and Andrew Fitxpatrick2

1University of Aarhus, Denmark
2CSIRO Flagship Water for a Healthy Country
nbc@geo.au.dk, tim.munday@csiro.au, andrew.fitzpatrick @csiro.au

A new rapid multilayer inversion algorithm has been developed
for frequency domain (FDHEM) data. The algorithm is roughly
thirty times faster than conventional one-dimensional inversion.
The fast inversion of frequency domain data is achieved by
Fourier transforming the fast approximate time domain responses
and combining the fast forward mapping with a state-of-the-art
inversion formulation. The inversion provides estimates of model
uncertainty via the posterior parameter covariance matrix.
Inversion results are presented as model sections and as plan
maps of mean conductivity within specified depth or elevation
intervals.

We present examples from a RESOLVE FDHEM
hydrogeophysical survey undertaken at Bookpurnong, in the
South Australian Riverland. RESOLVE is a six frequency HEM
system. Model sections and plan depth slices produced by the fast
inversion show excellent agreement with known hydrogeology in
the survey areas, with borehole induction logs and other field data.
In this study, the fast inversion is shown to yield superior
conductivity models to those obtained via conventional
conductivity-depth transformations and the derived conductivity
models show good agreement with those generated from a full non
linear inversion.

Day 2 Session 1 Stream 4
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THE RADIOMETRIC MAP OF AUSTRALIA

Brian Minty*, Ross Franklin, Peter Milligan, Murray Richardson 
and John Wilford
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
brian.minty@ga.gov.au, ross.franklin@ga.gov.au, peter.milligan@ga.gov.au,
murray.richardson@ga.gov.au, john.wilford@ga.gov.au

Geoscience Australia and State and Territory Geological Surveys
have systematically surveyed most of the Australian continent over
the past 40 years using airborne gamma-ray spectrometry to map
potassium, uranium and thorium elemental concentrations at the
Earth’s surface. However, the individual surveys that comprise the
national gamma-ray spectrometric radioelement database are not
all registered to the same datum. This limits the usefulness of the
database as it is not possible to easily combine surveys into
regional compilations or make accurate comparisons between
radiometric signatures in different survey areas. To solve these
problems, Geoscience Australia has undertaken an Australia-Wide
Airborne Geophysical Survey (AWAGS), funded under the
Australian Government’s Onshore Energy Security Program, to
serve as a radioelement baseline for all current and future airborne
gamma-ray spectrometric surveys in Australia. The AWAGS
survey has been back-calibrated to the International Atomic
Energy Agency’s (IAEA) radioelement datum. We have used the
AWAGS data to level the national radioelement database by
estimating survey correction factors that, once applied, minimise
both the differences in radioelement estimates between surveys
(where these surveys overlap) and the differences between the
surveys and the AWAGS traverses. The database is thus effectively
levelled to the IAEA datum. The levelled database has been used
to produce the first ‘Radiometric Map of Australia’ – levelled and
merged composite potassium (% K), uranium (ppm eU) and
thorium (ppm eTh) grids over Australia at 100 m resolution.
Interpreters can use the map to reliably compare the radiometric
signatures observed over different parts of Australia. This enables
the assessment of key mineralogical and geochemical properties
of bedrock and regolith materials from different geological
provinces and regions with contrasting landscape histories.

THE AUSTRALIA-WIDE AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL
SURVEY – ACCURATE CONTINENTAL MAGNETIC
COVERAGE

Peter Milligan*, Brian Minty, Murray Richardson and Ross Franklin
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
peter.milligan@ga.gov.au, brian.minty@ga.gov.au,
murray.richardson@ga.gov.au, ross.franklin@ga.gov.au

The Australia-wide Airborne Geophysical Survey (AWAGS)
project was conducted in 2007 to collect total-field magnetic and
gamma-ray spectrometric data across Australia on north-south
lines spaced 75 km apart, east-west tie lines spaced 400 km apart
and a nominal terrain clearance of 80 m. These data were acquired
by Geoscience Australia (GA) as part of the Australian
Government’s Onshore Energy Security Program. The magnetic
data are required to accurately define intermediate spatial
wavelengths between 100 km and 400 km, which are only poorly
represented in continental-scale merges of existing data, due to



limitations of survey size and data processing. Removal of time
variations of the Earth’s magnetic field during the AWAGS survey
required base instrument deployment on a rolling basis as the
survey progressed, and a method has been developed to accurately
remove time variations from multiple base sites. This method
requires 24 hour recording at the base sites, and also utilises data
recorded at the six GA continental geomagnetic observatories. All
temporary base midnight quiet values are referenced to
interpolated observatory midnight quiet values at each temporary
location. The observatory midnight quiet values varied smoothly
across the continent for the duration of the AWAGS survey, and
this method attempts to remove all time variations, including the
secular variation, back to a reference time centred on quiet
magnetic days prior to the survey commencement. The success of
the method is initially judged by examination of the flight/tie
cross-over differences, which should be minimal if accurate
diurnal removal is achieved.

ACQUIRING HIGH RESOLUTION AIRBORNE
GEOPHYSICAL DATA AND RECOGNITION OF NEW
MINERAL EXPLORATION POTENTIAL AS PART OF A
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM LAUNCHED BY THE
SOUTH AFRICAN GOVERNMENT

Patrick Cole, Detlef Eberle* and Peter Nyabeze
Council for Geoscience, Pretoria, RSA
pcole@geoscience.org.za, deberle@geoscience.org.za,
pnyabeze@geoscience.org.za

The Council for Geoscience, South Africa, has embarked on a
program of flying the entire country with high resolution – high
density airborne magnetic and radiometric data. It was during the
seventies and the eighties of the past century when the existing
regional coverage was flown with flight lines 1000 m apart at a
nominal flight height of 120 m a.g.l. This kind of first generation
data is not any longer satisfying the requirements of highest
possible spatial resolution set up by the exploration and
environmental industries. This demand was recently
acknowledged by the South African Government and has been
materialised by launching a new high resolution airborne survey
program with 200 m line spacing and nominal flight height of 
80 m a.g.l. The Council for Geoscience, as the national geological
survey organisation, has been committed to carry out airborne
surveying, data processing and screening the new data for
exploration target generation including desktop studies and
ground truth control. Data acquisition will briefly be described, a
few new data examples will be depicted comparing them with
existing regional data and the usefulness of ground truth control to
best elucidate both geophysical anomalies and underlying geology
will be discussed on the base of two case studies from the
Namaqualand Metamorphic Belt and the Northern Marginal Zone
of the Bushveld Mafic Layered Complex, respectively.

AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICS AS A TOOL TO PROMOTE
MINERAL INVESTMENT IN AFRICA

Stephen Reford1*, Karl Kwan1, Julius Nyakaana2, Andrew Katumwehe2

and Oumar Wane3

1Paterson, Grant and Watson Limited,Toronto, Canada
2Department of Geological Survey and Mines, Entebbe, Uganda
3Direction des Mines et de la Géologie, Dakar, Sénégal
stephen.reford@pgw.on.ca, karl.kwan@pgw.on.ca,
jnyakaana2005@yahoo.com, katandrew@gmail.com,
oumarwane@gmail.com

Airborne geophysics, particularly aeromagnetic and gamma-ray
spectrometer (radiometric) surveys, forms a critical component
of geological mapping and mineral resource inventory programs
in many African countries. In the 1960s and 70s, regional
aeromagnetic surveys were fairly widespread over much of the
continent, in both sedimentary and hard rock terrains. In the
1980s and 90s, higher resolution surveys, incorporating
radiometrics, were carried out in several countries, particularly
in southern Africa. In the last decade, a number of national
initiatives (e.g. Madagascar, Mozambique, Namibia, Morocco,
Mauritania, Nigeria, Ghana, etc.) have seen the high-resolution
geophysical coverage greatly improve. The surveys form part of
larger initiatives to improve the geological knowledge of a
country or region, with the ultimate objective of increasing
mineral investment and developing a sustainable mining
industry. These geoscience programs are typically accompanied
by reforms in the mining law to promote such investment.
International funding agencies such as the World Bank,
European Community and African Development Bank have seen
the value in such programs, and ensure that airborne geophysics
receive a large share of project budgets. In jurisdictions
throughout the world, it has been demonstrated that high-quality
geophysical coverage leads directly to increased and more
focused exploration. A trend in the last few years has been the
inclusion of an airborne electromagnetic follow-up component to
the airborne program.

This paper will provide current examples from two countries. In
Uganda, more than 600 000 line-km of magnetic and
radiometric data are being acquired over most of the country. In
addition, eight blocks with high mineral potential are being
flown with electromagnetic systems (TEMPEST and
heliGEOTEM). In Senegal, the entire hard rock region has been
covered by 130 000 line-km of magnetic and radiometric data,
and a TEMPEST survey over three blocks is underway. Most of
the data will be available for inclusion in the expanded abstract
and paper.

11:00–12:30
Day 2 Session 2 Stream 1

PETROLEUM

Seismic Acquisition

ASSESSING THE REPEATABILITY OF REFLECTION
SEISMIC DATA IN THE PRESENCE OF COMPLEX
NEAR-SURFACE CONDITIONS CO2CRC OTWAY
PROJECT, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

Yousuf Al Jabri*, Milovan Urosevic, Anton Kepic and Brian J. Evans
Curtin University of Technology and CO2CRC, Perth, Australia
yousuf.aljabri@postgrad.curtin.edu.au

Time-lapse or 4D data are increasingly used to study and image
the changes in the seismic response induced by the production oil
hydrocarbons or the injection of CO2 into a reservoir.
Unfortunately, time-lapse seismic changes are also produced by
variations in the near-surface conditions, source signature
variation, acquisition geometry (positioning and spacing),
acquisition equipment and recording fidelity differences between
the surveys, processing methods and environmental noise. The
confidence level during interpreting any seismic changes depends
on how good the seismic repeatability is in the area. However,
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residual differences in the repeated time-lapse data that do not
represent changes in the subsurface geology impact the
effectiveness of the method. In this paper we show that the
changes in near surface ground conditions, specifically saturation
of the ground have very profound effect on seismic repeatability.
A feature of the injection test site area is the near-surface karst
topography. The aim of this work was to develop seismic methods
to better understand the effects of near surface conditions (wet and
dry) on seismic imaging, with particular application to the
constraints it imposes on the time-lapse 3D seismic response to
injected CO2. Comparison of numerical and field data may allow
the changing properties of the reservoir to be better understood in
terms of how the rock physics properties respond to surface
conditions, as well as understand CO2 injection processes and
movement of CO2 in the reservoir over time while providing new
knowledge in the practice of future sequestration monitoring
programs.

This study utilises repeated numerical tests based on the field
observations during time-lapse seismic surveys. The numerical tests
were aimed at explaining the significant scattering effects observed
in field experiments. Of particular interest was to simulate large
scattering variations related to top soil saturation as observed in
field data. The results of this work may impact on other areas not
associated with CO2 sequestration, such as imaging oil production
over areas where producing fields suffer from having a karst
topography, such as in the Middle East and Australia.

SIGNAL RESOLUTION AND PENETRATION FROM 
DUAL-SENSOR STREAMER DATA ON THE NW SHELF 
OF AUSTRALIA

Andrew Long*, Dave Mellors,Terry Allen and Avon McIntyre
Petroleum Geo-Services
andrew.long@pgs.com

A comparison is made of spatially coincident 2D seismic data
acquired at 7 m receiver depth in 2007 with a conventional
streamer, acquired at 15 m receiver depth in 2008 with a dual-
sensor streamer. The 2D survey used for all data comparisons here
was acquired in two regionally overlapping phases. Phase I was
acquired with a 7950 m fluid-fill streamer and Phase II was
acquired with an 8100 m solid-fill dual-sensor streamer.

Swell effects on pressure sensors are less at 15 m streamer depth
than at 7 m streamer depth. Furthermore, any broadside noise such
as interference noise is less on velocity sensors than for pressure
sensors. Overall, dual-sensor streamer acquisition offers several
operational advantages.

Analysis of the dual-sensor streamer data demonstrates that target
Triassic pre-rift fault blocks have an improved frequency range of
about 20–30 Hz using a 12 db down criteria. Low and high
frequency amplitudes are boosted, and the dual-sensor data
demonstrate better dip event stacking and less ambiguous event
character for at least several seconds below water bottom. The low
frequency boost arises from deeper streamer towing and the
removal of the effects of the receiver ghost. Less noise is also
recorded for deeper streamer towing, stabilising the wavefield
separation processing. On the high end, frequencies beyond the
source ghost have much stronger amplitudes, up to at least 200 Hz.
Velocity semblance spectra are also focused better for accurate
velocity picking of up-going (de-ghosted) pressure data. Overall,
the dual-sensor dataset has better resolution and is more
interpretable at all depths.

NEW GEOPHYSICAL DATA ACQUISITION IN
FRONTIER BASINS ALONG THE SOUTHWEST
AUSTRALIAN CONTINENTAL MARGIN

Edward Bowen* and Barry Bradshaw
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
edward.bowen@ga.gov.au

Under the Australian Government’s Energy Security Program,
Geoscience Australia is conducting a commercial seismic survey
and a marine reconnaissance survey to acquire new geophysical
data and obtain geological samples over frontier basin areas along
the southwest Australian continental margin. Specific areas of
interest include the Mentelle Basin, northern Perth Basin, Wallaby
Plateau and Southern Carnarvon Basin.

The regional seismic survey will record up to 8000 km of
industry-standard 2D reflection seismic data utilising an 8 km
solid streamer and 12 s record length, together with gravity and
magnetics. Seismic refraction transects will also be acquired in
key basin areas using the seismic vessel’s air guns as an energy
source, and recorded using Ocean Bottom Seismometers offshore
and land recording stations onshore. Together with over 7000 km
of re-processed open-file seismic, these new geophysical data sets
will allow interpretation and mapping of the regional geology,
determination of total sediment thickness, interpretation of the
nature and thickness of crust that underlies sediment depocentres,
modelling of tectonic evolution, and an assessment of petroleum
prospectivity of frontier basins along the southwest margin.

The overall scientific aim of the marine survey is to collect swath
bathymetry, gravity, magnetics, geological and biophysical data to
assist in understanding the petroleum prospectivity, geological
setting and environmental significance of frontier basin areas.

Day 2 Session 2 Stream 2
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS: INTEGRATION OF
GEOPHYSICAL DATA: WELLS, SEISMIC 
AND ELECTROMAGNETICS

Lucy MacGregor*, Peter Harris and James Tomlinson
OHM Ltd
lucy.macgregor@ohmsurveys.com, p.harris@rocksolidimages.com,
james.tomlinson@ohmsurveys.com

Improved reservoir management and production optimisation
demands require accurate characterisation of reservoir properties
and their changes through time. However, when only a single data
type is considered, ambiguities in the interpretation can remain.
Integration of disparate geophysical data types allows the
strengths of each to be exploited. Here we will concentrate on
three contrasting methods: surface seismic, marine controlled
source electromagnetic (CSEM) and well-log data.

Seismic data are commonly used to provide images of the sub-
surface, and develop high resolution geological models of structure
and stratigraphy. However seismic data alone in many situations
cannot give a complete picture of the reservoir. Analysis of marine
CSEM data allows remote mapping of the resistivity structure
beneath the seafloor. The CSEM technique lacks the fine structural



resolution of seismic data; however the method is particularly
sensitive to the properties and distribution of fluids within the earth.
Well logs provide a high resolution measurement of the properties of
a reservoir in the strata local to the well. However often measurement
of reservoir properties across the extent of a field is desirable.

Experience shows that applying structural constraints derived from
seismic data is effective in improving the resolution of resistivity
profiles obtained from inverting CSEM data. This allows us to
combine resistivity with seismically-derived impedances in order
to estimate rock and fluid properties. Property estimates require
calibration with well logs and a good understanding of the rock
physics since this provides a framework within which seismic and
EM data can be interpreted. By integrating complementary sources
of information estimates of rock and fluid properties such as gas
saturation and porosity can be obtained with greater confidence
than from any one data type alone.

AIRBORNE-EM HYDROCARBON MAPPING 
IN MOZAMBIQUE

Andreas Pfaffling1*, Ståle Monstad2, Ross W. Groom3

and Jonathan Rudd4

1NGI
2DNO
3Petroseikon Inc.
4Aeroquest Ltd
apf@ngi.no, staale.monstad@dno.no, rgroom@petroseikon.com,
jrudd@aeroquest.ca

We describe a helicopter, time domain EM survey covering an
area of some 2.000 square-km in central Mozambique to map near
surface hydrocarbon seepage alteration zones.

The AEM survey is located in the northern area of the Inhaminga
licence, north of Beira. The geological setting comprises a half-
graben structure striking NE. Especially the flanks of the graben
are heavily faulted (as seen on 2D seismic images) and the faults
might be a pathway for hydrocarbon seepage. Gas and oil seeps
have been observed and reported in the area.

Fluids which migrate from buried hydrocarbon reservoirs all the
way to the surface (seepages) interact with the near surface
geology, e.g. cause alteration effects in mineralogy and pore water
in limestones and clastic rocks. These alterations potentially create
anomalies in the physical properties of the rocks and then can be
mapped by airborne geophysical methods.

Given the expected geological background and target properties, we
choose a time domain helicopter borne EM system provided by
Aeroquest Ltd (AeroTEM IV). The full instrument package
provides earth magnetic field intensity, a Gamma Ray Spectro-
meter and finally EM data in high detail (50 channels of on- and
off-time data, vertical and horizontal fields). The survey is
scheduled to commence in July 2008 and interpretation must be
concluded by September. This tight schedule asks for near real-time
data processing, QC and interpretation, a challenge in this industry.

THE EFFECT OF RESISTIVITY ANISOTROPY 
ON EARTH IMPULSE RESPONSES

Bruce Hobbs1*, Dieter Werthmüller2 and Folke Engelmark1

1Petroleum Geo-Services
2ETH Zurich
bruce.hobbs@pgs.com, dieterwe@student.ethz.ch2, folke.engelmark@pgs.com

Resistivity anisotropy arises through a variety of scales from
intrinsic anisotropy on the micro, e.g. grain size, aspect ratio,
sorting and diagenetic changes of the rock fabric, to macro scale,
e.g. thin bedded sand-shale sequences that give rise to effective
media anisotropy. Induction logs measure the resistivity
perpendicular to the well-bore, whereas the laterolog measures the
resistivity parallel to the well-bore, i.e. the horizontal and vertical
resistivity component respectively in a vertical well. These
different measurements can give quite varying results especially
with the older logging tools, and we are more often working with
legacy data rather than with the most recent log data. Hence a
need to apply compensation factors to make them represent more
accurate renditions of horizontal and vertical resistivity.

The Multi-Transient ElectroMagnetic (MTEM) method determines
subsurface resistivity variations through transient current injection
into the ground. Both the injected current and the resulting electric
field are measured and deconvolution reveals the Earth’s impulse
response function. Inversion of impulse response functions yields
the Earth’s resistivity. Modelling and inversion of real data often
use only isotropic representations of resistivities. However,
capability exists for both 1D and 3D modelling incorporating
anisotropic resistivities. In this paper we show effects of resistivity
anisotropy on earth impulse responses. We decompose earth
responses into transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic
(TM) modes and show how these modes are affected by anisotropic
resistivities. This decomposition leads to a better understanding of
the relationship between well logs and resistivities determined
through the inversion of transient EM data.

Day 2 Session 2 Stream 3

MINERALS

EM Case Studies

A CASE STUDY OF DEEP ELECTROMAGNETIC
EXPLORATION IN CONDUCTIVE COVER

Michael Webb* and Brendan Corscadden
Anglo American
michaelwebb@angloamerican.com.au,
brendancorscadden@angloamerican.com.au

Anglo American has been conducting deep electromagnetic
exploration on a nickel sulphide target approximately 150 km
north of Cloncurry in Queensland, Australia. The project area has
greater than 400 m of Recent and Mesozoic cover masking the
basement targets. This cover has an average conductance of
approximately 200 Siemens, making the detection of basement
conductors a challenging task.

The area was initially explored in 1994 and 1995 however no useful
electrical geophysical data could be collected with technology that
existed at that time. Anglo American together with their joint
venture partner Falcon Minerals have used Low Temperature Squid
technology to collect high quality transient electromagnetic data
over much of the project area during 2007 and 2008.

A number of strong bedrock conductors with conductance values
up to 10 000 Siemens and time constants in excess of 1 second
have been found from this survey. Vertical and horizontal
components of these data have been modeled using the LEROI
software package. The best of these targets have been proposed for
drill testing in late 2008.
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GREENFIELDS NICKEL EXPLORATION USING
AIRBORNE AND GROUND EM TECHNIQUES

Andrew Thompson1* and Jim McKinnon-Matthews2

1Minotaur Exploration Ltd
2Mithril Resources Ltd
athompson@minotaurexplortion.com.au, jimm@mithrilresources.com.au

This paper discusses the airborne, ground and downhole EM
results obtained during the search for a greenfields nickel
discovery in the Northern Territory. Past exploration has targeted
the magnetic mafic and ultramafic units in the region with surface
geochemistry and ground EM in order to identify potential massive
sulphide mineralisation. The potential for massive sulphide
mineralisation however also exists in the non magnetic stratigraphy
as some mafic units can be non magnetic. It is therefore preferable
when exploring large, new, greenfields areas to blanket the area
with regional airborne EM as a first pass exploration tool in order
to quickly and effectively sample as much of the area as possible
rather than target selected magnetic horizons.

A large, airborne EM anomaly with little magnetic association was
identified using the previously mentioned exploration approach. A
comparison between the dB/dT and B Field airborne EM results
show improvements in the detection of good conductors using B
Field airborne EM systems. Ground EM follow-up of the airborne
EM target confirms the presence of conductors undetected by the
airborne EM system and suggests that all airborne EM conductors
should be followed up with ground EM prior to drill targeting. A
comparison of the dB/dT and B Field ground EM results confirms
the advantage of collecting B Field information when exploring for
deep, highly conductive targets. These results imply that B Field data
should be collected in conjunction with or in place of dB/dT data
when using ground EM techniques to explore for good conductors.

Day 2 Session 2 Stream 4

MINERALS

Geophysical Concepts and Applications

NEW DATA AND IDEAS FOR ENERGY EXPLORATION 
IN AUSTRALIA

Ned Stolz
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
ned.stolz@ga.gov.au

The Onshore Energy Security Program (OESP) announced by the
Commonwealth Government in 2006 is a major initiative to
encourage exploration for energy resources in Australia.
Geoscience Australia (GA) will receive funding of $59 million over
five years for data acquisition and scientific programs focussed on
petroleum, uranium, thorium and geothermal energy systems.
National scale surveys such as the Australia Wide Geophysical
Survey (AWAGS) will provide uniform, objective data for
assessing the energy potential of terrains across the continent.
Geological provinces considered prospective for energy
commodities are being targeted by regional projects based on the
acquisition of seismic\MT, airborne electromagnetics, gravity, and
magnetics data. A mineral-systems approach is being used to
assess the uranium and geothermal prospectivity of the Mt Isa and
Georgetown regions of north Queensland, and to scope an
extensive seismic\MT acquisition program. Interpretation of these
data is providing new insights into these provinces which have been

under-explored for energy. Analysis of onshore sedimentary basins
suggested oil and gas potential exists in the frontier Darling Basin
in western NSW. Subsequent regional seismic traverses delineated
a fault bounded trough with six kilometres thickness of sediment
and a possible underlying older basin. In the Cooper Basin, 3D
modelling of an improved gravity dataset was used with seismic
and well information to predict the location of hot granites beneath
thick overlying sediments, indicating geothermal potential. These
examples illustrate the nature of the programs being undertaken by
GA which will deliver data and ideas to industry to reduce risk in
exploration for energy resources in Australia.

GEOLOGICAL MAPPING AND TARGET DEFINITION TO
DEPTH THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF DISTRIBUTED
ELECTRICAL DEEP EARTH IMAGING AND THE
INTEGRATION OF GEOLOGICAL INFORMATION

Rob Gordon 
Caracle Creek International Consulting,Toronto, Ontario, Canada
rgordon@cciconline.ca

Advances in various technologies continue to contribute to our
exploration efforts, specifically towards reducing the time to
execute tasks. Several technologies have made their introductions
within the last several years and despite generally slow uptake by
the industry more and more groups are utilizing technology to
achieve improved success through effective deep exploration.
However, application of new technologies does not necessarily
mean that new discoveries will immediately follow. As we try to
sense deeper and find improved means of effectively drilling, we
will, more often than not, uncover new information that was
unexpected and this may require more thought and time than we had
initially intended. This makes the use of technology by itself
complicated and using it may require that we re-think the way we do
things such as learning new concepts and scientific fundamentals. 

Making a discovery is difficult and is arguably more difficult as
undiscovered deposits today are more likely found at greater depths.
In addition, the financial risk with deep drilling is hindering deep
exploration. Technology advances have been hindered because the
mining industry has been traditionally slow to embrace new
technologies particularly if they are not easily understood or when
the cost paradigm is out of sync with traditional spending habits
regarding drilling versus other technologies. 

This paper discusses the importance of deep exploration and the
significance of 3D exploration to the discovery process. A process
for thorough deep search exploration will be highlighted through
case examples.

13:30–15:00
Day 2 Session 3 Stream 1

PETROLEUM

Seismic Acquisition

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: NEW DEVELOPMENTS 
IN SEISMIC ACQUISITION

Craig J. Beasley
WesternGeco 
cbeasley@slb.com



The economic climate in the energy industry today has created
unprecedented investment in exploration and development of
hydrocarbon resources. As a result, seismic acquisition is
experiencing a renaissance in both technique and equipment
that is aimed at producing better seismic information. For
example, the seismic challenges posed by the deep water, sub-
salt Gulf of Mexico plays are addressed with field efforts
unimaginable just a few years ago. To collect wide azimuth
surveys efficiently, multiple vessels are employed in a dizzying
array of configurations sometimes with several boats recording,
but always with several boats shooting. On land, the quest for
noise reduction, wider bandwidth and better estimation of
reservoir properties has resulted in the use of single sensor
recording systems capable of recording more than 30 000 live
channels.

Such technologies – breakthroughs in and of themselves – are
spurring further developments that promise to revolutionise the
way we acquire and process data. In particular, the use of
simultaneous marine sources offers the exciting possibility to
significantly increase marine acquisition efficiency. Although
developed for specific problems in specific regions, it is clear now
that such efforts will spread to many different applications around
the world.

In this talk, I will review recent developments in acquisition
technologies and strategies and examine the ensuing effects that
are developing as a result. Much research remains to be done, but
early indications are that we are at the start of a paradigm shift in
seismic acquisition and processing.

BOOKABOURDIE Q-LAND* 3D PROOF OF CONCEPT
STUDY: MAPPING SAND THICKNESS AND QUALITY 
IN THE COOPER BASIN

Tim Bunting*, Martin Bayly, Michelle Tham, Phil McBride, Mark Daly
and Frazer Barclay
WesternGeco/Schlumberger
tim.bunting@westerngeco.com

The Cooper Basin is the location of the largest onshore
hydrocarbon reserve in Australia and was discovered in the 1960s.
Drilling, in the Cooper Basin, has shown the reservoir sands to be
very variable both in terms of thickness and sand quality. While
3D seismic has been acquired extensively in the area, resulting
datasets have struggled to provide the detail to allow accurate
prediction of the reservoir sand quality. This paper presents the
results of a pilot study to assess whether high end acquisition and
processing techniques in conjunction with a fully integrated
approach from survey design through generation of reservoir
attributes, could fulfil the objective of mapping the reservoir
sands.

In August 2007, WesternGeco designed and acquired a proof of
concept 3D survey in the Bookabourdie Field – Cooper Basin,
South Australia. The project goals were to use the seismic dataset
to map sand quality and thickness. The survey design focused on
improving resolution within the final seismic image but also on
providing a dataset optimised for AVO inversion and lithology
prediction. Analysis of well data from an adjacent field
demonstrated that Acoustic impedance/poisons ratio pairs could
be used to estimate quantity of clay, suggesting that seismically
derived in-elastic properties could be used to establish reservoir
sand quality.

The acquisition was focussed on extending the bandwidth at the
high end to improve image resolution but also at the low end to
generate a more stable input for AVO inversion. The survey
utilised specially designed non linear sweeps, sweeping between 
3 Hz and 100 Hz and high density single sensor and single source
points to correctly sample the low frequency low velocity surface
noise.

The data processing sequence focussed on retaining the relative
amplitudes all the way through the sequence, again to ensure the
suitability of the dataset for AVO analysis.

The paper will go into some detail on the survey design and the
techniques used in acquisition and processing to maintain
bandwidth and preserve amplitudes. Additionally comparisons
with a recently acquired dataset (acquired immediately prior to the
pilot study) using a standard Cooper basin acquisition and
processing approach will be shown along with final inversion and
lithology prediction results.

RESULTS OF A 3D HI-RESOLUTION 
VIBROSEIS ACQUISITION TRIAL 
IN THE COOPER BASIN

Stuart Brew1*, Karel Driml2, Phillip Gatley1, Frank Nicholson1

and Steve Tobin3

1Santos Ltd
2Velseis Processing Pty Ltd
3Terrex Seismic Pty Ltd
stuart.brew@santos.com, kdriml@velseis.com.au, phillip.gatley@santos.com,
frank.nicholson@santos.com, steve@terrexseismic.com

The 3D acquisition geometry utilised in the Cooper Basin has
remained relatively unchanged for the past 14 years, due largely to
the efficient and cost effective method employed. Significant
changes and progress have been made over these years in data
processing, ensuring the seismic data have achieved the respective
project objectives. However, with changing targets, greater
emphasis on stratigraphic plays and the need for attribute analysis
it is clear processing techniques applied to the data have reached
their limit and consequently the acquisition needs to yield better
data.

This paper covers the results of an acquisition trial conducted in
the Cooper Basin, the objective being, primarily to determine what
effort was required to image or better image certain shallow poor
reflectors such as the oil bearing Hutton formation, through
improved noise reduction by better spatial sampling. The
secondary objective was to improve offset distribution to enable
improved data regularisation for near and far offset traces, which
in turn would improve the effectiveness of the migration process
and consequently the robustness of the PSTM gathers for attribute
analysis.
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Day 2 Session 3 Stream 2

MINERALS AND COAL SEISMIC

FEASIBILITY OF THE APPLICATION OF BOREHOLE
SEISMOLOGY FOR HARD ROCK EXPLORATION

Andrew Greenwood* Milovan Urosevic and Anton Kepic
Curtin University of Technology
andrew.greenwood@postgrad.curtin.edu.au, m.urosevic@.curtin.edu.au,
a.kepic@.curtin.edu.au

Complex geology, steeply dipping interfaces, regolith and high seismic
velocities in hard rocks hinder processing and interpretation of seismic
data. The interfaces are highly irregular, have complex ray paths and
small velocity contrasts which result in small variations in reflectivity.
Despite this, shear zones are often highly reflective and have high
frequency content. In contrast, interfaces between hard rocks in contact
exhibit generally low reflectivity and lower frequency content.

Borehole seismic methods reduce the effects of wavefield scattering
by placing either the receiver or source within the bedrock. These
result in higher signal to noise ratios, higher frequency content and
accurate velocities being observed, ultimately giving higher
resolution images. The use of borehole 3-component geophones
allow wave polarisation to be identified. Polarisation can be used to
calculate the azimuth of reflectors. Employing multi-offset multiple-
azimuth Vertical Seismic Profiling (VSP) surveys provide a
favourable geometry for mapping both steeply and gently dipping
features and help identify anisotropic features. The use of both P
and S-waves also enable computation of dynamic elastic moduli.

In this paper we explore the feasibility of VSP in hard rocks
through full elastic waveform modelling and Western Australia
hard rock case studies. Focus has been on the origins of
reflectivity, shear zones and imaging away from the well.
Examples with field data will also be shown and discussed.

SUB-BASALT COAL SEAM STRUCTURE IMAGING –
RESULTS FROM NUMERICAL MODELLING

Weijia Sun* and Binzhong Zhou
CSIRO Exploration and Mining, Kenmore, Qld, Australia
weijia.sun@csiro.au, binzhong.zhou@csiro.au

Seismic surveying is one of the most widely used and effective
techniques for coal seam structure delineation and risk mitigation in
underground longwall mining. However, its application to image coal
seam structures in areas of Tertiary volcanic cover, especially within
the Bowen Basin in Australia, is difficult and often produces sub-
surface images of variable quality. The difficulty of exploring beneath
the basalt cover makes these areas significantly less attractive for coal
mining. Techniques for imaging sub-basalt structures are needed.

Many innovative methods have been suggested to tackle this issue
with encouraging results. In all these methods, the long-offset data
acquisition is the most promising technique due to its potential for
improved signal-to-noise ratio with increased reflection coefficients
for the mid to long offsets. In this paper, we will use elastic wave-
equation-based forward modelling techniques to investigate the
effects and characteristics of seismic wave propagation under
different settings such as different depth/thickness of seams below
different layers of basalts. With this knowledge, acquisition
parameters and processing sequences can be chosen to improve our
ability to image the coal seam structures beneath the basalt cover. In
addition, the feasibility of imaging the sub-basalt coal seam

structures with the long-offset configuration will be demonstrated
using the synthetic shot gathers.

AZIMUTHAL IMAGING CHALLENGES IN COAL-SCALE
3D MULTI-COMPONENT SEISMIC REFLECTION

Shaun Strong* and Steve Hearn
Velseis Pty Ltd, Brisbane, Australia
sstrong@velseis.com, shearn@velseis.com

In conventional (P) seismic-reflection surveys, P-waves are
generated at the surface, and are reflected from coal seams to
provide an image of the subsurface. When P-waves are reflected
from a target layer some of the energy is transformed into a shear (S)
wave. This type of reflection is known as a converted wave or 
PS-wave. In recent years Velseis has acquired and processed a
number of 2D PS-wave surveys including research trials and
commercial surveys. Integrated interpretation of P and PS imagery
has been shown to yield improved geological interpretation.
Additionally, PS-waves can image open-cut prospects, which are
often too shallow to be imaged using conventional reflection.

Conventional P-wave surveys are acquired using either 2D or 3D
geometries. This is dependent on the competing economic and
resolution requirements. There is, however, an increasing trend toward
3D surveys as they produce a better spatial interpretation. It would be
reasonable to assume that 3D PS-wave surveys would also lead to an
improved geological interpretation. However, 2D PS-wave surveys
have identified a number of issues that will make 3D PS exploration
more complicated than the conventional case. For example different
geological interpretations may result from images created with
positive (forward shooting) or negative (back shooting) offsets. This
may be caused by diodic-illumination and azimuthal anisotropy. For
the 3D case these effects will be exacerbated as there is now full
azimuthal variation instead of only two directions as in the 2D case.

We are currently acquiring and processing a trial 3D PS-wave
survey with the aim of examining these azimuthal complexities,
and developing a commercially viable 3D 3C seismic method for
coal-scale targets. This dataset consists of an approximately 300 ×
1000 m swath collected over a known target which contains a
significant fault. This survey will have a very high shot density,
compared to conventional single-component data. This is allowing
us to produce four full-fold datasets of varying azimuth, which is
being used to examine the effects of anisotropy and diodic-
illumination. We are simultaneously examining the P-wave sections
to determine if these are also affected by anisotropic problems.
Preliminary results from this investigation will be presented.

Day 2 Session 3 Stream 3

MINERALS/ENVIRONMENTAL

AEM Inversion

APPLICATION OF A HOLISTIC INVERSION METHOD
IN SALINITY RISK AND GROUNDWATER RESOURCE
MAPPING IN THE RIVER MURRAY CORRIDOR, SE
AUSTRALIA

Ken Lawrie*, Ross C. Brodie, K. P.Tan, Jon Clarke, Dave Gibson,
Larysa Halas, Vanessa Wong, Heike Apps, Kristen Cullen and Colin Pain
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
ken.lawrie@ga.gov.au



Data from airborne electromagnetics (AEM) surveys are
increasingly used to address specific gaps in the biophysical
knowledge framework and provide a decision support system
for dynamic modelling and the targeted management of salinity
and groundwater issues. The utility of AEM datasets in tackling
these issues has been increased greatly by development of a
holistic inversion method that inverts all of the airborne samples
in one large inversion. This allows it to capitalise upon the
spatial coherency in the data to produce a spatially continuous
conductivity model defined by spline meshes. It also allows the
inversion to account for systematic calibration errors that may
not have been identified and removed during the data
processing.

These new inversion and interpretation methods were applied to an
airborne electromagnetic (AEM) survey along a 450 km reach of
the River Murray Corridor (RMC) in SE Australia. In these surveys
we solved for system bias (zero-level) calibration errors and for the
conductivities of an 18 layer, fixed layer thickness, conductivity
model. The conductivities were constrained by downhole
conductivity log data and by horizontal and vertical smoothness
constraints. The inversion also used the measured roll and pitch
angles of the towed bird assembly to reduce the effects of bird
manoeuvre noise. The superior spatial continuity of the holistic
model allowed us to interpret more subtle features in the data,
facilitating development of more advanced interpretation products.
This method also obviates the need for iterative, time-consuming
calibration-processing-recalibration paradigm, and allows for more
rapid-turn around in developing interpretation products.

HOLISTIC INVERSION OF TIME DOMAIN AEM DATA

Ross Brodie1* and Malcolm Sambridge2

1Geoscience Australia
2Australian National University
ross.c.brodie@ga.gov.au, malcolm.sambridge@anu.edu.au

A holistic inversion algorithm has been developed for time-
domain airborne electromagnetic (AEM) data. The algorithm
simultaneously recovers a layered earth conductivity structure as
well as unmeasured elements of the system geometry. It inverts a
complete flight line of data in one inversion. This allows us to take
advantage of the expected along-line continuity of conductivity
and system geometry, which cannot be exploited when each
sample is inverted independently. The conductivity and thickness
of each layer and geometry variable is parameterised by the node
coefficients of separate cubic-spline basis functions, which
implicitly represent smooth continuous along line variations. Each
of the cubic splines may have different node spacings that are
chosen to adequately represent the expected scale length of lateral
variability of conductivity and system geometry. The regularised
inversion scheme is formulated to minimise an objective function
comprised of data misfit, reference model misfit, and vertical and
horizontal roughness terms. The minimisation is implemented via
a gradient-based iterative scheme in which a sparse linearised
system is solved by the conjugate gradient method within each
iteration. The method has been applied to fixed-wing and
helicopter AEM data. The results demonstrate that the method
produces conductivity models that are geologically credible and
consistent with downhole conductivity logs. They also show
improved continuity and interpretability in comparison to sample
by sample inversions. We found that the estimation of transmitter-
receiver separation and receiver pitch geometry parameters was
stabilised by the implicit along line continuity constraints.

ONE SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR PROCESSING,
INVERSION AND PRESENTATION OF AEM DATA 
OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS: THE AARHUS WORKBENCH

Esben Auken*, Andrea Viezzoli and Anders Vest Christiansen
Department of Earth Sciences, University of Aarhus, Denmark
esben.auken@geo.au.dk

The Aarhus workbench has been under continuous development since
2002 to meet the research needs of the hydrogeophysics group of
Aarhus University. It allows to process, invert and present in GIS
environment, geoelectrical and EM data in one software. The main
innovation relevant to the mineral exploration fields is the possibility to
invert AEM data from any AEM system (both time and frequency
domain) using the spatially constrained inversion. In the SCI
information migrates horizontally through spatial constraints and allows
resolution of layers that would be locally poorly resolved and it greatly
reduces the influence of noisy data. It produces quasi 3-D modelling of
AEM data. A priori information inserted anywhere along the survey
spreads spatially through the constraints. The spatial constraints can be
set to reflect the expected geological variability in the survey area. Bird
height and system geometry information enter the procedure as
inversion parameters, allowing to compensate, for example, for canopy
effects, bird pitch or levelling inaccuracies. The full non linear inversion
produces also model parameter sensitivity analysis permitting a detailed
analysis of inversion results. The results can be presented as resistivity
cross sections or thematic maps such as mean resistivity slices, or depth
to conductor, etc. The GIS component is available at any time, helping
with the processing and the evaluation of the inversion results.

Day 2 Session 3 Stream 4

NEAR SURFACE

Groundwater

GROUNDWATER RECHARGE INVESTIGATION USING
TOWED IMAGING DEVICES

David Allen
Groundwater Imaging Pty Ltd, Dubbo, Central NSW
David@groundwaterimaging.com

Groundwater recharge investigation requires good spatial and
depth resolution of flow pathways from surface water sources
through to aquifers. Groundwater is a low value, and often
complexly distributed commodity so investigation generally
precludes the use of conventional ground geophysical field
procedures used in mineral exploration, however, towed and
airborne field procedures are cost effective. Airborne equipment,
however, is not appropriate for many investigations due to
inadequate near surface resolution, inability to adequately exclude
cultural interference and high mobilization cost. Towed devices
are therefore left with a niche market. Towed frequency domain
electromagnetic devices have been used extensively for near
surface investigation but commercial application has lacked depth
resolution. Towed transient electromagnetic devices have not been
applied much in Australia, yet with Australia’s vast unobstructed
cleared areas of agricultural land, they have great potential for
deeper investigation. Invention of large robust towed devices
capable of transmitting large magnetic moments opens up the
possibility of flexible groundwater investigation at all appropriate
depths at farm and larger scales. Similarly, invention of galvanic
streamer based systems for use on inland water bodies opens up
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the possibility of imaging connectivity between these bodies and
aquifers.

IMPROVEMENTS IN MAPPING OF FLOODPLAIN
DYNAMICS BY INTEGRATING DRILLING
INFORMATION WITH AIRBORNE EM, GROUND
PENETRATING RADAR AND GROUND BASED, HIGH
RESOLUTION EM

Michael Hatch1*, Jonathan Clarke2, Ken Lawrie3 and Philip Mill4
1CRC LEME, University of Adelaide, SA, Australia
2Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
3CRC LEME, Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
4Ecophyte Technologies, Woodside, SA, Australia
michael.hatch@adelaide.edu.au

Improved knowledge of alluvial architecture is becoming crucial
to investigators to understand the dynamics of large river systems
like the Murray in southern Australia. Historically information has
been gathered by analysis of drill-hole information, which
provides information about fine-scale vertical structure. This is
often interpolated laterally over large areas, with mixed results.
Increasingly Airborne Electromagnetic surveys (AEM) have been
used to help fill in information gaps. Even this information is
coarser than needed to define fine structure. This leaves a niche
for high resolution ground geophysical surveys, both to validate
the AEM, but also to fill in where other methods are too coarse.

For this study, we report the results from a coordinated geophysical
and drilling program on highly conductive floodplains near Mildura,
Victoria. Three accessible lines (based on existing roads) were
chosen over recently acquired AEM surveys. High resolution EM
(moving rig NanoTEM) and low frequency (25 MHz) GPR were run
over each line. Additionally, depending on the length of the traverse,
up to 6 holes were cored (using Geocoastal’s hydraulic coring unit to
collect complete hydrolithological samples) along each line.

Preliminary comparisons of the three data sets show good correlation
between small to medium scale vertical and lateral variations in the
geophysical data with observable aspects of the alluvial architecture.
These variations can be correlated with features visible in other available
data sets in the same area (satellite imagery and high resolution digital
elevation models (DEMs)). They also assist in informing interpretation
of the broader scale and coarser resolution AEM data.

AN INTEGRATED GEOSTRATEGY FOR MAPPING OF
STRUCTURES FAVOURABLE TO GROUND WATER
OCCURRENCE – A CASE STUDY

Narasimman Sundararajan and M. Mubarik Ali*
Department of Earth Science, Sultan Qaboos University, Muscat,
Sultanate of Oman
visvid12@squ.edu.om, mubarik@squ.edu.om

An integrated geophysical strategy comprising magnetic, electrical
resistivity and seismic refraction methods was used to delineate
geological contacts associated with an outlier in biotite gneiss and
sandstones located near Tiruvuru, Andhra Pradesh, India. Generally
these contacts are favourable for ground water occurrence and
exploration. In this study, magnetic method used as a
reconnaissance tool was found to be highly effective for delineating
contacts and estimating the depths to the basement based on Hilbert
transform analysis, Fourier spectral method followed by Geosoft
modelling. Also, the width of the outlier was established using the
amplitude of the analytical signal of the magnetic anomalies.

Refraction seismic studies proved to be useful in determining
accurately the thickness of various layers. Certain low velocity
pockets which are favourable to ground water accumulation were
also identified. Location of contacts was supported by vertical
electrical soundings (VES) through pseudosections; the depth to the
subsurface contact within the outlier was derived from geoelectrical
section. Reliability of interpretation is substantiated by correlating
the signal with known geology and borewell data.

15:30–17:30
Day 2 Session 4 Stream 1

PETROLEUM

Reservoir Stress Paths/Fracture Characterisation

SUCCESSFUL FLUID DISCRIMINATION IN TIGHT,
OVERPRESSURED RESERVOIRS USING AVO INVERSION

Jan Rindschwentner1* and Kevin Jarvis2

1Nexus Energy Ltd
2Fugro-Jason Australia Pty Ltd
jrindschwentner@nxs.com.au, kjarvis@fugro-jason.com

It is well documented that the use of seismic inversion for fluid
discrimination is more successful in reservoir rocks with higher
effective porosity. Explorationists often dismiss the idea of using
quantitative interpretation in reservoirs with less than 15–18%
porosity, based on the assumption that the fluid effect at those
porosities will be negligible in comparison with seismic noise
levels. This assumption is based on porosities being the same in
water-saturated and hydrocarbon-saturated reservoirs and is
generally reinforced by the fact that porosities decrease with depth
while seismic noise increases.

We present a case study of the Longtom Field, Gippsland Basin,
where fluid discrimination is successful in the overpressured Admiral
sandstone reservoirs with average porosities below 15%. An analysis
of P-Impedance and vp/vs well data demonstrate the feasibility of the
fluid discrimination within the sandstone reservoir and show the
discrimination of other facies such as shale and volcanics. We see
two principal reasons for these rock physics results: a) porosity
preservation in the gas charged parts of the Admiral sandstone and b)
the overpressure of the reservoir and presumably the encasing shales.

To obtain in-situ estimates of P-Impedance and vp/vs we use the
simultaneous inversion of seismic angle stacks to exploit the
amplitude-variation-with-offset (AVO) effects. Recent drilling,
which encountered a cumulative reservoir intersection of more
than 1000 m, has demonstrated a clear correspondence between
the inversion results and the distribution of fluids.

VELOCITY-SATURATION RELATION TRANSITION 
DURING ROCKS SATURATION: DIRECT LABORATORY
OBSERVATION BY COMPUTER TOMOGRAPHY 
AND ULTRASONIC TECHNIQUE

Maxim Lebedev1*, Boris Gurevich1,2, Ben Clennell2,
Marina Pervukhina2, Valeria Shulakova2 and Tobias Mülle2

1Curtin University of Technology 
2CSIRO Petroleum
m.lebedev@curtin.edu.au, b.gurevich@curtin.edu.au, ben.clennell@sciro.au,
marina.pervukhina@csiro.au, valeria.shuljkova@csiro.au, tobias.mueller@csiro.au



Porous rocks in hydrocarbon reservoirs are often saturated with a
mixture of two or more fluids. Interpretation of seismic data requires
understanding of the relationship between distribution of fluids
patches and acoustic properties of rocks. The size of patches and their
distribution may have a significant effect on the seismic response. We
present results of simultaneous measurements of P-wave velocities
and mapping of fluid distribution inside rock sample during fluid
injection. If size of the patches is smaller than the passing wave’s
wavelength, then pressure equilibration is achieved and the bulk
modulus of the rock saturated with a homogenous mixture is defined
by the Gassmann equations with the saturation-weight average of the
bulk moduli of fluid bulk modulus (Wood equation). For larger patch
size, there is no pressure communication between different patches;
thus fluid-flow effects can be neglected and overall rock may be
considered equivalent to an elastic composite material consisting of
homogeneous parts, whose properties are given by Gassmann theory
combined with Hill’s equation for the bulk modulus. Substantial
attenuation in saturated samples was observed in all experiments. At
low saturations the results are well described by Gassmann-Wood
relationships; however sharp increase in velocity of more than 7%
was observed while level of saturation is increased. At higher
saturations the velocity-saturation relationship becomes close to that
described by Gassmann-Hill equations. We explain this effect by the
increase of the average fluid patche size.

QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERISATION OF
HYDROCARBON RESERVOIR USING INTEGRATED
SEISMIC ROCK PHYSICS ANALYSIS: AN INTEGRATED
APPROACH USING SEISMIC DATA, SEISMIC ROCK
PHYSICS OF WELL-LOG AND CORE

Bagus Endar B. Nurhandoko1*, Muhammad Thurisina Choliq2,
Kaswandhi Triyoso2, Iwan Soemantri3, Sunu Hadi Praptono3

and Mochamad Nurcahyo3

1Wave Inversion and Subsurface Fluid Imaging Research Laboratory,
Institut Teknologi Bandung, Bandung, Indonesia
2PT Rock Fluid Imaging Lab., Jakarta, Indonesia
3Lapindo Brantas Inc., Jakarta, Indonesia
bagusnur@bdg.centrin.net.id

Quantitative characterisation of hydrocarbon reservoir is an important
step to predict the existence of hydrocarbon reservoir, lithology
contents, porosity distribution, and pore fluid type of that reservoir.

In this paper, we would like to show the steps of quantitative
reservoir characterisation by means of seismic rock physics study
in order to tie seismic wave to reservoir properties. Some
examples show the advantages of seismic rock physics application
in reservoir characterisation.

To create quantitative reservoir characterisation, we should have
data of seismic wave in varying conditions of reservoir, such as:
pressure, pore fluid type and even temperature. To produce these
parameters of seismic wave physically in various condition, special
measurement should be done using seismic core measurement. The
seismic core rock physics is a physical modeling of seismic wave
through natural rock sample of reservoir. The rock sample is
measured under condition which is similar with real reservoir
conditon. Then, all of possible parameters of seismic wave in
various condition that affected by pressure, temperature, pore fluid,
and lithology content can be produced precisely. By having
relationship database between seismic wave and reservoir
parameter, we can make a strategy to characterise the reservoir
quantitatively using seismic wave parameter. We also combine other

subsurface information such as well log and petrophysics data,
production data, petrology or geological data with seismic core rock
physics result in order to do this seismic rock physics study.

We show some examples of seismic rock physics study in various
reservoir rocks. The interesting results are shown, i.e. seismic wave
can distinguish between oil and water, and also contradictory result
between theory and physical modeling of seismic rock physics
especially in carbonate rock. An application of integrating among
seismic rock physics study and seismic wave through artificial
neural network shows clearly that seismic wave parameters can
distinguish among fluid type, i.e: gas and brine zone.

3D MICROANALYSIS OF GEOLOGICAL SAMPLES
WITH NANOFOCUS COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

Thomas Paul1, Gerhard Zacher2* & Oliver Brunke3

GE Sensing & Inspection Technologies GmbH, phoenix|x-ray1,2,3,

Wunstorf, Germany
thomas.paul2@ge.com1, gerhard.zacher@ge.com2, oliver.brunke@ge.com3

During the last decade, Computed Tomography (CT) has
progressed to higher resolution and faster reconstruction of the
3D-volume. Most recently it even allows a three-dimensional look
into the inside of geological samples with submicron resolution.
By means of nanofocus® tube technology, nanoCT®-systems are
pushing forward into application fields that were exclusive to
expensive synchrotron techniques. 

Computed tomography for geological purposes can lead to a new
dimension of understanding the distribution of rock properties;
especially for the spatial distribution of pores and pore-
connections, as well as cementation properties, which are of
utmost importance in the evaluating reservoir properties.
Moreover, rock analysis with the aid of X-ray Computed
Tomography may lead to better analysis and prediction of well
stimulation jobs. For example, a plug can be scanned before and
after being stimulated with acid. The possibility to visualize the
whole plug volume in a non-destructive way and to use the same
plug for further analysis is undoubtedly currently the most
valuable feature of this new type of rock analysis and will be a
new area of routine application of X-ray Computed Tomography
in the near future.

The paper will outline the hard- and software requirements for
high resolution CT. It will showcase several geological
applications which were performed with the nanotom, the first
180 kV nanofocus® CT system tailored specifically for highest-
resolution scans of samples up to 120 mm in diameter and
weighing up to 1 kg with exceptional voxel-resolutions down to
<500 nm (<0.5 microns).

Day 2 Session 4 Stream 2
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Hydrogeophysics – AEM

MINERAL AND GROUNDWATER EXPLORATION 
WITH THE SKYTEM SYSTEM

Niels B. Christensen1*, Max Halkjær2 and Kurt I. Sørensen1

1University of Aarhus, Denmark
2SkyTEM Aps, Denmark
nbc@geo.au.dk, mh@skytem.com, kurt.sorensen@geo.au.dk 
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The TDHEM SkyTEM system was originally successfully
developed for ground water mapping. Presently, the method is
widely used also for mineral exploration because of its high lateral
and vertical resolution. In this paper we present examples of
surveys demonstrating the advantages of using an airborne
electromagnetic system developed with focus on high accuracy.

In a sedimentary environment where small resistivity contrasts are
significant, it is essential that the system produces data with high
accuracy and that data includes very early times gates. To be able to
deliver such data and still cover the late time gates the SkyTEM system
utilises a dual transmitter mode technique: a low moment mode where
low current, high base frequency and fast transmitter turnoff provide
early time data; and a high moment mode where a high current, more
transmitter turns and lower base frequency provide late time data.

The vertical resolution of the upper layers is comparable with
airborne frequency domain systems. The horizontal resolution is
high due to less filtering as the signal-to-noise ratio at early times
is generally very good for TEM systems.

The presentation will show examples of the results obtained when
the purpose is to map distinct targets of mineral exploration
interest and buried paleo-channels of interest for ground water and
uranium exploration.

UTILISING AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC DATA 
TO MAP GROUNDWATER SALINITY AND SALT STORE 
AT CHOWILLA, SA

Kok Tan1*,Tim Munday2, Kevin Cahill2 and Andrew Fitzpatrick2

1Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
2CSIRO, Bentley, Western Australia
kokpiang.tan@ga.gov.au

We report on a new approach to acquire critical data on the
character of sediments of the Murray floodplains and quality of the
water contained therein, as salinity relates to the spatial patterns
observed in the frequency domain airborne electromagnetic (AEM)
data covering the ecologically significant Murray River floodplain
at Chowilla in South Australia. Using an advanced vibro-coring
technique developed by GeoCoastal Operations, we have been
successful in recovering core from depths in excess of 25 m on the
floodplains. Chemical analyses of pore fluids indicate salinities
range from 150 mg/L (river flush zone) to >100 000 mg/L TDS.
Using ArcGIS technique, we derive salinity model (as TDS mg/L)
and salt store (as t/ha) from the holistic inversion depth slices.
These results confirm the influx of highly saline groundwater from
the north and help position future salt interception bores.

CONSTRAINED INVERSION OF AEM DATA FOR
MAPPING OF BATHYMETRY, SEABED SEDIMENTS
AND AQUIFERS

Andrea Viezzoli1*, Esben Auken and Anders Vest Christiansen
Department of Earth Sciences, University of Aarhus, Denmark
andrea.viezzoli@geo.au.dk

A shallow (depth <20 m) layer of water, fresh, brackish or saline,
covers tens of thousands of km2 of sediments and bedrock along
European coastlines, rivers, lakes, and lagoons. These geological units
are extremely important, both environmentally and economically.
Airborne electromagnetic (AEM) data has been lately used to obtain
the bathymetry of shallow surface water. Some attempts have also
been made to retrieve information about the sub-bottom. The limited

research carried out so far calls for improvements and further
developments, both hardware and in data processing and modelling.
This manuscript aims at giving a contribution at data inversion level,
by applying the constrained inversion methodology to different AEM
datasets flown over water. In this technique, adjacent model
parameters are regularised through lateral constraints that allow
information to flow from soundings that contain more to those that
contain less. We present results from constrained inversion (smooth
and few layers) of a portion of SkyTEM survey flown over the North
Sea. Bird height was included as an inversion parameter to
compensate for errors in laser altimeter reading over water. Both the
seabed and the freshwater coming from land and protruding into the
sediment under the seabed are imaged. Other case studies from lakes
and rivers will be presented at the conference.

DEVELOPMENT OF A HELICOPTER TIME DOMAIN
SYSTEM FOR BATHYMETRIC MAPPING AND
SEAFLOOR CHARACTERISATION IN SHALLOW WATER

Julian Vrbancich* and Richard Smith
Defence Science and Technology Organisation
julian.vrbancich@dsto.defence.gov.au, rsmith@netconnect.com.au

Interpretation of data recorded from a survey over seawater, using a
prototype helicopter-borne time-domain airborne electromagnetic
system (SeaTEM) system, highlighted the need for carefully
calibrated instrumentation and accurate altimetry in order to obtain
reliable water depths and estimates of sediment thickness. Three
independent studies were undertaken to address these shortcomings.
Firstly, the EM responses of SeaTEM hardware located over
seawater were recorded to determine water depth and estimate the
depth of unconsolidated sediment. In this series of experiments, the
transmitter-receiver coil system was suspended over a towed floating
platform at a fixed known height. This study was also supplemented
by a marine seismic reflection survey in order to provide an
independent and more reliable estimate of sediment depth. Secondly,
airborne and ground EM measurements over resistive granite were
used to study the SeaTEM system self-response. A wideband current
transformer accurately recorded the transmitter waveform. In the
case of ground measurements, the level of EM interference caused
by operating navigational and altimetry sensors located within or
between the transmitter-receiver loops, and their effect on the self-
response, was also studied in order to design an appropriate
mechanical framework for supporting combined EM, navigational
and altimetry instrumentation. Thirdly, airborne 2D laser scanner
measurements over seawater can provide an accurate 2D-altimetry
map which is expected to be more reliable than single-point ranges
obtained from laser and radar altimeters. We present the results of
these studies and their impact on the development of SeaTEM for
bathymetric mapping and seafloor characterisation.
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MODELLING THE EFFECTS OF OCEAN AND SEDIMENTS
ON ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS,EXAMPLES FROM THE
GAWLER CRATON,SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Stephan Thiel* and Graham Heinson
The University of Adelaide, Australia
stephan.thiel@adelaide.edu.au, graham.heinson@adelaide.edu.au



Magnetotelluric (MT) data have been frequently collected over the
past few years in the form of 2D and 3D surveys across much of
the Gawler Craton. The increasing coverage of sites allows a
regional analysis of the underlying resistivity distribution with the
help of 2D and 3D inversion routines and helps constrain the
delineation and nature of geological boundaries. Increasingly, the
resistivity models have been combined with existing geological
and geochronological knowledge to analyse the tectonic evolution
of the Gawler Craton.

The pitfall of large-scale regional analyses of MT data is the
conductive influence of the ocean and thick sedimentary
sequences on the MT responses. In the case of the Gawler Craton,
the sediments, with resistivities of around 10 Ωm and thicknesses
up to a few kilometers, contribute significantly to the inductive
effect and can cause artifacts in the resistivity modeling. It is
therefore essential to differentiate the inductive effect of the
lithosphere and that of sediments and sea water.

We present a way of quantifying the sediment and ocean effects by
means of 3D forward modeling of the electromagnetic fields
associated with them. We use conventional finite-difference
methods and also newly developed finite-element codes, which
have the ability to include topography/bathymetry more easily by
using tetrahedral grids. We show that such an analysis is highly
beneficial to further modeling of lithospheric structures.

GEOPHYSICAL MODELLING OF THE GAWLER
CRATON, SA – INTERPRETING GEOPHYSICS WITH
GEOLOGY

Philip Heath*,Tania Dhu, Gary Reed and Martin Fairclough
Minerals and Energy Resources, PIRSA, Adelaide
heath.philip@saugov.sa.gov.au

Geophysical ‘worming’ was applied to potential field data over
the Gawler Craton. ‘Worming’ is a multi-scale edge analysis
technique that can aid in identifying structural controls and depth
to anomalies. A geological interpretation of the worming results
was then undertaken; integrating drill-hole information, ground
mapping and tectonic understanding with geophysical modelling
to gain a better comprehension of the dominant structures
present.

The ‘worming’ process provides potential solutions for the lack of
outcrop, particularly that which is representative of three-
dimensional architecture. The latter is particularly important in
understanding how terrains are juxtaposed or dissected
tectonically, which in turn influences the style of any mineral
system which may be present (for example, is a structure really
likely to be associated with mantle-tapping fluids?). Moreover,
correct identification of structural geometry and cross-cutting
relationships allows a more confident assessment of fault
kinematics and potential dilatancy. In particular, the degree of 
U-mineralisation in IOCG systems in the Gawler Craton may be
dependent on the interconnectivity of fault plumbing in three
dimensions to nearby uraniferous Mesoproterozoic granitoids.

SOME ISSUES AND INSIGHTS FOR GRAVITY AND
MAGNETIC MODELLING AT THE REGION TO
CONTINENT SCALE

Richard Lane
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, ACT, Australia
richard.lane@ga.gov.au

Although there is general acknowledgment that the curvature of the
Earth is important when performing gravity or magnetic modelling of
long traverses or large regions, there are few, if any, detailed studies of
the errors involved if a Cartesian (or rectangular) coordinate reference
system is used. In part, the use of a Cartesian coordinate system can
be attributed to the absence of an alternative in the commercial
modelling software packages and the need for additional
computational resources if modelling is carried out in a spherical or
ellipsoidal reference system. A series of parametric studies have been
carried out to quantify the differences in vertical gravity, vertical
gravity gradient and total magnetic intensity response for a source
element in Cartesian or spherical coordinate reference systems.
Recently published algorithms for calculating the gravity and
magnetic fields for spherical prism elements have been applied to
global crustal rock property models to calculate the associated
potential field response for broad regions of the Australian continent.
Geoscience Australia intends to utilise the improved long wavelength
gravity and magnetic data that are being acquired as part of the
Onshore Energy Security Program in combination with appropriate
modelling software to investigate region to continent scale property
models. In addition to providing insights into the geology at this scale,
these models will be used as a consistent and coherent framework for
nesting more detailed investigations of the gravity and magnetic data.

AN EXTENSION OF THE CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION
FOR THE GRAVITY CURVATURE (BULLARD B)
CORRECTION IN THE MARINE AND AIRBORNE CASES

Dominik Argast1*, Mario Bacchin2 and Ray Tracey2

1Intrepid Geophysics
2Geoscience Australia
dominik@intrepid-geophysics.com, mario.bacchin@ga.gov.au,
ray.tracey@ga.gov.au

Geoscience Australia recently revised the corrections applied to
the Australian National Gravity Database (ANGD) and switched
from applying the simple Bouguer correction to the observed
gravity values in its database to applying the more accurate gravity
curvature (Bullard B) correction. This change is a straightforward
procedure in the case of land-based gravity surveys. However, due
to the inherent non-linearity of the Bullard B correction, the
original formula for the gravity curvature correction is not
applicable to observed data from gravity surveys which involve
layers of different materials, as is the case for marine or airborne
gravity surveys. Here we present an extension of the closed-form
solution for the Bullard B correction which allows its proper
application in any gravity survey setting. In particular, we present
formulas to correctly apply the Bullard B correction to observed
gravity data from airborne and marine gravity surveys.

Day 2 Session 4 Stream 4
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Engineering Geophysics

APPLICATION OF GEOPHYSICS TO UNDERGROUND
SPACE DEVELOPMENT FOR IMPROVEMENT OF
URBAN ENVIRONMENTS

Robert Whiteley
Coffey Geotechnics, Sydney
bob_whiteley@coffey.com
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The history of human civilisation shows a continuous trend
towards urban life as the basis for social organisation. Over the
last 50 years, this trend is accelerating with the proportion of the
world urban population expected to reach 61% by 2030.
Maintaining quality of life in urban areas and creating sustainable
urban environments at a time of likely rapid climate change is one
the most crucial current human challenges. Increasingly, urban
environmental problems are addressed by using underground
space for infrastructure development and geophysics is a key,
environmentally-friendly technology, to assist this development.

The Epping to Chatswood Rail Line will be completed in 2008. This
is a 13 km long, twin rail tunnel with four new stations, all entirely
underground and is major urban infrastructure development that will
provide long-term environmental benefits to the Sydney
metropolitan area. When this Link was first proposed it included a
bridge crossing of the Lane Cove River within a National Park.
Subsequently, wide-spread community concern led to this approach
being abandoned in favour of a tunnel beneath the river. A case study
of this underground space development shows how geophysics,
completed under strict environmental guidelines, was applied to
quantify subsurface conditions beneath the river and within the river
valley. Underwater seismic refraction, borehole seismic imaging
from limited number of boreholes reduced geotechnical risks for this
project and assisted tunnel design. This case study demonstrates the
benefits of applying geophysics to environmentally sensitive
underground space developments in urban areas.

3D TREATMENT OF MASW DATA FOR MONITORING
GROUND IMPROVEMENT AT AN UNCONTROLLED 
FILL SITE

Koya Suto1* and Brendan Scott2

1Terra Australis Geophysica Pty Ltd
2URS Australia Pty Ltd 
koya@terra-au.com, Brendan_Scott@URSCorp.com

The output from a Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves
(MASW) survey is essentially a series of 1-dimensional S-wave
velocity profiles, which are often expressed in 2D sections along
each of the survey lines. Each 1D data point can be defined using
X-Y coordinates, and an S-wave velocity profile with depth can
be obtained at each data point location. An MASW survey
provides a dense coverage of analysis points, making it possible to
obtain output across a surveyed area in a 3D data set.

An MASW survey was carried out at an industrial development
site in northern New South Wales, where uncontrolled fill was
encountered. The fill at the site was subsequently improved and
compacted using a 4-sided impact roller. The purpose of the
MASW survey was to monitor the uniformity of the fill after
ground improvement.

Results from the MASW survey were compared with field density
tests, dynamic cone penetration (DCP) testing and the excavation
and logging of trial pits. Good correlation was achieved between
the different testing methods, when comparing MASW survey data
presented in 1-, 2-, or 3-dimensional formats. The MASW survey
was used to distinguish between areas of site that were deemed
satisfactory and other areas where further ground improvement was
needed to facilitate future development at the site.

The high density sampling frequency of the MASW survey
enabled loose fill layers at depth to be identified and quantified in
3D space, which lead to timely and cost-effective project outcomes.

MULTICHANNEL ANALYSIS OF SURFACE WAVES 
FOR BEDROCK DEPTH ESTIMATION OVER GRANITES,
HYDERABAD, INDIA

Narasimman Sundararajan* and Ali Al-Lazki
Department of Earth Science, Sultan Qaboos University, Muscat,
Sultanate of Oman
visvid12@squ.edu.om, lazki@squ.edu.om

The dispersive characteristics of Rayleigh type surface waves were
utilised to estimate the shear wave velocity (VS) profile by imaging the
shallow subsurface granitic layers near Hyderabad, India. The reliability
of multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) depends on the
accurate determination of phase velocities for horizontally travelling
fundamental mode Rayleigh waves. Multichannel recording leads to
effective identification and location of various factors of noise.
Calculating the 1-D shear wave velocity (VS) field from surface waves
ensures high degree of accuracy irrespective of cultural noise. The main
advantage of mapping the bedrock surface with shear wave velocity is
the insensitivity of MASW to velocity inversion besides being free
from many constraints such as contrast in physical properties etc.
Modelling of surface waves data results a shear wave velocity (VS) of
250 m/sec covering the top soil to weathering and up to bedrock
corresponding to a depth range of 10–30 m. Results are discussed over
a selected set of data highlighting the salient features of MASW.

SHAFT SINKING RISK ANALYSIS THROUGH THE
INTEGRATION OF BOREHOLE RADAR AND
ACOUSTIC TELEVIEWER DATA IN DEEP
GEOTECHNICAL BOREHOLES

Petro du Pisani*, Kazek Trofimczyk and Steve Coomber
Geosciences Resource Group, Anglo Technical Division
Marshalltown, South Africa
pdupisani@angloamerican.co.za

Anglo Platinum is planning to bring a new platinum mine on-line
in South Africa’s Bushveld Complex. Major capital investment is
required in order to sink the twin shafts required to access
underground platinum reefs located up to 2000 m below surface.
Deep pilot shaft boreholes are drilled along the proposed shaft
axis. These holes are logged extensively with a suite of
geophysical tools in order to detect any potentially hazardous
structures that may influence shaft sinking operations.

This paper examines the integration of borehole radar and acoustic
televiewer data down the proposed main- and vent shaft positions.
Borehole radar was used in reflection-mode in these boreholes in order to
delineate any near-vertical structures close to the intended shaft positions.
The major drawback of current slim-line borehole radar probes is that
they are omni-directional; hence it is not possible to determine the
orientation of borehole radar reflectors in relation to the borehole.

The acoustic televiewer (ATV) is used to pick structures that
intersect boreholes, and can provide information on the dip, dip
direction as well as structure of the rock mass through which the
shafts will penetrate. Borehole radar reflectors, that intersect the
borehole, can be depth correlated to structures identified using 
the ATV. In this way borehole radar reflectors can be oriented in
space using the dip direction obtained from the ATV data.

The integrated borehole radar and ATV-data were imported into
GOCAD© along with the planned shaft infrastructure in order to
identify geological structures that may potentially influence the
sinking of these two shafts.



surveys, as well as the advantage of multi-component recording.
Permanent seismic installations can help remotely detect changes
in fluid saturation and pressure, and monitor reservoir compaction
during production. At the Valhall Field on the Norwegian
continental shelf, shear-wave splitting data collected at regular
time intervals highlights the compaction behaviour of the chalk
reservoir. PS-wave data contribute to the characterisation of the
Valhall reservoir beneath gas clouds in the area, and P- and PS-
wave pre-stack depth migrated volumes produced over time are
used to extract relevant 4D seismic attributes that will, for
example, assist with the placement of infill wells, and
identification of step-out opportunities.

The new fibre optic system, designed to contribute to cost-
effective reservoir monitoring, incorporates sensors that are
optical transducers made using Michelson interferometers. The
fibre optic cable uses a Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing telemetry scheme to optically power the sensors.
Each cable contains more than 2000 channels with a dynamic
range greater than 140 dB. Field trials conducted to date in the
Gulf of Mexico and the North Sea have demonstrated that data
acquired by the fibre optic hardware correlate well with data
collected using a conventional electrical sea-floor acquisition
system.

Day 3 Session 1 Stream 2
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GEOPHYSICAL DATASET INTEGRATION 
OF THE VREDEFORT DOME, SOUTH AFRICA

Duncan R. Cowan1* and Gordon R. J. Cooper2

1Cowan Geodata Services and School of Earth and Geographical
Sciences at the University of Western Australia

2School of Geosciences, University of the Witwatersrand
cowangeo@bigpond.net.au, cooperg@geosciences.wits.ac.za

Aeromagnetic, gravity, SRTM DEM and Landsat TM data
covering the Vredefort Dome are analysed and compared using
similarity images and cross grey level co-occurrence matrix
texture transforms. The Vredefort Dome is the 80 km wide
central uplift of a very large 2Ga meteorite impact, consisting of
a core of Archean crystalline rocks surrounded by a collar of
Archean-Palaeoproterozoic supracrustals. The upturned
supracrustals outcrop in the north and west and are clearly
visible in Landsat and SRTM DEM images. Karoo sediments
cover the southern part of the Dome. The aeromagnetic data
show clear evidence of remanent magnetisation and similarity
plots of the analytic signal of the fractional vertical integral and
reduction to the pole incorporating remanence played an
important role in the interpretation. Reduction to the pole was
carried out with variable remanence inclination using available
palaeomagnetic data. Isostatic residual gravity data show a
complex picture. The core response consists of a central gravity
high due to granulites (lower crustal?) with an annular gravity
low due to amphibolite facies basement gneisses. The
supracrustal collar response shows multi-ring gravity highs and
lows.combining the various datasets using similarity plots
provides a much clearer picture of the Vredefort Dome. Circular
shaded relief applied to the similarity images gave the best
resolution of the complex ring structures.

Day 3: Wednesday 25 February 2009
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Seismic Acquisition

THE ROLE OF IN-FIELD SEISMIC PROCESSING 
IN EARLY EVALUATION IN UNDER-EXPLORED 
AREAS OF THE DARLING BASIN

Leonie Jones
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
leonie.jones@ga.gov.au

The 2008 Rankins Springs Seismic Survey was a joint initiative
by Geoscience Australia and NSW Department of Primary
Industries under the Onshore Energy Security Program (OESP)
in the under-explored southeastern Darling Basin. Regional
acquisition parameters of 300 channels, 40 m group interval and
80 m vibration point interval nevertheless allowed detailed
imaging of a 3 second (TWT) thick sedimentary sequence in the
Yathong Trough. Use of three 12 second vari-sweeps from truck
mounted Hemi 50 (50 000 lb) vibrators provided sufficient
energy to image from immediately below regolith to the Moho.
The sweep frequency ranges 6–64, 10–96 and 8–80 Hz were
chosen both for deep penetration and high resolution in the
sedimentary section. In-field processing produced a high quality
preliminary section on a daily basis using an iterative process of
automatic residual statics calculation on a deep gate and
interactive stacking velocity analysis. Both automatic statics and
stacking velocity were essential for successful imaging, but
velocity was more important, as initial estimates based on first
arrival velocities produced a degraded section. The field seismic
section clearly shows a fault bounded trough, with evidence of
compressional structures in the upper part and hints of
underlying older sedimentary basins. The in-field stacking
velocity analysis also provided immediate evaluation of the
maximum depth of the trough, namely 6 km, deeper than
expected. Efficient in-field processing allows early notification
to project partners of a successful survey, facilitating future
planning, and provides a sound basis for streamlined subsequent
processing.

TOWARDS COST-EFFECTIVE PERMANENT SEISMIC
RESERVOIR MONITORING

Natasha Hendrick*, Maz Farouki, Steve Maas and Brett Bunn
Petroleum Geo-Services
natasha.hendrick@pgs.com

A new fibre optic seismic acquisition system for permanent
seismic reservoir monitoring has been designed and constructed.
In contrast to conventional electrical systems, the fibre optic
acquisition system has lower construction costs, greater long-term
reliability and improved signal quality. This is expected to help
accelerate uptake of permanent seismic reservoir monitoring
installations.

Permanent seafloor seismic systems offer time-lapse seismic with
higher repeatability and greater sensitivity than towed-streamer
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COHERENCE BETWEEN TELESEISMIC TOMOGRAPHY
AND LONG-WAVELENGTH FEATURES OF THE
GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC FIELDS OF
SOUTHEASTERN AUSTRALIA

Robert Musgrave1* and Nicholas Rawlinson2

1Geological Survey of New South Wales, NSW Department of
Primary Industries
2Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian National University
robert.musgrave@dpi.nsw.gov.au, nicholas.rawlinson@anu.edu.au

Recent teleseismic data acquisition in southern New South Wales
have yielded a new mantle lithosphere velocity model that extends
across Victoria and southwestern New South Wales. Belts of
anomalous P-wave velocity broadly correspond to the Proterozoic
Delamerian (high vp) and Phanerozoic Lachlan (low vp) orogens
in the upper crust, although the eastern boundary of the high vp
belt lies east of the geological division between the Delamerian
and Lachlan orogens. Smaller areas of high vp below the Lachlan
Orogen may correspond to Proterozoic lithospheric fragments
underlying the upper crust. Major tectonic divisions within the
Lachlan Orogen do not appear to be reflected in the mantle
lithosphere velocity structure.

We have attempted to resolve differences between the tectonic
framework of the upper crust and the velocity structure of the
upper mantle by considering long-wavelength features in the
isostatic gravity and magnetic fields, which we attribute to sources
in the middle (magnetic) to lower (gravity) crust. A broad
magnetic high corresponds closely to the low vp belt. Gravity is
less clearly correlated, but the low vp Phanerozoic belt is marked
by a long-wavelength gravity high. Grid merging requires
manipulation of trends between individual surveys, and so long-
wavelength features may be suppressed by, or be an artefact of, the
merging procedure. However, the same broad correlations between
the upper mantle velocity and the gravity and magnetic fields are
also visible, albeit at a lower resolution, in satellite (GRACE and
CHAMP) earth field models over southeastern Australia.

GEOPHYSICALLY IMAGING PALEOPROTEROZOIC
TERRANE BOUNDARIES IN THE UNEXPOSED
NORTHERN GAWLER CRATON, MARLA REGION

Graham Baines1*, David Giles1, Peter Betts2 and Guillaume Backé1

1Centre for Mineral Exploration Under Cover, School of Earth 
and Environmental Sciences, University of Adelaide, Australia
2School of Geosciences, Australian Crustal Research Centre,
Monash University
graham.baines@adelaide.edu.au

The unexposed basement architecture of the northern Gawler
Craton is poorly constrained yet is of primary importance for
models of continental growth as these rocks should preserve the
best record of the Gawler Craton’s interactions with its neighbours
during the amalgamation of Proterozoic Australia. Unfortunately,
these rocks are almost completely covered by Neoproterozoic and
younger sedimentary rocks (with <<1% basement outcrop), so are
amongst the least studied on the Australian continent.

We focus on the basement architecture in the Marla region of the
northernmost Gawler Craton. We use geophysical techniques and
apply a top-down approach to penetrate the significant thickness
of cover and determine the structure of the unexposed northern
Gawler Craton. We use surficial geology, borehole data and
seismic reflection profiles to determine the structure of overlying

cover sequences and constrain the role of basement structures in
later intra-cratonic orogenies. The effect of these cover sequences
is then removed from gravity and magnetic data highlighting
basement structures. The architecture of the basement with depth
is determined by combining Euler deconvolution, petrophysical
data, with forward and inverse modelling techniques.

Specific results of this analysis include the observation that a
broad magnetic anomaly observed over the Ammaroodinna Ridge
is due to shoaling of the basement rather than a change in its
petrophysical properties. Whereas the Middle Bore Fault
represents a major Paleoproterozoic terrane boundary juxtaposing
high density mafic rocks against metasediments. The basement
structure revealed by this approach constrain the processes
responsible for the growth and evolution of the northern Gawler
Craton and its role in the Proterozoic amalgamation of Australia.
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COMPARISON OF GROUND TEM AND VTEM
RESPONSES OVER KIMBERLITES IN THE 
KALAHARI OF BOTSWANA

Ed Cunion
Cunion Consulting, Gaborone, Botswana
edcunion@yahoo.com

Ground TEM surveying proved to be the most effective magnetic
signature screening technique for the identification of kimberlite
intrusions overlain by 40 to 120 metres of Kalahari cover in the
Kokong kimberlite field of Botswana. Greater than 90% of those
kimberlite magnetic signatures screened by ground TEM had
diagnostic TEM signatures, whereas ground gravity, the next most
effective kimberlite magnetic signature screening technique, had
about a 75% diagnostic signature identification rate. Following the
success of kimberlite identification by ground TEM, a VTEM survey
was undertaken over a part of the Kokong kimberlite field to
determine if airborne TEM surveying would be as effective as
ground TEM surveying for the screening of kimberlitic magnetic
signatures. Both ground TEM and airborne VTEM surveying were
able to identify kimberlite pipes beneath 100+ metre thick sequences
of Kalahari cover. A comparison and discussion of ground TEM and
VTEM responses over select Kalahari Sequence covered kimberlites
traversed by both TEM survey methods and their comparative
effectiveness for kimberlite discovery is presented.

BASE METAL DISCOVERIES IN AFRICA AND
AUSTRALIA FROM VTEM DATA

Magdel Combrinck1*, Russell Mortimer1 and Bill Peters2

1GAL
2SGC
magdel@geotecairborne.com, russell@sgc.com.au, bill@sgc.com.au

The conductive overburden found on the African and Australian
continents are normally considered a challenge for airborne EM
surveys, severely limiting the depth of investigation and reducing
anomaly amplitudes of basement conductors. However,
interpretation of airborne TDEM data acquired with the VTEM
system has led to the discovery of a number of base metal deposits



in Africa and Australia over the last three years. These successes
are ascribed to a combination of the VTEM’s high signal to noise
ratio and interpretation skills of experienced geophysicists.
Examples of these discoveries include Bertram NiS and Sunchaser
VMS (Fox Resources) and West Balla and Balla Balla (Straits
Whim Creek Copper) in Australia as well as a discovery in
Zambia for Zambezi minerals. These will be discussed in terms of
their geological setting, TDEM response signatures and
interpretation procedures which were followed.

CASE HISTORIES ILLUSTRATING THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HELIGEOTEM SYSTEM

Richard S. Smith1*, Jean Lemieux1 and Greg Hodges2

1Fugro Airborne Surveys, Ottawa 
2Fugro Airborne Surveys, Mississauga,
rsmith@fugroairborne.com, jlemieux@fugroairborne.com,
ghodges@fugroairborne.com

The introduction of broadband coils has given the HeliGEOTEM
system greater sensitivity to poor conductors, enabling the system
to see these conductors in addition to the slow decays from
excellent conductors. This is illustrated with data acquired in a
nickel exploration project north of Sudbury.

A comparison with the DIGHEMV AEM system at Maimon
shows that the HeliGEOTEM is able to see deeper, but does not
have quite as good capability to resolve features close to the
surface. Also, fixed-wing interpretation procedures can be applied
to the HeliGEOTEM data to interpret a conductivity-depth image
(if a layered earth model is assumed), or the dip, depth and
conductivity-radius-squared (if a discrete conductor model).

In northern Alberta, HeliGEOTEM is not able to identify some of
the very small features close to surface that are evident on the
RESOLVE AEM data, but it is able to map larger ones that are not
evident in the GEOTEM data. The depth penetration of the
HeliGEOTEM is greater than the RESOLVE and almost as great
as the GEOTEM.

Recent tests of a large-dipole-moment system over the Nighthawk
deposit show that the deposit could be can be identified if it were
be buried 325 m below the surface.

A difficult test for AEM systems is the Caber deposit, which is a
small vertical cylinder target, with a depth to top of 150 m. A
recent test with the higher-power version of the HeliGEOTEM
system shows a clear response from the Caber deposit.

Day 3 Session 1 Stream 4
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Potential Field Inversions

QUERYING POTENTIAL FIELD INVERSIONS FOR
SIGNATURES OF CHEMICAL ALTERATION: AN
EXAMPLE FROM COBAR, NSW

Richard Chopping* and Simon van der Wielen
pmd*CRC, Onshore Energy and Minerals Division,
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
richard.chopping@ga.gov.au

Alteration minerals associated with base metal and gold deposits of
the Cobar region, NSW, have densities and magnetic susceptibilities

that are vastly different from those of their host rocks. An estimate
of the subsurface densities and magnetic susceptibilities is provided
by 3D potential field property inversions such as the UBC-GIF style
inversions. Evaluating the properties, which have been derived by
inverting available magnetic and gravity data for the region, for
individual geological units (as defined by a regional 3D map,
created by a one-on-one pmd*CRC project between Triako
Resources, Peak Gold Mines, CBH Resources, Cobar Management
PL, Tritton Resources, the NSW DPI and pmd*CRC) allows us to
define regions of anomalous properties in 3D space. These zones of
anomalous properties can be inferred to represent alteration to
magnetite, iron-rich pyrrhotite, pyrite or iron-poor pyrrhotite, and
sericite. This represents a new way of targeting in the region; the
methodology has the potential to be applied to other regions
including those areas under cover.

CONSTRAINED POTENTIAL FIELD INVERSIONS IN
AREAS UNDER COVER: EXAMPLES FROM GAWLER
CRATON IOGG PROSPECTS

Brendan D. Howe
Barrick Gold Corporation
brhowe@barrick.com

The future of greenfields mineral exploration will be driven
towards covered terranes with little or no outcrop. Consequently,
the inherent risk and costs of such exploration will rise. The
exploration focus will be pushed towards inexpensive methods and
more importantly obtaining the most value from them. Potential
field geophysics provide a solution to this impending issue with
regional datasets often available in the public domain and higher
resolution data being relatively inexpensive to acquire.
Constrained potential field inversion represents a method for
adding or maximising the value from the associated datasets.

Many greenfields environments have an apparent absence of a
priori data to constrain the first pass inversion. This paper
suggests that although this absence may exist, meaningful ‘soft’
constraints will still be present which when included in the model
objective function, improve and add value to the inversion process.
Additionally the same constraints can be used to test whether a
proposed geological hypothesis is a viable model.

Using gravity data over covered IOCG prospects within the Gawler
Craton, this paper demonstrates how ‘soft’ constraints can be
employed to enhance the inversion process. Simplified layered
geological models representing cover and basement have been
discretised, using realistic petrophysical bounds that when
incorporated into the model objective function yield more accurate
results. Furthermore, the potential of a prospect to host IOCG
mineralisation can be simply tested in a similar fashion. When
inversion results describe bodies that are geologically unrealistic, the
target can be downgraded saving a potentially expensive drillhole.

CONSTRAINING GRAVITY AND MAGNETICS
INVERSIONS FOR MINERAL EXPLORATION USING
LIMITED GEOLOGICAL DATA

Nicholas Williams1,2*, Peter Lelievre1 and Douglas Oldenburg1

1Geophysical Inversion Facility, Dept Earth and Ocean Sciences,
The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
2Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia 
nwilliams@eos.ubc.ca, nick.williams@ga.gov.au, plelievre@eos.ubc.ca,
doug@eos.ubc.ca
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Physical property models recovered from geologically-
constrained inversion of gravity and magnetic data provide a
more reliable prediction of the subsurface than can be
obtained without constraints. Constraint models for inversions
are commonly thought to consist of full 3D geological
interpretations of the subsurface that must be prepared prior to
performing inversions; however that degree of knowledge is
not necessary. Moreover sparsely distributed raw geological
and geophysical observations, which constitute a more
prevalent set of constraints, are often all that is available. In
this paper we show that inclusion of such observations from
maps, sampling, limited drilling, analogous areas or
neighbouring regions can dramatically improve the reliability
of recovered physical properties models without imposing
unreasonable time costs.

Even in greenfields mineral exploration there will be some
geological information available in addition to the geophysical
data. These constraints can be supplied to the inversion software,
with adjustable levels of certainty, via a reference model of
expected properties, bounds on the expected properties, or
smoothness weights based on positions and orientations of the
rocks. The UBC-GIF inversion software will produce holistic
physical property models consistent with all the supplied
information. The types of constraints that can be included, and
their effectiveness, are demonstrated in this study using gravity
inversions over a simple geologically-based synthetic example.
The same principles and techniques are then applied to real
gravity inversions to aid near-mine exploration. The models that
are obtained using different types of constraints are in all cases
superior to the model obtained from a default parameter,
geologically-unconstrained inversion.

11:00–12:30
Day 3 Session 2 Stream 1

PETROLEUM

Seismic Anisotropy

AN EQUIVALENT OFFSET TIME MIGRATION 
FOR ANISOTROPIC DATA

John Bancroft* and Pavan Elapavuluri
University of Calgary
jbancroft@ucalgary.ca

The equivalent offset method of time migration is a fast method
that is based on the Kirchhoff algorithm. It produces prestack
migration gathers that are formed with no time shifting of the
input and are suitable for velocity analysis. The prestack migration
is completed with scaling and moveout correction.

The method equates travel-times that are computed from the
double-square-root (DSR) equation to a single hyperbolic equation
that contains the RMS velocities and the equivalent offset. Energy
from the input trace is summed into the prestack migration gather
at the equivalent offset. The equivalent offset is related to the
actual geometry of the input trace that not only includes the source
receiver offset, but also includes the displacement of the common-
midpoint (CMP).

This new application includes the effects of anisotropy in the
non-hyperbolic DSR equation which is then equated to the
hyperbolic equation that contains no anisotropy terms. The

equivalent offset obtained from the hyperbolic equation places
the reflection energy on a hyperbolic path in the prestack
migration gather, suitable for accurate velocity analysis as the
non-hyperbolic distortions have been removed. The estimated
RMS velocities are an accurate representation of the vertical
velocities in a TI medium.

IMPROVING SEISMIC ANISOTROPY ESTIMATION 
BY MULTI DIRECTIONAL RESIDUAL CURVATURE
ANALYSIS

Sergey Birdus* and Li Li
CGGVeritas
sergey.birdus@cggveritas.com

Anisotropy is an important part of depth-velocity models used
for seismic data processing and imaging. Standard anisotropy
analysis techniques require seismic data recorder with wide
reflection angles. Because maximal cable length is always
limited, these techniques became less capable as we move to
deeper intervals. Also, standard processing of narrow azimuth
seismic data is limited to producing VTI or TTI anisotropic
velocity models when it becomes widely accepted that
azimuthal orthorhombic anisotropy plays an important role in
forming seismic wave fields and has to be taken into
consideration.

We show how these limitations can be mitigated by using
reflections from dipping horizons and fault planes (multi
directional residual curvature analysis – MDRCA). When a
geological model contains dipping reflectors, our seismic data
include events travelled with angles much wider than those
estimated by maximum offset to depth ratio. Such seismic data
also include multi azimuth arrivals even in the case of single
(narrow) azimuth acquisition. So, we use natural dips of all
present seismic reflectors to widen standard reflection angle range
determined by maximum offset to depth ratio. Because real
geological reflectors have arbitrary azimuths, MDRCA can
potentially estimate azimuthal anisotropy even using single
(narrow) azimuth input seismic data.

MDRCA has been incorporated into iterative tomographic depth-
velocity modelling technique.

Real data examples show estimation of VTI anisotropy for deep
intervals and measuring azimuthal velocity anisotropy using single
azimuth seismic data. These examples demonstrate how additional
information obtained by MDRCA can improve the quality of
depth processing results.

NONLINEAR ESTIMATION OF THOMSEN
ANISOTROPY PARAMETERS IN TI MEDIA

Dariush Nadri1*, Anderj Bóna2 and Milovan Urosevic2

1CSIRO
2Curtin University of Technology, Perth, Western Australia
dariush.nadri@csiro.au, a.bona@curtin.edu.au, m.urosevic@curtin.edu.au

Transverse isotropy with the horizontal axis of symmetry (HTI) is
the simplest anisotropic model to characterise a geological
formation with vertical fractures. We formulate an azimuthally
dependent parametric equation for P-wave travel-times in a
layered HTI medium. This travel-time equation has been
parametrised by ray parameter; hence it is convenient for ray
tracing purposes in homogenous layered media. Also, assuming a



known vertical velocity model, we estimate simultaneously the
fracture orientation and Thomsen’s anisotropy parameters in a
stack of horizontal layers using a modified preconditioning
conjugate gradient algorithm. The comparison of travel-times
using the parametric equation and Tsvankin’s equations (1997)
shows very small differences. We have used a numerical model
with homogenous layers with VTI and HTI anisotropy to compute
the travel-times. These travel-times will be used for parameter
estimation as measured data. To verify the robustness of the
inverse model we draw a random prior model for the Thomsen’s
parameters within the weak anisotropy assumption and also
fracture orientation from a uniform distribution. All model
parameters have been estimated satisfactorily after only several
iterations.

Day 3 Session 2 Stream 2
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Hyperspectral Mapping

MINERAL AND COMPOSITIONAL MAPPING USING
AIRBORNE HYPERSPECTRAL AND GEOPHYSICAL
PRODUCTS, NORTH QUEENSLAND

Rob Hewson1*,Tom Cudahy1, Mal Jones2, Maltilda Thomas3

and Carlsten Laukamp4

1CSIRO Division of Exploration and Mining
2Geological Survey of Queensland
3Geoscience Australia
4James Cook University
rob.hewson@csiro.au, thomas.cudahy@csiro.au, mal.jones@dme.qld.gov.au,
matilda.thomas@ga.gov.au, carsten.laukamp@jcu.edu.au

Large areas of prospective North Queensland have been surveyed
by airborne hyperspectral sensor, HyMap and airborne
geophysics, as part of the ‘Smart’ exploration initiative by the
Geological Survey of Queensland since 2006. In particular,
25000 km2 of hyperspectral mineral and compositional map
products, at 4.5 m2 spatial resolution, have been generated and
made available via the internet (http://www.em.csiro.au/NGMM;
http://www.dme.qld.gov.au/mines/hyperspectral.cfm) Airborne
radiometric and magnetic data, acquired over the same North
Queensland areas at a maximum of 400 metre flight line spacing,
provides a significant opportunity to compare the mineral
mapping potential of both techniques, for a wide range of
geological and vegetated environments. Case studies described in
this study include soil mapping within the Tick Hill area,
Duchess, and geological/exploration mapping at Mt Henry, Mt
Isa Block. In particular, this study investigates the scope for an
improved interpretation via a synergistic approach, either via GIS
or by testing integrated product, using both spectrally derived
mineral and airborne radiometric/magnetic inputs. Previous
researchers have attempted generating integrated products using
multispectral ASTER and airborne magnetics/radiometric data.
However further refinements are possible when interpreting
higher spectral resolution hyperspectral data with airborne
geophysics. For example, the improved mineral discrimination
derived from hyperspectral data and radiometric data is
demonstrated for lithologies containing potassium bearing clay
minerals (e.g. muscovite) and potassium bearing feldspars 
(e.g. orthoclase) in otherwise radiometrically homogenous
anomalous units.

MAPPING REGIONAL ALTERATION PATTERNS 
IN THE CURNAMONA PROVINCE USING
HYPERSPECTRAL CORE SCANNING TECHNOLOGY

Alan J. Mauger
Geological Survey, Primary Industries and Resources South Australia 
mauger.alan@saugov.sa.gov.au

Before the advent of the CSIRO HyLogger technology, semi-
quantitative mineralogy was beyond the realms of practical
application being expensive and time consuming. With a high
density, high volume, spectral dataset, down hole mineralogy can
be mapped, not only by presence, but also by abundance and
chemical gradient. Four main mineral suites are presented here:
white mica/clays (Al(OH)), chlorite (Fe, Mg(OH)), carbonate
(CO3) and Fe Oxide.

In the Curnamona Province (South Australia) 45 drill holes have
been scanned, using HyLogger technology. By translating the
spectral response into metres of detected minerals per hole it has
proved possible to map the chemical gradients of the province.
With this information Eh-pH trends can be estimated and used to
vector various styles of mineralisation.

ACID SULPHATE SOIL MAPPING WITH
HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGERY AT SOUTH YUNDERUP,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Ian C Lau* and Mike Verrall
CSIRO Exploration and Mining
ian.lau@csiro.au, michael.verrall@csiro.au

Airborne hyperspectral (HyMap) data were collected over a portion
of South Yunderup, Western Australia in December 2005.
Processing of the data and field sampling were performed in
January 2008 to investigate if the acid sulphate conditions could be
mapped using remote sensing methods. Kaolinite, goethite,
hydrated iron oxyhydroxide, jarosite, cellulose (dry plant material),
green vegetation, gypsum, calcium carbonate and clay minerals
were identified by the airborne hyperspectral data. Laboratory
spectral measurements and XRD and SEM/EDS analysis of the
field samples confirmed the presence of these minerals, along with
schwertmannite, which was not directly diagnosed as occurring in
the imagery. This was likely due to the high abundance of water in
the scene, as the data acquisition occurred in early summer. An
acquisition later in the dry season would have exposed more
minerals and reduced discrimination difficulties encountered due
to the effects of water in the soil materials.

An acid sulphate soil surface map was produced from the 2005
airborne hyperspectral data using the surface mineralogy. The map
shows areas where there is a higher potential for the generation
and current presence of acidic conditions at or near the surface.
Large areas adjacent to the canals and urban areas were
categorised as high risk areas due to the presence of kaolinite and
goethite minerals at the surface, with the likelihood of iron
oxyhydroxysulphate minerals occurring at shallow depths.

The surface expression of acid sulphate minerals is known to be
highly influenced by local climate and rainfall events. Although
there had been a considerable gap between collection of the
remotely sensed data and field validation, the airborne
hyperspectral imagery was an effective tool for identifying
minerals and materials related to acid sulphate conditions present
at the exposed surface.
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African Geophysics – AEM

VTEM RESPONSE OF THE TUSKER GOLD DEPOSIT,
TANZANIA

Karen Pittard* and Barry Bourne
Barrick Gold Corporation
kpittard@barrick.com, bbourne@barrick.com

The Tusker gold deposit, located in the Lake Victoria Goldfields of
Tanzania, has an indicated/inferred resource of 4.5 Moz gold
grading 1.15 g/t from 123.2 Mt. Since its discovery, many
geophysical techniques have been trialled over the deposit,
including dipole-dipole IP/resistivity, airborne magnetics/
radiometrics and airborne time domain EM (VTEM). Down hole
and laboratory petrophysical measurements have also been
acquired. While all geophysical datasets over the deposit are
discussed, this paper focuses on the VTEM signature of the deposit.

The Tusker orebody is hosted within a variety of clastic sediments
and minor volcaniclastics, considered to be upper Nyanzian in
age. Magnetic data map a fine grained magnetic mudstone
package and show structures controlling the emplacement of the
orebody. The orebody is associated with sulphides, primarily
arsenopyrite, and possesses a strong chargeability response.

Sulphides associated with the orebody are conductive, and display
a strong late time channel response in VTEM data, acquired by
Geotech Airborne Limited in August 2006. Data were acquired at
50 m line spacing over an area of 44 km2.

Forward and inverse modelling of VTEM data is presented, and
results are discussed in relation to down hole and laboratory
petrophysical measurements.

GEOPHYSICAL RESPONSE OF THE MUNALI NI-CU
DEPOSIT, ZAMBIA

Ken E. Witherly1* and Ryz Wedephol2
1Condor Consulting, Inc.
2Albidon Limited
ken@condorconsult.com, ryz@mitchellrivergroup.com

The Munali deposit was discovered in the early 1970s and a resource of
approximately 2.2 Mt @ 1.07% nickel and 0.15% copper was defined
by the mid-1970s. Due to the low grade and remote location, little work
was carried out in the period 1980–1990s until 2002 when Albidon
Limited optioned the property and began a systematic assessment of the
deposit and surrounding area. As part of this assessment, a VTEM
airborne EM and magnetics survey was flown over the deposit in 2006,
followed up with detailed ground EM surveys. This paper examines the
outcomes of the airborne and ground surveys in light of the known
geology. The Munali deposit is currently in pre-production development.

THE APPLICATION OF AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICS IN
THE EXPLORATION FOR IRON ORE IN THE ZOUERAT
AREA OF MAURITANIA

Willem Botha1* and Mohamed Elhacen Ould Med Yeslem2

1Geotech Airborne Ltd
2SNIM
prof.botha@gmail.com, melhacene.myeslem@snim.com

An airborne time domain electromagnetic and magnetic survey
(Geotech VTEM system) was flown over Kedia and Mhaoudat
in Mauritania. Hematite has been mined in both these areas for
many years. The objectives of this survey were to determine if
additional ore bodies existed below old mined areas and to
find and delineate possible new ore bodies. Decay curve
analysis was done of the VTEM data as a fast, first pass
delineation of conductive areas. Good correlation with
existing mines was found. CDI’s were consequently calculated
for all flight lines. These were used to calculate conductivity
contour maps at various depth intervals. Conductive areas
were correlated with the magnetic data as well as the known
geology. In several areas known iron ore was associated with
the edges of anomalies that continued at depth and distance,
indicating possible extensions of the ore. Further anomalies
occurred in a sand covered area south of Mhaoudat, leading to
the possibility of new iron ore deposits. Based on the
interpretation of the airborne data, a number of drill targets
were selected.

Day 3 Session 2 Stream 4
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Potential Fields, Advances in Processing

TERRACING POTENTIAL FIELD DATA

Gordon R. J. Cooper1* and Duncan R. Cowan2

1School of Geosciences, University of the Witwatersrand
2Cowan Geodata Services and School of Earth and Geographical
Sciences at the University of Western Australia
cooperg@geosciences.wits.ac.za, cowangeo@bigpond.net.au

Terracing is an operator that is applied to potential field data
to produce regions of constant field amplitude that are
separated by sharp boundaries. The objective of terracing is to
recast potential field maps into a geological map like format.
Terracing is performed by moving a window through the data
and computing the curvature at each point. The curvature of
the field is calculated using a numerical approximation to the
Laplacian derivative operator. The output value (located at the
centre of the window) takes on one of three possible values. It
becomes the value at the centre of the window, if this is
greater than or lower than the rest of the data values in the
window. If the curvature is positive then the output value is set
to the minimum of the data values in the window, while if it is
negative then the output value is set to the maximum of the
data values in the window. Terracing is performed in an
iterative manner, with the data being sharpened progressively.
Previous work found that the terracing algorithm tended to
square off the corners of anomalies, resulting in ragged
domain boundaries. To compensate for this the total horizontal
derivative of the data was computed, and then its local maxima
was tracked, producing ridges which were then overlain on the
terraced data. We propose that the problem of square domain
boundaries was due to the curvature being computed using
only the second horizontal derivatives in the x and y
directions, and that it can be solved by using instead the
profile curvature, which is the curvature computed in the
direction of steepest ascent at each point of the data. The
method is demonstrated on gravity data from South Africa and
Australia.



ENHANCEMENT OF LAMPROITE MAGNETIC SIGNALS

Duncan R. Cowan1* and Gordon R. J. Cooper2

1Cowan Geodata Services and School of Earth and Geographical
Sciences at the University of Western Australia
2School of Geosciences, University of the Witwatersrand
cowangeo@bigpond.net.au, cooperg@geosciences.wits.ac.za

Lamproites are peralkaline lamprophyric rocks of volcanic or
hypabyssal origin, which occur in shallow craters, often in the shape
of a champagne glass with crater diameters ranging from a few
hundred metres to 1500 metres. An unusual feature is that
volcaniclastic rocks in many lamproite craters are intruded by a
magmatic phase that forms lava lakes or domes. Magnetic signatures
of lamproites are quite variable with usually only the magmatic
phases providing a clear magnetic signature. Primary spinels vary
from non-magnetic chrome-spinel to ferrimagnetic Fe-Ti oxides with
large variation in Fe content. In olivine lamproites, the olivine
usually serpentinises during eruption producing secondary magnetite
which may produce significant magnetic anomalies.

Semi-automatic interpretation, using specialised filters and
analytical techniques specifically designed to detect near circular
magnetic anomalies provide objective information on magnetic
anomaly attributes. Useful techniques include separation filtering,
Keating matched filtering using a cylinder model, a dipole
tracking filter based on grey-level co-occurrence matrices, a
modified version of the Hough transform and circular gradients
and shading. These techniques have been applied to aeromagnetic
data from part of the Ellendale Lamproite Province in the West
Kimberley of Western Australia with varying degrees of success.
Separation filtering, Keating matched filtering and texture filters
dipole tracking have performed well, handling the range in size,
shape and magnetisation seen in these lamproites. Clearly no
single technique provides all the answers. The economic
diamondiferous lamproite, Ellendale 9 is best defined by the
Keating filter and GLCM results but is a difficult target as much
of the pipe is non-magnetic diamondiferous tuffite.

STRATEGIES TO INVERT A SUITE OF MAGNETIC
FIELD ANOMALIES DUE TO REMANENT
MAGNETISATION: AN EXAMPLE FROM THE
GEORGETOWN AREA OF QUEENSLAND

Clive Foss* and K. Blair McKenzie
Encom Technology, Sydney, Australia
clive.foss@encom.com.au, blair.mckenzie@encom.com.au

Inversion of a magnetic field anomaly does not require prior
determination of the direction of magnetisation, but an unknown
magnetisation direction introduces some trade-offs in estimation
of the spatial and magnetisation parameters of the source body.
Fortunately magnetisation events are generally manifest in several
or many anomalies, providing the opportunity to derive a more
reliable magnetisation direction from multiple estimates. However,
within a group of anomalies the magnetisation direction varies due
to different ratios of induced and remanent magnetisations,
changes in geomagnetic field direction during the magnetisation
event and any post-magnetisation structural reorientation.
Furthermore, the suitability of anomalies to provide estimates of
magnetisation direction depends on their shape, amplitude and
setting. Inversion of a group of anomalies therefore requires a
flexible strategy to estimate the best population magnetisation
direction, while accommodating variations in the magnetisation
direction of some bodies.

In this paper we present a study of magnetic field anomalies due
to remanent magnetisation in the Georgetown area of Queensland.
Examples from this study illustrate magnetisation direction
inversion and magnetic moment analysis of both circular and
elongate anomalies. The examples also show the importance of
isolating the anomalies from superimposed background fields.
Conclusions drawn from the examples are used to develop a
strategy to optimise inversion of the full suite of anomalies.

13:30–15:00
Day 3 Session 3 Stream 1

PETROLEUM

Seismic Processing

REVISITING THE VIBROSEIS WAVELET

Shaun Strong1* and Steve Hearn2

1Velseis Pty Ltd
2University of Queensland
sstrong@velseis.com, steveh@velseis.com

As incremental improvements in seismic technology become more
subtle, it is timely to re-examine the fundamental influence of the
Vibroseis wavelet on the final processed image. Here we describe
such an analysis, incorporating numerical modelling and field trials.

Vibroseis recordings are typically correlated against the
theoretical sweep, even though this is not what is actually injected
into the ground. Intuitively, a logical alternative sweep might
incorporate mechanical imperfections at the source, and the
filtering effects at the geophone. Numerical and field experiments
confirm, however, that the optimum output wavelet is, indeed,
derived using the theoretical sweep.

Many different sweep designs have been trialled throughout the
history of Vibroseis. In-field sweep tests are, however, sometimes
conducted without due regard for the influence of subsequent
processing stages, such as minimum-phase conversion and
deconvolution. We have examined these issues for various sweep
designs, including standard linear, Vari-sweep, Continuous
Piecewise Linear (CPL), and Pseudo-Random. A CPL sweep
designed with similar frequency content to Vari-sweep produces
equivalent seismic images, with the advantage of being easier to
implement, with reduced overall recording times. While the Vari-
sweep and Pseudo-Random sweeps have simpler auto-correlations
than the Linear Sweep, this advantage is lost once minimum-phase
and deconvolution operators are applied.

By incorporating typical coal and petroleum scale attenuations, we
deduce that the imaging differences between sweep techniques
become less pronounced with depth. This suggests that the choice
of sweep is more critical for shallower exploration.

USING MODERN PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY TO
IMPROVE SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO, A PERTH BASIN 
3D LAND CASE STUDY

Pierre Plasterie* and N. Mudge
CGGVeritas, Australia
pierre.plasterie@cggveritas.com

In poor signal to noise ratio land seismic data, such as the one
acquired in the Perth Basin, improving the final image is rarely the
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result of applying a one processing step solution. On the contrary,
every step of the processing sequence counts towards improving
the final signal to noise ratio. In this context, gathering modern
3D land processing technology from around the world helps bring
added value that the processing sequence can gather.

Recently both pre-imaging and imaging technologies have
improved significantly and have become more easily available.

In this Perth Basin case study, we look at signal to noise
improving new technologies such as, wavelet domain shot by shot
adaptive ground roll attenuation, multi passes of frequency
targeted projective filtering in the f-x domain, radial mix stack for
velocity scanning, offset vector binning and depth imaging using
both Kirchhoff and Controlled Beam Migration (CBM) as ways to
improve the final results.

Results show that none of these processes, taken individually,
stand as a one off solution to improving the final image signal to
noise ratio. However, combined and tested in a non-sequential way
they clearly add value to the final image when compared to a more
standard sequence.

PRACTICAL ISSUES OF REVERSE TIME MIGRATION:
TRUE AMPLITUDE GATHERS, NOISE REMOVAL 
AND HARMONIC-SOURCE ENCODING

James Sun1* and Yu Zhang2

1CGGVeritas, Singapore 
2CGGVeritas, Houston
james.sun@cggveritas.com, yu.zhang@cggveritas.com

Recently, reverse-time migration (RTM) has drawn a lot of
attention in the industry. Unlike one-way wave equation migration,
RTM does not need to deal with the theory of singular pseudo-
differential operators. A straightforward implementation of RTM
correctly handles complex velocities and produces a complete set
of acoustic waves (reflections, refractions, diffractions, multiples,
evanescent waves, etc.). The RTM propagator also carries the
correct propagation amplitude and imposes no dip limitations on
the image. In the past, the strong migration artifacts and the
intensive computational cost have been the two major problems
that prevented RTM from being used in production. We will show
that modifying the initial-value problem into a boundary-value
problem for the source wavefield plus implementing an
appropriate imaging condition yields a true-amplitude version of
RTM. We will also discuss different ways to suppress the low
frequency migration artifacts. Finally, we will introduce a
‘harmonic-source’ phase-encoding method which allows a
relatively efficient implementation of delayed-shot or plane-wave
RTM. Taken together, these yield a powerful true-amplitude
migration method that uses the complete two-way acoustic wave
equation to image complex structures.

Day 3 Session 3 Stream 2

MINERALS

Electrical Geophysics

SPM AND AIRBORNE EM

Paul Mutton* and Russell Mortimer
Southern Geoscience Consultants
paul@sgc.com.au

Superparamagnetism (SPM) has been previously documented to
interfere with ground EM surveys. However, airborne EM data
were considered to be immune from SPM effects due to the
elevated transmitter and small sensor.

New EM systems are now detecting SPM. This represents a
significant issue for interpretation and drill target definition. The
SPM response typically manifests as a slow decaying late time
response, which is very similar to the response from highly
conductive massive sulphides and may easily result in the mis-
interpretation of sulphides from SPM anomalies. Theoretically
inductive targets may be distinguished from SPM decays by the
nature of the decay but in practice it is difficult on airborne EM
data and the results are ambiguous. SPM anomalies may have
wavelengths and strike lengths similar to sulphide orebodies and
may be associated with massive sulphide mineralisation.

Historically survey techniques to minimise and avoid SPM in
ground EM surveys are to use an offset transmitter and receiver
loop or a small receiver sensor in the middle of a large transmitter
loop. Both techniques do not always work. Fixed loop surveys are
also highly affected by SPM. The use of an offset receiving sensor
(i.e. slingram configuration) has been found to be the best way to
eliminate all but the worst of SPM problems.

Techniques have also been developed to easily check for SPM in the
field using conventional survey equipment using a small solenoid.
Techniques have also been used to measure the SPM properties of
drill core which assists in defining the SPM source location.

USE OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENT IMAGES 
FOR CLASSIFICATION OF THE EM RESPONSE 
OF UNEXPLODED ORDNANCE

Michael Asten
Flagstaff GeoConsultants Pty Ltd, Melbourne, Australia
michaelasten@flagstaff-geoconsultants.com.au

The location and identification of unexploded ordnance (UXO) is a
major challenge for environmental rehabilitation of former military
firing ranges and bombing target areas. EM methods are in
widespread use for the location of metal objects; however the
presence of large quantities of scrap metal from successful
detonation of munitions makes discrimination between munitions
and scrap and munitions of various sizes a necessity in order for
efficient location, digging and removal of UXOs to proceed. Several
recent papers show that detailed three-component EM
measurements followed by inversion to dipole moments of an EM
target is effective in characterising a target, however such techniques
require precise data, usually from stationary data acquisition.

EM data acquired from a moving ground platform for UXO
detection is typically high in motion-induced noise which limits
the usefulness of decay-curve analysis in target characterisation.
We use a data set from the Australian Air Force Newholme UXO
Test Range, Armidale, NSW, and show that

(a) images of time-window data are unsuccessful in
discriminating between different types of munitions,

(b) adaptive decay index methods are ineffective due to high noise
levels on the observed decay curves, and

(c) principal-component transforms of the data are successful in
differentiating between different types of munitions.

The method provides a tool for initial classification and prioritisation
of anomalies from a surveyed area, thus facilitating preparation of an
efficient program of follow-up surveys and site clean-up.



A REVISED MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
FOR INDUCED POLARISATION

Andrea Viezzoli
Department of Earth Sciences, University of Aarhus, Denmark
esben.auken@geo.au.dk

Researchers involved in induced polarisation studies are well familiar
with Seigel’s definition of chargeability. According to this theory, the
presence of chargeable material has the net effect of decreasing the
DC conductivity of the medium. Based on this assumption, he proved
that, in a layered earth, the apparent chargeability is the summation of
the intrinsic chargeability of layers, weighed against the sensitivity
matrix of the DC resistivity of each layer. This important result is at
the basis of many algorithms currently used for inversion of IP data.
Despite its wide acceptance and considerable merit, especially in the
inversion of IP data, Seigel’s formulation contradicts the even more
widely accepted theory that the presence of chargeable material
actually increases the DC conductivity of a medium because it
provides a supplementary, parallel path to the conduction of current.
In Seigel’s theory the potential drop arising immediately after the
current is turned on is the DC potential, whereas the potential drop
before current turn off (which is what we usually have access to in the
field) is the chargeability affected one. This is counter intuitive from a
physical point of view. It also calls for recovery of ‘true’ DC
background resistivity before the IP data can be inverted. In this paper
I reconcile Seigel’s formulation with the presently accepted IP theory,
providing also a more precisely formulated mathematical background
for inversion of IP data. The results are particularly applicable to
hydrogeophysical applications, where IP anomalies are usually low.

Day 3 Session 3 Stream 3

MINERALS

AEM Mapping

AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY RESULTS
FROM THE PATERSON PROVINCE, WA

Camilla Sorensen*, Adrian Fisher and Marina Costelloe
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
camilla.sorensen@ga.gov.au, adrian.fisher@ga.gov.au,
marina.costelloe@ga.gov.au

As part of the Onshore Energy Security Program (OESP),
Geoscience Australia (GA) is carrying out regional airborne
electromagnetic (AEM) surveys across areas of Australia that are
considered prospective for energy commodities, to encourage
industry exploration. An area of ~45 000 km2 of the Paterson
Province in WA was the first region flown under the OESP
initiative. A total of ~24 000 line-kilometres were acquired in the
Paterson survey area during 2007–08.

The TEMPEST fixed wing AEM system was selected by GA from
a list of candidate systems as the most suitable for meeting the
energy-focussed objectives of the Paterson survey. The selection
process employed several criteria that included results from a
numerical modelling study of the ability of each system to detect a
number of geological target models.

A quantitative analysis of the Paterson survey dataset was carried
out, including determination of system noise levels from high
altitude and repeat line data. The data were inverted using a full
non-linear layered earth inversion (LEI) algorithm that solves for a
1D conductivity structure and unmeasured elements of the system

geometry at each sample. Regularisation was imposed via vertical
smoothness and reference model constraints. Discrete anomalies
were identified from the profile data. The conductivity estimates
have contributed to an enhanced understanding of the geology of
the Paterson region, particularly where it is obscured by the sand
dunes of the Great Sandy Desert. For example, the conductivity
patterns have revealed the presence of on-lapping sediments of the
Canning Basin, and near surface Cenozoic palaeovalleys.

STRUCTURAL MAPPING UNDER COVER 
WITH AIRBORNE EM

Chris Wijns
Resolute Mining Ltd, Perth, Australia
chrisw@resolute-ltd.com.au

Magnetic data are routinely collected for structural mapping in
various terranes. In both Tanzania and Mali, magnetic data have
been of limited use to Resolute’s mineral exploration programs: in
Tanzania, intense BIF signatures and remanent magnetisation
complicate signatures and swamp more subtle features, while in
Mali, magnetically featureless cover rocks hide almost all structural
expression in the basement. Airborne time domain EM has proven
invaluable in tracing lithological contacts, subtle stratigraphic
horizons, and intrusive bodies through conductive weathering up to
100 m deep. Helicopter systems with high transmitter moments
penetrate deep enough to escape contamination by surficial
conductivity features such as drainage patterns. The results under
basin cover in Mali are particularly impressive in their ability to
provide a clean picture of basement geological structure.

THE AEROTEM EXPERIENCE IN AFRICA

Jonathan Rudd* and Sean E. Walker
Aeroquest Limited
swalker@aeroquest.ca, jrudd@aeroquest.ca

The AeroTEM HTEM system’s breadth of recorded data includes
true on-time, off-time, and both the X-component and Z-component
of the secondary field. These parameters make the system broadly
applicable, and for a given project, provide a broader insight into the
geology. We explore the usefulness of AeroTEM survey data by way
of two application case studies in Africa. In the first, we explore the
use of the early off-time data for sensitivity in the very near-surface
and in more resistive mapping applications. In the second, we
explore the interpretation of the geometry of the geological sources
of interest for further exploration.

Day 3 Session 3 Stream 4

MINERALS

Electrical and EM Geophysics

DC RESISTIVITY FRECHET DERIVATIVES FOR A
UNIFORM ANISOTROPIC MEDIUM WITH A TILTED
AXIS OF SYMMETRY

Tim Wiese1*, Stewart Greenhalgh1,2, Bing Zhou1, Laurent Marescot2

and Mark Greenhalgh1

1University of Adelaide, Australia
2ETH Zürich, Switzerland
timothy.wiese@adelaide.edu.au, stewart.greenhalgh@adelaide.edu.au,
bing.zhou@adelaide.edu.au, laurent@aug.ig.erdw.ethz.ch,
mark.greenhalgh@adelaide.edu.au
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The Frechet derivative (or sensitivity function) indicates the change in
measured potential due to a perturbation of conductivity at a point in
the subsurface, for a given electrode configuration. It is a crucial
quantity that forms the elements of the Jacobian matrix used in
inversion, optimised experimental design and model resolution studies.
We present an analytic solution to the problem of a surface current
source above an otherwise homogeneous but anisotropic medium. We
take the special case of a transversely isotropic medium with a tilted
axis of symmetry, such as might occur for dipping beds, inclined
fractures, oriented jointing, rock cleavage and other
stratifications/foliations. We derive the basic equations for the voltage,
the current density and the sensitivity functions at an arbitrary interior
point in the medium. Formulation of the Frechet derivatives in terms of
the anisotropic model parameters (longitudinal and transverse
conductivity, dip and strike angles, coefficient of anisotropy, mean
conductivity) are presented and systematically investigated for a range
of orientations of the symmetry axis, varying degrees of anisotropy and
differing electrode arrays (pole-pole, dipole-dipole, Wenner). The
anisotropic sensitivity patterns for respective parameters have features
that are dependent on the orientation of the anisotropy, and can be
explained in terms of current density flow in longitudinal and transverse
directions. Understanding the Frechet derivative for anisotropic
conductivity distributions will enable further work in designing
electrode layouts that obtain maximised subsurface information.

FAST APPROXIMATE 3D INVERSION OF GROUND
TEM DATA UTILISING THE CONCEPT OF MAGNETIC
MOMENTS

Ralf Schaa1* and Peter K. Fullagar 2
1ARC Centre of Excellence in Ore Deposits (CODES), Hobart,
Tasmania, Australia
2Fullagar Geophysics Pty Ltd
rschaa@utas.edu.au, fullagargeophysics@yahoo.com

A fast approximate three dimensional inversion scheme for
interpreting ground transient electromagnetic (TEM) data is
presented. The scheme relies on linear superposition of magnetic
moments. The moment transform of TEM data is a time-weighted
integral of the impulse response. The time weighting emphasises
late times, when EM interactions are weaker and hence when the
total response can be approximated as a simple sum of the
responses of individual conductive elements. Time weighting also
has the effect of emphasising deeper features, which are often of
greater exploration interest.

The TEM moment response is modelled as a combination of a
continuous ‘background response’ and a discrete ‘target response’.
The background is represented as a homogeneous half-space,
while the target is comprised of closely-packed cubic cells.
Analytical expressions have been derived for the first order
moments of a half-space, excited by a rectangular loop. The
moment contributions from the cubic cells are computed using a
simplified form of the expression for a sphere in free space; the
contribution from each cell is proportional to its time constant.

In effect, the moment transformation converts the 3D TEM
inversion problem into a 3D magnetic inversion problem, with
accuracy traded for speed. A starting model is generated from
conductivity-depth sections, and the inversion is conditioned using
standard potential field inversion devices such as depth weighting.

The efficacy and limitations of the approach are illustrated via
application to both synthetic and real fixed loop and moving loop
TEM data.

2.5-D/3-D RESISTIVITY MODELLING IN ANISOTROPIC
MEDIA USING GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE GRIDS

Mark Greenhalgh*, Bing Zhou and Stewart Greenhalgh
University of Adelaide, Australia
mark.greenhalgh@adelaide.edu.au, bing.zhou@adelaide.edu.au,
stewart.greenhalgh@adelaide.edu.au

Presented is a new numerical scheme for 2.5-D/3-D direct current
resistivity modelling in heterogeneous, anisotropic media. This
method co-operatively combines the solution of the Variational
Principle of the partial differential equation, Gaussian quadrature
abscissae and local cardinal functions so that it has the main
advantages of the finite element method and the spectral method.
The formulation shows that the method is close to the spectral
element method, but it does not require an element mesh or the
element integrations, and it makes it much easier to deal with
geological models having a 2-D/3-D complex topography than
with the traditional numerical methods. It can achieve a similar
convergence rate to the spectral element method. We show it
transforms the 2.5-D/3-D resistivity modelling problem into a
sparse and symmetric linear equation system, which can be solved
by an iterative or matrix inversion method.

Comparison with analytic solutions for homogeneous isotropic and
anisotropic models shows that the error is less than 1% except for
near the source. Several other synthetic examples, both homogeneous
and inhomogeneous, incorporating sloping, undulating and severe
topography are presented and found to yield results comparable to
finite element solutions involving a dense mesh.

15:30–16:30
Day 3 Session 4 Stream 1

PETROLEUM

Seismic Processing

INTERPOLATING A 2D ACQUISITION INTO A 3D
USING A FOURIER RECONSTRUCTION METHOD

Pierre Plasterie1*,Y. Jacquot1, S. Irvine1, G. Poole2,T. Martin2,
V. Lendzionowski3 and A. Davies4

1CGGVeritas Australia
2CGGVeritas UK
3RPS Consultants 
4Nido Petroleum Ltd
pierre.plasterie@cggveritas.com

3D marine acquisitions never yield the ideal, perfectly regular,
dataset migration algorithms need, even in flat dips geological
environments. Irregularities in the geometry of the recorded data
such as mid-point position, offset and azimuth will result in sub-
optimal interference of the pre-stack Kirchhoff migration operator.

Fourier reconstruction data regularisation techniques have been
shown to work in various environments including steep dips where
even the lower end of the frequency spectrum can be aliased.
Fourier reconstruction decomposes the irregular input into a set of
continuous functions that can be evaluated at any spatial positions.
The data is then mapped back onto a regular grid.

Although those techniques have been primarily designed to
regularise data geometry prior to migrations algorithms, they can
also be used to interpolate and ‘map back’ gaps of missing data.



In this 2D acquired dataset example, where a one source one
streamer configuration has acquired parallel ‘sail-lines’ every 200
metres in a 3D like manner, we look at the effect of applying
Fourier reconstruction with the aim of processing the data in a 3D
manner. The irregular 2D input data that lays on a 12.5 m × 200 m
theoretical grid is decomposed into spatial frequencies and
mapped back into a perfectly regular 12.5 m × 50 m grid that is
then considered suitable as input to a 3D Kirchhoff pre-stack time
algorithm and 3D processing. The results show that although not
as detailed, accurate, and ‘risk free’ as a multi streamer multi
source 3D acquisition, the ‘pseudo 3D’ volume is suitable for
(pseudo) cross lines interpretation even in a highly structured
geological environment.

3D TOMOGRAPHIC AMPLITUDE INVERSION 
FOR COMPENSATING AMPLITUDE ATTENUATION

Kefeng Xin, Barry Hung*, Sergey Birdus and James Sun
CGGVeritas
stephen.kefeng.xin@cggveritas.com, barry.hung@cggveritas.com,
sergey.birdus@cggveritas.com, james.sun@cggveritas.com

Spatial variations in the transmission properties of the overburden
cause seismic amplitude distortions on deeper horizons and hence
pose problems to the AVO analysis. One of the common causes of
these transmission anomalies is gas within shallow sediment, which
is not an uncommon observed phenomenon in Asia Pacific. This
induces anomalous amplitude decay in zones beneath the gas
anomaly, often making the identification and interpretation of deeper
reflectors difficult. This in turn affects the ability to accurately
predict reservoir properties. Thus, there is a need to compensate the
amplitude loss caused by this kind of transmission anomalies.

In this paper, a tomographic inversion approach using prestack
depth migrated common image gathers (CIGs) is utilised to
compensate reflection data for amplitude loss caused by
transmission anomalies in the overburden. The essence of our
approach is to obtain the amplitude perturbations in a represented
model by back-projecting the amplitude variations from 3D
prestack depth migrated data along the traced ray paths and then
minimising the amplitude discrepancies in CIGs. After obtaining
the amplitude perturbations, they can then be used for mitigating
the amplitude attenuation due to the transmission loss.

Real data examples show that the method can mitigate amplitude
attenuation caused by transmission anomalies and should be
considered as one of the processes for amplitude preserving
processing that is important for AVO analysis when transmission
anomalies are present.

Day 3 Session 4 Stream 2

PETROLEUM

Gravity and Magnetics

BASEMENT CONSTRAINTS ON OFFSHORE BASIN
ARCHITECTURE AS DETERMINED BY NEW
AEROMAGNETIC DATA ACQUIRED OVER BASS
STRAIT AND WESTERN MARGIN OF TASMANIA

Michael Morse*, George Gibson and Cameron Mitchell
Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia
michael.morse@ga.gov.au

In early 2008 Geoscience Australia and Mineral Resources
Tasmania acquired 141 234 km of high resolution (800 m line
spacing) aeromagnetic data over Bass Strait and the offshore
marginal basins of western Tasmania. The data fill a gap in
the existing aeromagnetic coverage between Tasmania and
mainland Australia and provide fresh insights into basement
structure and its control on basin architecture and
sedimentation patterns during the Gondwanan continental
break-up and the separation of Australia from Antarctica.
Prominent in the new data are several northwest-trending
basement faults that extend from the mainland into
westernmost Tasmania and the South Tasman Rise; they
appear to represent an offshore extension of previously
mapped structures in western Victoria (Hummocks and
Yarramyljup Faults). These structures postdate, truncate and
offset in a sinistral sense many older north- and northeast-
trending basement structures, including the late
Neoproterozoic Arthur lineament in Tasmania, the Bambra
fault in central Victoria and the boundary between the
Lachlan and Delamerian Orogens (Moyston Thrust) in
western Victoria. The Hummocks Fault coincides with a
narrow belt of ultramafic rocks and possibly continues
offshore as a series of prominent magnetic anomalies whereas
the Yarramyljup Fault may form the western limit of
Proterozoic (Tyennan) basement in Tasmania. The distribution
and geometry of Mesozoic-Tertiary offshore sedimentary
basins in western Tasmania and the South Tasman Rise is
consistent with reactivation of the older basement structures
in a north-south-directed transtensional tectonic regime.
Magmatic rocks intruded into the Bass, Otway and Sorell
Basins and Torquay Sub-Basin are clearly delineated in the
new aeromagnetic data.

Day 3 Session 4 Stream 3

NEAR SURFACE

Microearthquakes

AN ELASTIC PROPERTIES COMPUTATION TO
PREDICT 4D SEISMIC EFFECTS FOR CO2
SEQUESTRATION – A METHODOLOGY

Putri Wisman* and Milovan Urosevic
Cooperative Research Centre for Greenhouse Gas Technologies
(CO2CRC), Department of Exploration Geophysics,
Curtin University of Technology
putrisari.wisman@postgrad.curtin.edu.au, m.urosevic@curtin.edu.au

During Otway Basin CO2 sequestration program, a small amount
of CO2 is currently being injected into a depleted Naylor gas field,
onshore Victoria. The reservoir is relatively deep (2 km) and
complex with area extent of approximately 0.5 km2. This limits
the monitoring program to the application of seismic methods
only. However, the injection of CO2 into this heterogeneous
reservoir, where residual gas saturation is present throughout most
of the sand column, is expected to cause very subtle changes in
elastic properties of the reservoir rock. Indeed initial modeling of
4D seismic response showed that only 4–6% change in the elastic
parameters could be expected. Such small effect could be ‘lost’
even through an inaccurate fluid substitution methodology.
Considering inherently low repeatability of land seismic it
becomes even more important to accurately predict 4D seismic at
this site.
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For that purpose we have investigated various methodologies that
could increase the accuracy of the predicted changes in elastic
properties of the reservoir rock. We derived a methodology for
accurate prediction of elastic properties of the reservoir rock
through calibration of the log and petrophysical data with core
sample. The result showed core saturated velocities and log
measurement agree with each other when the ‘effective’ Kgrain is
applied. It suggested that ‘effective’ Kgrain could be used to
represent the average mineralogy of the grains. However,
comparative analysis and calibration of log measurement with
core samples proved that accurate fluid substitution methodology
at this site is hard to achieve without having dense core sample
test results measured from the reservoir interval.

MICROTREMOR OBSERVATIONS IN TAMAR VALLEY,
LAUNCESTON, TASMANIA: EVIDENCE OF 2D
RESONANCE FROM OBSERVED MICROTREMOR 
AND NUMERICAL MODELLING

Maxime Claprood* and Michael W. Asten
CEGAS – Centre for Environmental and Geotechnical Applications of
Surface Waves, Monash University, Melbourne
maxime.claprood@sci.monash.edu.au, michael.asten@sci.monash.edu.au

We use the microtremor survey method to record ambient ground
vibrations in Launceston, Tasmania. The presence of the ancient
Tamar Valley, in-filled with soft sediments that vary rapidly in

thickness from 0 to 250 m over a few hundred metres, is thought
to induce a 2D resonance pattern, amplifying the surface motions
over the valley and in Launceston. The spatially averaged
coherency (SPAC) and horizontal to vertical spectrum ratio
(HVSR) microtremor survey methods are combined to
characterise site effects over the Tamar Valley.

We present observations at three selected sites to study the resonance
pattern. Two of these sites (DBL and KPK) are located inside the
Tamar valley, while the third site (GUN) is located on assumed 1D
geology. We record array microtremor measurements (SPAC) to
estimate the shear wave velocity profile at all sites. Results show that
sediments thicknesses vary significantly throughout Launceston. In
addition to the traditional spatial averaging of coherencies, we
decompose coherencies into pairs of sensors, oriented perpendicular
and parallel to the valley axis, and use time averaging of coherencies.
Using multi-radii arrays, we analyse the impact of increasing radius
on the spatial and time averaged coherencies recorded at all sites.

We decompose HVSR observations into parallel and
perpendicular components to the valley axis to identify the
different modes of resonance of surface waves. On HVSR profiles
at DBL and KPK sites, we identify the in-plane to valley axis shear
mode of resonance (SV) and the normal plane to valley axis shear
mode of resonance (SH). This decomposition is not observed at
GUN, which HVSR observations present a single peak at the
frequency of resonance.




